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To Ina my soul-mate

Introduction
Another work on Mark! Who is waiting for that? The question being rhetorical calls for no
answer. But it is true that ever since Mark came out of the shadow of Matthew in the
nineteenth century there has been a growing interest in Mark’s Gospel account. There was, to
be sure, some catching up to do. Already in the early 5th century, St. Augustine described
Mark’s work as “like Matthew’s footman.”1 It was simply not worthy of study in its own
right. Indeed, if one focuses on Mark’s distinct statements then there are only a small number
of passages in Mark not taken up in Matthew.2 With Matthew at hand, study of Mark seemed
to have little point. Today this is no longer a majority position. Many now hold that Mark’s
work served as a model for Matthew’s text, and not as its précis. Hence the question of
Mark’s intention and what he aimed to accomplish have become live issues. Slowly it also
has become clear that Mark did not write a “memoir” of Jesus. What he did accomplish is
still being debated. Is this sufficient justification for another look at Mark?
A. Slow progress
Looking back, I began this study when I once asked myself the question: If the Gospel
according to Mark is the first of the four Gospel accounts of the biblical canon, just what does
Mark offer the reader, and how would Mark’s readers have read and understood his work?
There would be no supplementation from the other Gospel accounts of Matthew and Luke, let
alone John. Thus even to look for what is distinctive in Mark is not relevant to my question,
for that itself assumes the possibility of comparison with Matthew and Luke, its synoptic
mates. Thus, the question whether Mark’s work is the “authentic and pristine” Gospel
account or perhaps is only “primitive and rudimentary” takes second place to the more urgent
question which, bluntly put, is: “Why write a Gospel at all?”
Brett and the “hanging chain pattern”
From the start I had no anticipations about a book. I simply hoped to find answers to my
questions. As I pondered the text and read quite a number of works on Mark, I gradually
came to be acquainted with Mark’s work. However, the process was slow, for at first more
questions amassed than I could answer. At a rather early stage I was inspired by the
suggestion of L.F.X. Brett, who gave a tentative analysis of the arrangement of Mark’s text in
terms of “hanging chain” patterns.3 Besides finding this fascinating, I was soon convinced
that he had hit upon something in Mark, something that would appear to suggest that Mark’s
arrangement of the content of his work is not nearly as “formless” as is often assumed.4 Brett
however gave only a textual analysis, and a rather rudimentary one at that. He explicitly
refrained from offering an explanation. Upon reviewing his results, I soon found I could at
least advance the analysis. But no convincing explanation of the hanging chain patterns
suggested itself to me for quite some time.
1

Reference in The Cambridge History of the Bible, volume 1: From the Beginnings to Jerome, ed. by
P.R. Ackroyd and C.F. Evans (Cambridge: University Press, 1970), p. 270
2
The most prominent of these passages not found in Matthew are Mk. 1:21-28; 1:35-39; 4:26-29;
14:51-52.
3
See L.F.X. Brett, “Suggestions for an analysis of Mark’s arrangement,” in C.S. Mann, Mark, a new
translation with introduction and commentary (New York, etc.: Doublyday, 1986), pp. 174-190, 527528, 535.
4
Thus C.S. Mann asks why Mark’s Gospel account has been preserved at all “in view of its apparently
‘formless’ character and episodic nature” (C.S. Mann, p. 15). What one takes to be Mark’s presumed
lack of order would appear to be suggested by Papias’ remark (late 1st century, early 2nd century) that
Mark faithfully reproduced Peter’s disorderly preaching! Cf. Ackroyd and Evans, p. 266.
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Hanhart and “double history”
My reading took a step forward when I came upon the study of Karl Hanhart on Mark, The
Open Tomb.5 Hanhart asserts that the forty year period between the crucifixion of Jesus and
the destruction of the temple in Jerusalem in A.D. 70 is an essential feature of Mark’s
account. E.g., the multiple trips across the Lake of Galilee also connote Paul’s numerous trips
on the Mediterranean sea; or, the Gospel’s ending in Jerusalem also suggests a termination in
Rome through the centurion’s confession (Mk 15:39). Mark’s text would appear to be multilayered. It is evident that the “ground-level” text, as written, is made up of many pericopes.
But if the “hanging chain” pattern is a relevant strategy of the arrangement of these pericopes,
then one naturally asks: “Does the hanging chain pattern not itself suggest an interpretation
(i.e. a hermeneutics) for the arrangement of the text, a kind of “operational textual
framework” for these pericopes?” Hanhart himself did not work with “hanging chains.” He
leaned on the work of the Dutch Catholic scholar, B. van Iersel,6 who had his own analysis of
Mark’s arrangement. His analysis however lacks the perspicuity that can be achieved via
Brett’s approach. But Hanhart was nevertheless able, among other things, to make a
convincing case for the multi-layered nature of Mark’s text.
A.D. 70, before and after
Two other matters need to be taken into account in any study of the Gospel. The first
concerns the historical context. Whatever one’s opinion concerning the importance of the
Palestinian historical setting of the Gospel in the first century, one cannot deny the existence
of this historical and geographical background. They were moving times. The census taken
by Cyrenius at the beginning of his governorship in A.D. 6-9 triggered the tax uprising of
A.D. 7 and initiated the “zealot movement.”7 This zealot movement played a major role in
the increasing turmoil of Roman occupation in Palestine, leading up to the devastating Jewish
war in 66-73, with the destruction of Jerusalem and its temple in 70 as its tragic climax. The
year 70 is a watershed: before and after are two different realities. Robert Eisenman, an
authority on the Dead Sea Scrolls, has reviewed this period from about the time of the
Maccabees’ revolt, sparked in 168 B.C., to beyond A.D. 70, with James, the brother of Jesus
and head of the Jerusalem ecclesia, as focal point.8 Eisenman opens a vast panorama on the
time and place when Jesus the Messiah lived and died, and Christianity arose. Mark’s Gospel
account was written, or at least completed, after A.D. 70. Does this post-70 situation affect
the view on Jesus and the pre-70 outreach of Jesus’ mission? And if so, how? I believe that
a careful look at Mark’s portrayal of Jesus’ somewhat peculiar treatment of his disciples is
telling here.
Earthly material with heavenly interest
The second important matter to take up in any gospel account pertains to the interpretation of
the text as part of the Christian canon. If textual constraints (the “hanging chain” patterns)
5

K. Hanhart, The Open Tomb. A New Approach, Mark’s Passover Haggadah (± 72 C.E.)
(Collegeville, Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1995).
6
B. van Iersel, Reading Mark, trans. by W.H. Bisscheroux (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1989).
7
Luke places Jesus’ birth at the time of the census. Matthew places the birth prior to Herod the
“Great”’s death in 4 B.C.—“Herod the Horrible” would be more fitting. Mark makes no mention of
the birth.
8
R. Eisenman, James the Brother of Jesus. The Key to Unlocking the Secrets of Early Christianity and
the Dead Sea Scrolls (Penguin Books, 1997), and the follow-up R. Eisenman, The New Testament
Code. The Cup of the Lord, the Damascus Covenant, and the Blood of Christ (London: Watkins,
2006).
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and the historical background (particularly A.D. 70) are relevant to the content of Mark’s
writing, how does the “heavenly interest” fit in with the “earthly material”? If the miraculous
is simply the supernatural breaking through, irrespective of any earthly relevance, then the
earthly context is a mere façade. Jesus, the “divine son,” offers to humankind, and is the
mediator of, informative revelation about heavenly reality and God’s purposes of salvation for
human beings. This focuses on world flight, not world reform.
But other approaches are possible, indeed must be expected, when, as in our case,
historical reality is taken to be intrinsically relevant towards understanding Mark’s work.
When Mark describes the things Jesus is particularly known for—miracles, exorcisms,
parables—why might this not be taken as metaphor? The fear that metaphor sidesteps truth
can be eased when realizing that metaphor can reveal truth in its own indirect way. The
Psalmist can speak of trees clapping and a joyful jostling ocean and not be discounted for not
speaking truly. In fact, such poetry reveals how one can experience the beauty and dynamics
of nature as invigorating to oneself. And this is true! It is just that one needs to take an extra
step to “decode” the meaning—in this case an aesthetic decoding—and not be held up in the
metaphor in what it “literally” says. Without the extra step of realization no truth can be
grasped.
Jesus’ miracles, exorcisms, parables, etc. share this metaphorical mode. What is said
or done seems at first sight or hearing strange, remarkable or somehow calling attention to
itself in being unusual. But unless one takes a further step of realization then one might be
awed by the “miraculous” but one misses the real point being addressed. The point may be to
criticize (e.g., Legion’s troubled mind and the community that profits from the presence of a
Roman army unit) or to invite social change (relevant to the healings of the Canaanite girl and
the epileptic boy) or to appeal to the Torah and its importance (e.g., the first feeding). Also
exorcisms can be seen as ways of silencing superstition and undoing injustice, calling for a
readjustment of the situation so as to provide freedom and relief to the victims. Essential to
Jesus’ manner of working is also his use of indirect discourse. A parable is a story that is
recognized as involving the listener only on second thought. A parable is an earthy story that
invites critical self-reflection and decision.9
Thus at various levels and in different ways there is “heavenly interest” breaking
through constantly, adding up to what is called the coming of the Kingdom of God being near
(Mk 1:15), or “God’s Kingly Rule” becoming decisive.10 But this process is evidenced by the
“earthly material” and takes place through the human situations being transformed,
“converted.”
B. Chapter division (provisional)
So we have different operational parameters in our approach to Mark. There is first of all the
textual analysis and the predominance of the “hanging chain pattern.” Our first chapter is
devoted to showing that the overall structure of the text of Mark is determined, subsequent to
9

René Girard has analysed parables and “parabolising” in a very illuminating way in terms of the
“scapegoat mechanism.” We will benefit from Girard in others contexts too, when discussing desire
and the relation of love and violence in the religious consciousness. Cf. R. Girard, The Scapegoat
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986) and R. Girard, Things Hidden since the
Foundation of the World, trans. by S. Bann and M. Metteer (London: Athlone, 1987).
10
It is worth repeating (what is well-known to scholars) that in the Aramaic spoken by Jesus and the
disciples, and “well-established in Jewish usage,” the meaning of “kingdom” in “the kingdom of God”
is “kingship,” “kingly rule,” “reign,” or “sovereignty.” In other words, the expression “kingdom of
God” connotes in the first place sovereignty as proceeding from God, and only in a secondary sense
the terrain or community ruled over. See C.H. Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom (Glasgow: Collins;
Fount Paperbacks reprint 1978), p.29.
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the Prologue (1:1-15), by the pattern of six hanging chains. The text is not haphazardly
draped in that pattern, but it finds an explanation in a peculiar feature of the text, namely in its
having what we will call “marker pericopes.” When reviewing the pattern as a whole we are
also struck by the possibility that the text in all probability may have had a liturgical role. For
the text, when “spread” over the weeks (Sabbaths) of a year, neatly fills the context of a whole
year (in Jewish year reckoning). Hence Mark’s text as a whole could be used repetitively on a
yearly basis.
The second chapter confronts us with history. The moving events of the first century
A.D. are a story in themselves. But does this story mean anything for the mission of Jesus
and the missionary outreach of the first disciples? And what about the Jewish war and the
climax of destruction of Jerusalem and the temple in A.D. 70? There seemed to have been
ample opportunity for the possible re-introduction of a “King of the Jews,” as was rumoured
in Jesus’ time and for his having sought that role that Jesus was condemned by the Roman
governor Pontius Pilate. But that was not an end of the matter. The disciples and followers of
Jesus have something to say to both Jews and Gentiles. The home-base ecclesia in Jerusalem
is firmly in the hands of James, Jesus’ brother, while Simon Peter takes prime responsibility
for the outreach of the Gospel to the Jews and Paul leads the way among the Gentiles (Gal.
2:8).
All this changes dramatically with the Jewish war. After A.D. 70 Jewish culture, in
the sense of its being a cultic sacrificial culture centred in the temple of Jerusalem, with the
holy of holies as its very heart, is destroyed, without any opportunity of an immediate repair.
This has repercussions on the “Jewish wing” of the Jesus movement, for that too is now
“broken.”
In the meantime there is still no written account of the Gospel. The Jesus movement is
in crisis too. Its first leaders, such as James, Simon and Paul have died in the 60s. The
Jerusalem “home-base” and the Jewish wing have been eradicated in the war. Only the
ecclesiae among the Gentiles are not physically affected. But they are obviously in need of a
new kind of leadership, or at least guidance. I believe that this was at least a motive, perhaps
the primary one, for a written account of the Gospel. Mark wrote it and probably also used
existing fragmentary material to give his account for the sake of the Gentiles and Jews abroad,
to help reorient them in their Gospel convictions.
Mark was looking into the future, how the “new order” Jesus has introduced could
take deeper root. But for that purpose he had to appeal to Jesus and the outreach of the
disciples prior to Jerusalem’s destruction. However it made no sense to repeat or emphasize
elements and facets that assumed the presence of detailed Jewish customs or problems. Thus,
whether Jesus’ striving to acquire the role of “King of the Jews” was rumour or reality, it
should in any case be played down. And when the disciples express their favour of this
desire, Mark puts this down as evidencing their dogged misunderstanding. Jesus had a
“messianic secret,” that was of a different order, not that of being anointed a “political” or
national king. Mark, it would appear, worked this program into the very set-up of his work,
with “marker pericopes” and “hanging chains.”
The final chapter focuses on Mark’s presentation of Jesus’ actual mission. Here we
shall focus on the details of the few parables that Mark has and also on Jesus’ exorcisms and
miracles.
C. A related matter
An initial response to the above might be disbelief in there being anything to learn from
Mark’s arrangement of his text. Might the possibility of “hanging chains” after all be nothing
but an accidental pattern, one that the reader first (unawares) imposes on the text, only to
“discover” it on second thought, perhaps from an overzealous urge to do Mark’s arranging for
6

him? I am in full sympathy with such a response. Initially it did seem rather out of order.
But perhaps another feature of Mark’s text, unrelated to any “hanging chains,” can help
assuage the doubt and allow for the possible acknowledgement of there being indeed textual
pursuits in Mark. As it turns out Mark also counted his words!11
Jewish numerology
It is common knowledge that, within Jewish tradition, specific meanings are associated with
specific numbers. There is the meaning of “four” denoting all-inclusiveness, as when
speaking of the four “corners” of the earth, from where four winds blow. The numbers “five”,
“ten”, and their multiples are prominent through the use of the decimal system in Palestine.
They denote completion in a specific context. The number “six’” in turn is the symbol of the
human being in his earthly life. Man and woman are created on the sixth day, and allotted to
work six days. Evil is also associated with this “human number”. The number “seven” on the
other hand has an eminent place, being associated with religious life. The seventh day (the
Sabbath) is the day of rest. Other applications are the Sabbatical year, which occurs every
seven years, and the year of Jubilee, the latter occurring the year after 7×7 years, hence the
fiftieth year.12 The feast of Unleavened Bread and the feast of Weeks each last 7 days. This
is enough to get an impression of this topic.
Words occurring in specific quantities
Now Mark does more than merely use these number meanings—e.g., in the second feeding
there are seven loaves available and seven baskets of fragments are left over (Mk 8:5,8),
denoting religious fulfilment and the possibility of continuous fulfilment. Something
different is involved when considering the number of occurrences of a term or name. Is it
significant that the term “Holy Spirit” and the name “Andrew” each occur four times
(independently of each other; the former in Mk 1:8; 3:29; 12:36; 13:11; the latter in Mk
1:16,29; 3:18; 13:3)? The Holy Spirit is what moved the apostles to reach out to the “four
corners” of the known world. The name Andrew in turn is peculiar in being a Greek name in
an otherwise Jewish context. Does its occurring four times also suggest the world-wide
movement—to its “four corners”—throughout the Graeco-Roman world? This may of
course be purely coincidental. (But recall that the fourth occurrence is in the context of Jesus’
“world-wide” or cosmic apocalyptic discourse. Why is Andrew, who lacks a distinct profile,
as fourth listener privy to this?) (13:3)
But what are we to think of the fact that the names “David,” “Christ,” “Mary,” and
“Simon” (as Peter)13 each occur seven times in Mark’s text? Also words like “holy” and
“gospel” occur seven times, as does “Lord” in reference to God and in reference to Jesus.14
This too may be coincidental, but they are quite clearly in step with the symbolic meaning of
“seven”, for each case carries positive religious meaning. This does not reinforce the feeling
of “mere coincidence.” Making further counts we find “Satan” occurring six times; also the
words “King Herod” (including one general occurrence of “King”) and the word for
11

The counting of words needs of course to proceed from the Greek text. In translated texts the count
is easily distorted, for example when the translator replaces a name or a noun with a pronoun.
12
See Flavius Josephus 3.12.3 (p.116) Jubilee
13
Cf. “David”: Mk 2:25; 10:47,48; 11:10; 12:35,36,37. “Christ”: Mk 1:1; 8:29; 9:41; 12:35; 13:21;
14:61; 15:32. “Mary”: Magdalene: Mk 15:40,47; 16:1, and mother of Jesus: Mk 6:3; 15:40, 47; 16:1.
“Simon [Peter]”: Mk: 1:16,16,29,30,36; 3:16; 14:37.
14
Cf. “holy”: Mk 1:8, 24; 3:29; 6:20; 8:38; 12:36; 13:11; “gospel”: Mk 1:1,14,15; 8:35; 10:29; 13:10;
14:9; and “Lord”: in reference to God: Mk 11:9; 12:9; 12:11; 12:29,29; 12:30; 13:20; in reference to
Jesus: 1:3; 5:19; 7:28; 11:3; 12:36,37; 13:35 (there are two other occurrences of “Lord, one in
connection with David, 12:36, and one in connection with Son of Man).
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Gentiles/Nations (ethnos) occurs six times, likewise the expression “King of the Jews/Israel”
and “kingdom” (when not of God).15 This matches the symbolic meaning of “six”.
There are also more complicated cases. The terms “Kingdom of God” and “Son of
Man” each occur 14 times (=2×7).16 (Furthermore, in what we shall identify as the fourth
main segment of Mark’s text, each occurs seven times in that segment. They play a key role
there, in correlation with each other.) Then “amen”/ “truly” and the words for “master”/
“teacher”, occurring as appellation, in Greek didaskale (10×) and in Hebrew: rabbi (3×) and
rabbo(u)ni (1×), also together are used fourteen times.17 On consideration, it becomes highly
difficult to believe that the numbers of these occurrences are purely coincidental.
To add to the likelihood of Mark counting his words, there seems to be significance in
an equal count in the occurrences of two terms of more or less the same category. There is
the example of the terms “unclean” (akathartos), used in “unclean spirit”, and “demon”
(daimonion), each occurring eleven times.18 (I don’t believe there is any special significance
in the number 11 as such.) As a longer shot: the names of the three core disciples: “Simon,”
in reference to Peter, occurs 7 times, the name “Peter” itself 18 times, “James” 15 times and
“John” 10 times. In other words, the combination of “Simon” and “Peter” equals the number
of occurrences of “James” and “John” together, namely 25.19
One might by now be curious as to the occurrences of two central words, namely
“Jesus” and “God.” The name “Jesus” occurs 80 times, which is twice 40.20 The number 40
denotes trial or preparation, but in relation to God’s acts. The core significance is of course
the 40 years of wandering of Jacob’s descendents, after having escaped from the slavery of
Egypt. Jesus is represented as re-enacting this period in the “40 days” in the wilderness while
tempted by Satan (Mk 1:13). The fact that in this count the number 40 occurs twice is
perhaps significant in giving extra emphasis to this meaning. But I believe we should not
overlook the possibility of an additional significance in denoting the period of (about) 40
years between the crucifixion and the destruction of the temple shrine (the “naos”)—the “holy
of holies,” centre of the temple—and Jerusalem in the year A.D. 70 under the Roman
commander Titus. (This will be discussed in a later stage of this work.) This is the first 40
year period of the development of the Christian ecclesia.
15

Cf. “Satan”: Mk 1:13; 3:23,23,26; 4:15; 8:33; “king” (in reference to Herod and one general use):
Mk 6:14,22,25,26,27; 13:9; Gentiles/nations [ethnos]: Mk 10:33,42; 11:17; 13:8,8,10; “king of the
Jews/Israel”: Mk 15:2,9,12,18,26,32; “kingdom” (not of God): Mk 3:24,24; 6:23; 11:10; 13:8,8.
16
Cf. “kingdom of God”: Mk 1:15; 4:11,26,30; 9:1,47; 10:14,15,23,24,25; 12:34; 14:25; 15:43; and
“Son of man”: Mk 2:10,28; 8:31,38; 9:9,12,31; 10:33,45; 13:26; 14:21,21,41,62.
17
Cf. “amen”: Mk 3:28; 6:11; 8:12; 9:1,41; 10:15,29; 11:23; 12:43; 13:30; 14:9,18,25,30; the address
as ‘master’ (didaskale): Mk 4:38; 9:17,38; 10:17 (didaskale agathe), 20,35; 12:14,19,32; 13:1 and
“rabbi”: Mk 9:5; 11:21; 14:45; and “rabbo(u)ni” (high master): Mk 10:51.
18
Cf. “unclean”: Mk 1:23,26,27; 3:11,30; 5:2,8,13; 6:7; 7:25; 9:25; and “demon”: (daimonion): Mk
1:34,34,39; 3;15,22,22; 6:13; 7:26,29,30; 9:38. Note: “diabolos” (= “devil”) does not occur in Mark.
In Matthew and Luke this term does occur, in fact 6 times(!) in each. Do Matthew and Luke also
count their terms?
19
Cf. “Simon [Peter]”: see footnote 10 above; “Peter”: Mk 3:16; 5:37; 8:29,32,33; 9:2,5; 10:28;
11:21; 13:3; 14:29,33,37,54,66,67,70,72 (excluding the occurrence in 16:7, since this verse appears to
have a syntactically distinct role together with 14:28??); “James”: Mk 1:19,29; 3;17,17,18; 5:37,37;
6:3; 9:2; 10:35,41; 13:3; 14:33; 15:40; 16:1 [note: this includes all the occurrences of “James”, i.e. as
son of Alphaeus (3:18), as son of Mary (15:40 and 16:1) and the remainder as son of Zebedee]; and
“John [the apostle]”: Mk 1:19,29; 3:17; 5:37; 9:2,38; 10:35,41; 13:3; 14:33.
20
Cf. Mk 1:1,9,14,17,24,25; 2:5,8,15,17,19; 3:7; 5:6,7,15,20,21,27,30,36; 6:4,30; 8:27;

9:2,4,5,8,23,25,27,39; 10:5,14,18,21,23,24,27,29,32,38,39,42,47,47,49,50,51,52;
11:6,7,22,29,33,33; 12:17,24,29,34,35; 13:2,5; 14:6,18,27,30,48,53,55,60,62,67,72;
15:1,5,15,34,37,43; 16:6.
8

And then there are the occurrences of “God.” This name occurs 50 times.21 There are
3 occurrences of “God” in “Son of God,” 14 ( 2 ×7) occurrences of “God” in “Kingdom of
God” and 33 occurrences of “God” in other contexts or lacking a context. The total number is
the Jewish jubilee number. This number is significant in connection with Pentecost, which is
the first day after 7×7 days since Passover, i.e. 7 weeks or 7 Sabbaths, the following day, the
50th day of Pentecost, being treated as an extra Sabbath. The “Jubilee year” in turn is in step
with the Sabbatical year. The latter refers to every seventh year, when the land lies fallow.
After seven Sabbatical years, hence every 50 years, there is the additional Sabbatical year,
called the Jubilee year. It is meant to be a year of liberation, when “property reverted to its
original owner, debts were remitted, and Hebrews who had been enslaved for debts were
released.”22 Since the land then lies fallow for two consecutive years, it was also an occasion
for testing one’s faith that God would somehow provide (see Lev. 25:8-17). The number 50
has a significance in direct relation to the Jewish expression of faith in God.
A futile practice?
In light of these selected examples it is, I believe, difficult to discount Mark’s practice, or at
least that of the final editor, of letting the number of occurrences of a word that is significant
to his meaning be in step with the meaning of that word. To a modern reader this seems an
entirely futile practice. One can only identify a (possibly) significant word count when the
whole text has been carefully perused. But even then, there is the problem of discriminating
between an intended number of occurrences over against the accidental number of
occurrences. After all, any word actually used occurs a definite number of times, whether
intended or not. For example, the word for wind (“anemos”) occurs seven times.23 Does
Mark want to suggest the positive Jewish-Christian meaning here that is associated with the
number seven, or is the number coincidental? I tend to think the latter, but it is difficult to be
sure. For the fourth occurrence, the middle of the seven occurrences, expresses that “even the
wind and the sea obey him” (Mk 4:41). This places, at the textual level, the cosmic elements
in a subservient relation to Christ. Does this justify an intended word-count of seven?
Reading and writing in antiquity
Something can be said in favour of word-counts and by way of a possible explanation in their
positive intention, when recalling systems of education in antiquity. Texts in antiquity lacked
punctuation marks. A text, being a continuous series of letters (scriptio continua), had to be
subjected to critical scrutiny before it could be read in an expressive way. To acquire this
stage, this involved, as Ian Thomson summarizes the practice as exercised at the beginning of
the Christian era, that the continuous script “had to be broken down, words separated,
21

Cf. “God”: Mk 1:14,24; 2:7,12,26; 3:35; 5:7; 7:8,9,13; 8:33; 10:6,9,18,27,27; 11:22;
12:14,17,17,24,26,26,26,26,27,27,29,30,32; 13:19; 15:34,34; “Son of God”: Mk 3:11; 5:7; 15:39;
“Kingdom of God”: Mk 1:15; 4:11,26,30; 9:1,47; 10:14,15,23,24,25; 12:34; 14:25; 15:43. As in most
editions, there is no occurrence of “kingdom of” in Mk 1:14. In some editions Mk 1:1 ends with “the
Son of God”. When considering the word count, there is an extra argument for excluding this phrase
here. This word count does include occurrences of “God” at 10:6, 12:27 and 12:32, long taken to be
standard, but now not included in the 21st edition of E. Nestle’s Novum Testament Graece.
22
The New Bible Dictionary, “Sabbatical year”, p. 1111. This did not preclude the possibility of
famine. The years 24 and 23 B.C., during Herod’s reign, were particularly bad, as Josephus relates in
his Antiquities (15.9.1). These years also happened to be a Sabbatical year and a Jubilee year,
respectively. Josephus. The Complete Works, trans. by William Whiston (Nashville: Thomas Nelson
Publishers, 1998), p. 500. We note that the next Jubilee year was A.D. 28, at about the time, as
tradition has it, that Jesus started his work.
23
Cf. Mk 4:37,39,39,41; 6:48,51; 13:27.
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punctuation determined, phrases and sentences found, questions distinguished, lines made to
scan.”24 The reader needed to have an overview of the text to acquire proficiency in reading it
in order for the reading to be intelligible to the listener. If the reader did not practically learn
the text by heart, he would be much helped by devises in the text itself that remind the reader,
through key counts, of the terms essential to the text. We need to realize, as Thomson
concludes, that, at the time, “any reading ability demanded a much closer scrutiny of the text
than in current Western education (ibid.).”
The rhetorical devise of word-counts would have been particularly relevant for the
stage that followed upon that of expressive reading, namely “that of literal and literary
explanation of both form and content” (ibid.). Words that are particularly significant in
connection with the content of a text also have formal relevance through the fixed code of
their word-counts, once remembered(!). A modern equivalent, less demanding on our
memory, might be to colour highlight these terms, choosing light colours for positive terms,
deeper colours for terms with negative connotations. The text as a whole would “light up” in
a way that is significant to its meaning. I believe the terms in question also add dignity to the
text, though in coded form. In the text of Mark the codes are determined by the Jewish
numerological tradition. But in being applied in the context of establishing “Christian
meaning” we have a kind of hermeneutical aid in helping to focus on the meanings that are
important.
As we proceed
The figure of the “hanging chain,” as applied to pericopes, is more directly relevant in getting
a handle on the “continuous script,” in this case the sequence of pericopes. It is the aim of the
first chapter to offer an outline of Mark’s text in which hanging chains serve as the organizing
pattern. This will be shown by way of denoting the textual form of Mark’s text.25 The
remaining chapters will, among other things, focus on the “space and time” of the context of
Mark’s work, namely life in Palestine in the first century. We will also broach topics
belonging to anthropology. Being “scandalized”—commonly translated as being offended—
is prominent in Mark’s text. But do we understand it? Also exorcism and parables will be
analyzed. Finally we need to see how “the holy” becomes relevant to the text. The unending
“giving” that occurs against the background of transcendence in Jesus’ work contrasts with
the disciples’ more self-centred focus on power and control. Between Jesus and the disciples
there is an element of tragedy. But tragedy is not the characteristic mark (no pun intended) of
Mark’s text. He wants to show how the community or body of Christ (the “Son of Man”)
gains, through sufferance, its intrinsic worth and power and glory as compared to Gentile
practice. The text is not “holy” as such—it is a very creative, self-stylized piece of writing,
that transformed Jewish tradition in the first century A.D.—but it does allow an unfeigned
beginning of holiness to enter into our heart and spirit as we ponder, follow up on, and
commit ourselves to “following Jesus.”
The conclusion I came to finally, via my analysis of Mark’s text and meaning, is that
his work is “Gospel” in the sense of being the founding document of the Gentile (Roman)
Christian ecclesia. It made it possible for the Gentile ecclesia to operate in a way that was no
longer dependent on the former Jewish ecclesia, with its centre in Jerusalem, that was
destroyed in the Jewish war, undercutting the prior authority of this community.
24

Ian H. Thomson, Chiasmus in the Pauline Letters (Sheffield, England: Sheffield Academic Press:
1995), p. 21. We note that this author makes no mention of possible chiasms (or “hanging chains”) in
Mark’s text.
25
These patterns need to be found in the text themselves. One does not need to fully understand the
meanings of the words involved, no more than it’s being required to recognize and use a limerick or a
sonnet or other poetical patterns in poetry.
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Chapter 1: A textual analysis of Mark

[A. Tol; 1 May ’14; Bovenkarspel, NL]
[Markbook 01(3)]

Introduction
In this first chapter we will concentrate on the overall arrangement of the material of Mark.
In discerning arrangement we need to proceed from the text as written. There will be no
explanatory discussion of that content at this point, except when relevant or required towards
clarifying arrangement. (In some cases we have gone further than duty calls, but that will be
rectified when the following chapters are able to absorb that material.)
The recurring pattern that is so characteristic in the text of Mark is, as phrased by
L.F.X. Brett, that of the “hanging chain” (think of a necklace supported at the loose ends).
Brett describes this as an arrangement in which “verses are linked together to form a catenary,
with the weightiest material at the center. The first and final verses display similarities to one
another, and quite often such similarity can be found in the corresponding versus that emanate
in either direction from the central verse(s)” (p.176).
The following three examples are chosen to illustrate this:
(i) Mk 1:9;
- Jesus
- John
- Nazareth
- Jordan
- baptized
This is a “mini-chain”; slightly more complex is
(ii) Mk 15: 16-20;
-lead him away (16)
-led him out (20c)
-put purple robe on him (17)
-took off purple robe (20b)
-begin to salute him (18a)
-[end of] mocking him (20a)
-“Hail, king of the Jews” (18b)
-bended knee in mock worship (19b)
-strike his head, spit on him (19a)
The text of these two examples—the third example is immediately below—when read,
advances from left to right: down the left side and up the right. We clearly see the
correspondence of the chain links, as they emanate from the central part and form horizontal
correlates. This of course can only be relevant if the sequence of the links accords with the
word-order of Mark’s Greek text. If the word-order changes through translation, then the
original chain patterns is likely to be destroyed or at least to have become obscure.
For ease of presentation a chain may also be represented in a vertical orientation, as
“flipped over,” namely when the right half is extended not to the right and upward but to the
left and downward. To keep track of the correlation of the corresponding links, letters and
their primes indicate the corresponding verse parts, or the corresponding “links” of the chain
(now as vertical correlates). Our third example is presented in this “flipped over” orientation.
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(iii) Mk 3: 1-7a;
- a (Setting) J enters a synagogue, man with withered hand present (1)
- b J watched [by Pharisees] to see if he would heal on Sabbaths (2)
- c (Says to the man,) whose hand is withered: (3a)
- d “Rise in the midst” (3b)
- e J addresses [Pharisees]: Lawful on Sabbaths to do good …? (4a)
- f But they were silent. (4b)
- e’ J looks on [Pharisees] in anger, grieved at their hardness of heart (5a)
- d’ (Says to the man:) “Stretch forth the hand” (5b)
- c’ Hand is restored (5c)
- b’ Pharisees with Herodians take counsel against J (6)
- a’ (Setting) Jesus and disciples depart to the sea (7a)

We will speak of a “hanging chain” in either a horizontal or vertical orientation.
The relevance of chains
Now what is the relevance of such chains? Once a chain is discovered, that almost
automatically channels the attention to the central part. In the first example above, the theme
of baptism is clearly the “weightiest” part, this being what the verse is about. It is also what
connects Jesus and John here. We will find, as Brett stated above, that it is characteristic of
hanging chains to have a central piece that is “weightiest.” The outermost links often indicate
the setting, with the links between the setting and the centre providing circumstantial
information leading to the weightiest part.
The second example above is more challenging in this respect. One might be inclined
to consider the mockery and blasphemy to be the weightiest factor. But if our description of
the chain is correct and if Mark indeed wishes to emphasize the central piece—I believe both
are the case—then he appears to be saying that the physical abuse here is more “important,”
hence “weightier,” than the mockery of (pretended) worship. After all the physical abuse is
entirely unjustified. There is support for this reading in that the reference to physical abuse is
at least consistent with Jesus’ being physically “led away” (15:16) and “led out” (15:20c) in
the first and last “links” of this chain.” These two passages set the context.
In the third chain the silence of the Pharisees is identified as being the “weightiest”
part. In being the central part this helps to emphasize the significance of the content here,
namely the Pharisees’ embarrassment. They have failed to defeat Jesus in this confrontation
and his demonstration. But rather than coming to their senses, they set out to seek ways of
bringing Jesus down in the future.
When chains are clearly evident—as in the examples above where this recurring
pattern is difficult to deny—we have a right to attribute the pattern to the author (or editor) of
the text, not to its reader. This is important not only in being cautious about accepting a
pattern thought to be a chain, but also when proceeding to interpret the text of such patterns.
The chain pattern provides hermeneutical clues that derive, if properly accessed, from the
writer.1
Sometimes one also finds deviations from the chain arrangement. Verses or parts of
verses may contain “arms” (or sequences) that correspond to one another in parallel fashion,
not in inverted order (as in a hanging chain). In that case there is no “weightiest” element, for
the sequences nowhere come together. Such parallel sequences form what may be called
1

This must not be confused with the division of the text in numbered chapters and verses, which is of
a much later date. Mark did not “think in verses” (see our Introduction). In fact Greek texts at the
time did not even use punctuation marks. There is no need to see in the verse and chapter divisions
any meaning that might be intended by Mark. They merely form a reference system for the reader
devised by a reader (in the Middle Ages).
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“hanging ornaments”. Lacking a central or weightiest part, such hanging ornaments would
appear to call special attention to themselves in involving an important contrast or difference.
There is an evident parallel arrangement in Mark’s Prologue, as will be pointed out in the
discussion of the outline of the Prologue below.
Kinds of hanging chains: chiasms
Brett concludes that of all the devices one finds in Mark, the hanging chain arrangement is
most prominent (Brett: 176). We can make the further point that this device is not unique to
Mark. It goes by the general name of “chiasmus.” Two facets are basic to a chiasmus:
“balance of elements about a central point within a given unit of material, and inversion of
order of these elements.”2 While this literary figure calls for study in its own right, this
cannot be conducted here. However, we can report that it is a compositional figure traceable
in ancient Greek writings and in Semitic texts, especially the Old Testament. I.H. Thomson,
in his introductory discussion of chiasmus in the Pauline writings, concludes that “there is
certainly now little disagreement as to its presence [in Scripture]” (Ibid, p. 17).
One may distinguish, in Mark’s use of chiasms, two levels, depending on the “size” of
the links of a chain or chiasmus. There is the modest pattern whereby the links of the chain
are expressed by parts of a single (or a small number of) sentence(s), denoting single ideas.
These are chains at the “micro-level.” The three examples used above are of this level. A
chain may also have links at a “macro-level.” In that case each chain link consists (most
likely) of several sentences that together convey an episode. The linguistic unit that conveys
an episode is referred to as a pericope. The two basic facets of a chiasmus, quoted above,
remain in effect in connection with pericopes, though we need to adapted the description a bit
to make it appropriate for the pericope level. A chiasmus of pericopes involves (i) the balance
of pericopes about a central pericope within a given sequence of material, and (ii) the
inversion of order of these pericopes. The outline of Mark’s text given below, subsequent to
the Prologue, traces the chain pattern at the pericope (or macro-) level.
Generally put, macro-level chiasms are constituted by pericopes, while chiasms at the
micro-level organize the material of a single pericope consisting of ideas arranged in chiasmic
fashion. This calls for clarity as to the use of the term “pericope.” It usually involves a
number of sentences required to express a core idea, either in a balance of ideas (e.g., a
number of sayings in sequence) or of elements of a single episode. It is a “unit of tradition.”3
In Mark’s text, by virtue of its being as episodic as it is, the scope of a pericope is usually
quite easy to determine. What is not always so clear is the possible intention of a grouping of
what appears to be several distinct pericopes. E.g., in the first appearance of Jesus and his
disciples in Capernaum we can distinguish three episodes (i) the appearance in the synagogue
(1:21-28), (ii) the healing of Simon’s mother-in-law (1:29-31) and (iii) the occurrences after
sun-set (1:32-39). Is this one pericope or three? It is clear that the episodes are meant to hang
together, for in the text itself, at 1:38,39, the three passages are pulled together. Whether this
does or does not accord with the strict meaning of a pericope is then of secondary interest.
One should of course avoid being more “Markan” than Mark himself. He is clearly
not a victim of his method. Within the set-up provided by chiasms, especially at the macrolevel, he is completely free to vary—as he does—the lengths of the chain links. Especially in
the second half of his text we find groupings in a chain link that turn them into either internal
“hanging chains” themselves or disconnected hanging chain parts. This makes it a
2

I.H. Thomson, Chiasmus in the Pauline Letters (Sheffield, England: Sheffield Academic Press,
1995), p. 25.
3
There appears to be a “Catholic” use and a “Protestant” use of “pericope.” In a more Catholic
context the term denotes a fixed itinerary of parts of the Bible to be read and explained on Sundays
and festive days. The Protestant use, as above, reflects any written unit that denotes an episode.
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considerable challenge to properly delineate the main links of a chain at the macro-level. The
point is to pick up on the hints laid by Mark in the text itself. That gives the assurance that we
are following Mark, and not presenting him as following us (in our whims).
When properly delineated, the two levels of chiasmus invite a dual interpretation of
Mark’s text. When we focus on the macro-level, we are challenged to pick-up on Mark’s
overall intention. This provides the context for a subsequent look at the micro-level. At the
micro-level detailed considerations rise in importance. As the two approaches mesh we get to
appreciate the nuance of Mark’s composition.
But interpretation is of later concern. We shall first occupy ourselves at the macrolevel in providing an overall analysis of Mark’s text, resulting in its outline, along with a
summary commentary.
Mark in outline
Mark’s opening text serves as a Prologue, the subsequent text consists of what might loosely
be called a collection of pericopes. The arrangement of this collection, if any, needs to be
ascertained. Naturally, the arrangement we distinguish cannot ignore the content of the text.
But at this point we focus first on the arrangement or compositional syntax of the text itself,
as made evident by the content, rather than dwell on the meaning at this point.
Prologue
We begin with the Prologue (1: 1-15). By way of instruction we shall look more carefully at
some significant details here. First Jesus is introduced by John the Baptist as the expected
One. Then there is the exchange between John and Jesus, followed by Jesus’ own initiating
proclamation of the appropriate time of God’s Reign. By carefully tracing the structure of the
text we can also determine the Prologue’s most likely scope.
The layout of the Prologue is as follows: 4
Opening announcement (1)
Historical motivation (2)
John (3-8)
-

3: voice – wilderness – Lord
4a: John in the desert
4b-5: proclaiming a baptism to all
6: camel’s hair
6: locusts and honey
7: John proclaims about Jesus
8: “water and Holy Spirit”

Jesus (11-15)
-

11: voice – heavens – Son
12: Jesus thrust into the desert
13a: solitary temptation by Satan
13b: wild beasts
13c: angels ministered to him
14: after John Jesus proclaims gospel of God
15: “time is fulfilled; believe in the gospel”

(v. 9): - Jesus
- John
- Nazareth
- Jordan
- baptized
(v. 10): - going up
- coming down
- water
- spirit
- heavens rent

We see at once that there is a parallel arrangement of the main parts of the text,
divided between John and Jesus respectively. These sequences of text (1:3-8 and 1:11-15)
4

This layout is essentially identical to that of L.F.X. Brett (p. 179). As we proceed in Mark the
divergence between his outcome and my analysis increases progressively.
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indicate a parallel development, relevant to each. Each sequence is opened by “a voice”.
Note that the two sequences are not in reverse order. Hence the arrangement as a whole does
not represent a chiasmus, and the verses 9 and 10 do not constitute the “weightiest part” of a
hanging chain. What these two verses accentuate—each a distinct little hanging chain in its
own right—is the difference between John and Jesus. Verse 9 is about Jesus’ baptism by
John. This is in step with John’s work as described in the left sequence. This left side
presents John as being at ease in his setting and successful in his work. This cannot be said of
Jesus’ condition, expressed in the right column. Here Mark resorts to metaphors: “Satan,”
“wild beasts,” and “angels.” These express in an indirect mode Jesus’ uneasy plight. First of
all he is “thrust” (literally “expelled”) into the desert. There are temptations (“Satan”) and
dangers (“wild animals”), but there is also help (“angels”). We are not told what all this
stands for. But the reference to a 40 day stay in the desert marks the period, given the
meaning of the number 40 in Jewish tradition, as preparatory and having a divine purpose.
We can now see the relevance of the two small chains of verses 9 and 10. The first
connects Jesus to John, with the focus on the baptism. This indicates Jesus’ earthly choice of
committing himself to John’s “Nazarene” mission.5 But this is immediately overlaid, in verse
10, with a heavenly “baptism,” or “calling,” involving Jesus’ identification as a favoured or
adopted Son, over and above the identification with John’s mission. This heavenly call is
portrayed as being abrupt, coming from heaven as if ripped open by a thunder bolt. Whatever
this means, it at least does not portray an uninterrupted extension with John’s work.
When John is imprisoned (“delivered up”; 1:14) Jesus’ “John-like” work, whatever
that involved, comes to an end. Jesus now turns to pursuing his own specific calling in
proclaiming the “Gospel of God.” The time of preparation is fulfilled, and God’s Kingly Rule
is drawing near (1:15).
By heeding the structure of the text we can also understand that separating the verses
14 and 15 from the Prologue, as is often done, maims the text.6 It leaves out the very
statement of the mission associated with Jesus’ “heavenly calling.” When failing to recognize
the structure of the text we miss out on how the form here matters.
There is more to say about John and Jesus; e.g., the relevance of the covert citation of
Exodus 23:20 and Malachi 3:1 in the historical motivation. Also we need to address the
relation of the Prologue to the rest of Mark’s text. We leave these matters for a following
chapter, when we interpret the text more explicitly.
Now we turn to the outline of Mark’s main text.
Mark’s main division
The text of Mark’s gospel that follows upon the Prologue is marked by a major caesura. This
divides the text into two more or less equal parts. Where does this fall, and what is its
significance?
Brett discusses the main division in connection with a “curious use of geography”
(Brett: 178). In the approximate first half of the text many significant episodes take place on
or in the vicinity of the Sea of Galilee. The text opens with the calling of the two pairs of
brothers on the shore of this lake (1:16-20). The last time that the Sea of Galilee is mentioned
5

Four times in Mark Jesus is said to be a Nazarene (1:24; 10:47; 14:67; 16:6), while Jesus’ town of
Nazareth is mentioned only once, here in the baptism scene. The town of Nazareth, if it existed at all
in Jesus’ day, was so insignificant that it makes much more sense to think of the qualification
“Nazarene” as referring to the religious order to which John belonged—though the latter is not
explicitly mentioned as such in Mark—rather than to Jesus’ home town. See also S. O’Grady, And
Man Created God (London: Atlantic Books, 2013), who speaks of a “tiny villiage” at the time, p. 147.
6
Even E. Nestle, in the 21st edition of Mark’s Greek text, in his Novum Testamentum Graece,
separates these verses from the main text.
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is when Jesus and his disciples are in a boat on the lake (8:14-21). From that point on,
Jerusalem comes progressively into sharper focus, ending with Jesus’ death and the open
grave (16:1-8).
Brett uses this dual focus of Galilee and Jerusalem only as “reference points,” thereby
hoping to avoid placing this distinction in the light of any “theological development” (Brett:
178). Clearly, Brett is on the lookout for an “objective” criterion, one that does not directly
involve subjective or theological (in other word contestable) interpretations. But unless there
is a relevant connection to the material that is supposed to be organized, Brett in fact ends up
doing what he wants to avoid, namely imposes his own “subjective” criterion of division,
rather than letting Mark do this himself. Indeed, when considering Mark as a whole, this
“curious use of geography” remains just that. Now it might be argued that Jerusalem is
relevant to the content, in being the citadel of Jewish power, where Jesus is condemned. But
the point is that there is little to say about the contrast of Jerusalem and the Sea of Galilee.7 If
a division is to be made, it ought at least to have some relevance in the text.
Now Brett’s point of division, which he places between 8:21 and 8:22, is I believe
nevertheless correct. But this follows more convincingly, I believe, to adapt Brett’s phrase,
from a “curious portrayal of the disciples” in Mark. In the first half of Mark’s text there is a
build-up in the role of the disciples: first, four are called (1:16-20), then the core twelve
disciples are chosen (3:13-19) and then there is the commissioning of bringing into practice
what Jesus has instructed (6:7-13). But then something turns out to be amiss, and Jesus and
his disciples clearly land in a crisis situation—at least that would appear to be the only way to
describe the nine critical and accusing questions Jesus fires at his disciples while in the boat
on the Sea of Galilee (the last reference to the latter) (8:14-21). From that point on Jesus
seems to be resigned to their obtuseness. They do not understand the announcement of the
passion, given three times (cf. 8:33; 9:32; 10:32). Though Jesus does not refrain from
continuing to instruct them—witness the apocalyptic discourse to Peter, James, John and
Andrew (13:3-37)—and the disciples openly reaffirm their commitment to him (14: 31), still
they appear to lack self-knowledge. Jesus predicts: “You will all fall away” (14:27), as
indeed they do, despite their prior protestation to the contrary. In Mark there is no resolution
or relief of this dire situation. It only becomes worse. Judas betrays him (14:45) and Peter
ends up denying having any relation to Jesus (14:68,70,71). The last we hear is that even the
women flee from the open grave in fear when they see that Jesus’ body is not there (16:8) and
leave off reporting to the disciples what they were asked to report. Mark does not record any
scene of the risen Jesus appearing to his disciples that patches things up, as in the other gospel
accounts.
The disciples are a main concern in the first half of Mark’s text, particularly as
expressed in the four pericopes of the calling of the four (1:16-20), the choosing of the twelve
(3:13-19), their commission (6:7-13) and their evident misapprehension (8:14-21). (Note, by
the way, the approximately even distribution of these passages in the first half of the text.)
The disciples’ more subsidiary role in the second half is off-set by four persons, all unnamed,
who are, each in his own way, something of an exemplary figure, though none is personally
prominent (their not being named contributes to that.). No one of these is integral to the
development of the Gospel story as such, at least not obviously, though perhaps the fourth is
an exception.
Who are these figures? There is the blind man of Bethsaida, who regains his sight
(8:22-26). This is telling, for in the immediately prior pericope one of Jesus’ critical
7

It is not that the names “Galilee” and “Jerusalem” occur only in the first half and second half
respectively; they don’t (see: re Galilee: 9:30; 14:28; 15:41; 16:7, and re Jerusalem: 3:8; 3:88; 7:1). It
is only the reference to the Sea of Galilee that occurs in the first half. It is difficult to see why that is
significant for a division in the text.
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accusations directed to the disciples is: “Are you blind?” (8:18). Further on in the text there is
the son of Timeaus, also healed of his blindness. He now voluntarily follows Jesus to
Jerusalem (10:52), in stark contrast to Peter’s earlier attempt to restrain Jesus from going that
way (8:32). Then there is the enigmatic young man who has secretly followed Jesus and the
disciples into Gethsemane and who only narrowly escapes capture by leaving the linen sheet
behind, the only cloth that covers his otherwise naked body (14:51-52). This is quite in
contrast to James and John, who have asked Jesus for privileged places on each side of the
throne of the anticipated kingdom (10:37); in other words they expect to be “clothed with
authority.” Then there is also the ending in Mark, the pericope of the open grave. Here a
young man robed in white instructs the frightened women about meeting Jesus, an instruction
seemingly of no avail (16:1-8). This figure in the open grave is “in glory,” who reveals the
possibility of meeting with the resurrected Jesus. Good News fulfilled.
All told, the eight pericopes we have distinguished—the first four concerning the
disciples and the second group of four focussed on the “exemplary figures”—span the whole
text subsequent to the Prologue. There is a 4 + 4 arrangement here: all are spaced more or
less equally except the two that mark the point of division, namely the last of the first group of
four is contiguous with the first of the second group of four at 8:21/22. This, as we said,
would appear to mark the main division that distinguishes the two parts, but doing so in a way
that locks into the setting of the entire Gospel account. The four “disciple pericopes” of the
first part show the disciples in the anticipated role of learning to carry out Jesus’ work. The
other four “figure pericopes” are about incidental but also exemplary responses to Jesus’
work. I believe these eight pericopes provide the setting for Mark’s text, hence I propose
calling them marker pericopes (no pun intended). Given their spacing throughout the text,
they serve as fixed points capable of providing structure to Mark’s account. They are its
“backbone.”
The text between the marker pericopes is in each case a sequence of pericopes.
Following Brett I shall call these sequences “Segments.” The eight marker pericopes, each of
which will be indicated with a capital M and a numerical subscript (M1, …, M8), interlock
with the Segments as follows:
Part One

Part Two

M1
M2
M3
M4 | M5
M6
M7
M8
\
/ \
/ \
/
\
/ \
/ \
/
Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3
Segment 4 Segment 5 Segment 6
My hypothesis is that the sequence of pericopes that form a Segment has the pattern of
a hanging chain. There are three such main hanging chain Segments in each of the two parts
of Mark. (Within the segments there are often further hanging chains to be discovered, but
they are not of concern just yet.) The marker pericopes form the end links of the main chains.
These end links of a Segment have the role of supporting the Segment of text between them.
They “bracket” or “enclose” the Segment, thereby giving the semblance of being relevant to
the Segment they support. (The marker pericopes M2 and M3 in the first part, and M6 and M7
in the second part have a double role to play in this respect in that they support two segments.)
Some Segments are more clearly a unity than others, for not every topic lends itself equally
well to being treated as a closed unit. (We will see examples of this in Segment Two and
Segment Three.) Our first and main concern of this chapter is to indicate and defend that the
six main Segments indeed accord with the formal description of a hanging chain, in having (i)
a “weightiest” part in the middle, and (ii) the two arms of the chain in inverted sequences (i.e.
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a pattern of “down the left arm” and “up the right arm,” with horizontally comparable parts in
the arms being similar).
By way of clarity in the use of “hypothesis,” I take an hypothesis to be the expression
of an assumed point of view. Its relevance lies in the expectations it calls up, which can then
be tested and discussed. In that sense, an hypothesis guides discussion without foreclosing
on it. The current hypothesis also does not bring with it a fixed set of theological beliefs. Its
focus is on the text, not its meaning as such, except the meaning as read or clearly suggested
as needed to discern the pattern of the text. That enables us to discern the form of the text in
the repetition of its main pattern. When this is established the form will be found to bear
hermeneutical (i.e. interpretive) clues.
Looking ahead
After completing the formal analysis we turn to interpreting the text in later chapters. We will
then need to supplement the relevance of the form of the text with other sources.
Interpretation should be well-supported by a knowledge of the Jewish tradition and in
particular knowledge of the first century of Palestine, and, crucially, knowledge of human
needs and desires and what it is that makes for satisfaction and fulfilment. In short, we need
the sources of history and anthropology. Theological formulations presuppose all this and
will come last. Theology adds its own relevance by seeking illumination against the
background of transcendence.
Mark in outline
The overall structure of Mark is as follows, here depicted in a vertical orientation:8
Prologue: Baptism (1:1-15)
Part One: Discipleship that faltered
- M1—1: 16-20: the call of the four
- Segment One—1: 21 - 3:12; outreach and discipleship
- M2—3: 13-19: the choice of the twelve
- Segment Two—3: 20 – 6:6; parables and healings
- M3—6: 7-13: the commission of the twelve
- Segment Three—6: 14 – 8: 13; feedings, Herod and the Pharisees
- M4—8: 14-21: the misapprehension of the twelve
Part Two: Sufferance and fulfilment
- M5—8: 22-26: healing of a blind man at Bethsaida
- Segment Four—8: 27 – 10: 45; following Jesus, self-denial and gain
- M6—10: 46-52: healing of blind Bar-Timaeus at Jericho
- Segment Five—11: 1 – 14: 50; temple cult and new order of Son of Man
- M7—14: 51-52: naked young man in Gethsemane
- Segment Six—14: 53 – 15: 45; trial, crucifixion and burial
- M8—16: 1-8: young man in open grave

8

My debt to L.F.X. Brett is clear to anyone who compares my outline to his (Brett: 179). But
important differences remain, e.g., my distinguishing “marker pericopes” and the motivation for this.
The marker pericopes also help to account for the Segments of each Part. There are also further
significant differences in the analyses of the Segments, especially in Part Two. These differences will
seldom be mentioned.
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Segment analyses
We shall now pass in review each of the six Segments. (The Prologue has already been
reviewed above.)
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Part One: Discipleship that faltered – 1:16-8:21.
Segment One
M1—1: 16-20: the call of the four
Segment One—1: 21 - 3:12; outreach and discipleship
M2—3: 13-19: the choice of the twelve
M1

Segment One

M2

A
1:16-20

A’
B

1:21-39
Call of
four disciples

1:40-45
Response
in Caper- Healing
naum
begged
(law)

B’
C

C’
D

3:1-7a

2:1-13

2:23-28
2:14-22

Healing
and forgiving;
Son of
Man

3:13-19
3:7b-12

Call of
Levi; call
to outcasts;
new beginning

Sabbaths;
Son of
Man

Healing
demonstrated
(law)

Response
in Israel

Choice of
the twelve

This first segment presents an overview of Jesus’ work. The call of the four disciples in M1
and the choice of the twelve main disciples in M2 “bracket,” hence form a setting for, what
presents itself in this first segment as an overview of Jesus’ early work. Jesus gained a
growing following at that time, which made it necessary to make a choice between a
manageable inner group and the interested or perhaps merely curious crowd. That inner
group is taken to symbolically represent the whole of Israel in the number 12, the original
number of tribes of Israel. The call of Levi, in the D-link, is placed between the call of the
four and the choice of the twelve. Levi’s call is no doubt meant to be exemplary for the call
of others.
The pericopes of Segment One on either side of D can quite readily be paired off as AA’, B-B’ and C-C’. Together they give more specific examples of Jesus’ early work. Jesus’
first appearing is given full attention in the A-link, yielding the longest link of this chain.
While A is restricted to Capernaum on a single “Sabbath visit” (1:21,38), in A’ the whole
region of response to Jesus’ work is mentioned. In that sense, despite their difference in
length, the pair A-A’ forms a contrast. It’s the theme of the text that matters, not its length.
The work that Mark here describes as “exorcisms” has a central place in this pair (1:25,26;
3:11). Also we notice that A and A’ each mentions “unclean spirits,” who proclaim that Jesus
is “the Holy One of God” (1:24) / “the Son of God” (3:11). But they are promptly
commanded to be silent.
In the pairs B-B’ and C-C’ different healings are involved. In B of the B-B’ pair a
man with leprosy begs to be healed (1:40), while in B’ a man with a withered hand is used to
demonstrate a healing (3:5). Quite unique to this pair is that Jesus’ words are full of emotion.
In B he is “filled with tenderness” (1:41) towards the man requesting the healing, but Jesus
also “sternly admonishes” him to go straight to the priest and do what the law of Moses
stipulates in such cases (1:44). (The man however fails to do this.) In B’ Jesus is “in anger”
and “greatly grieved” (3:5) at the hardness of heart of those trying to seek him out, to see if he
will “violate” the Sabbaths with a healing. Behind these emotions is the concern to respect
the Law of Moses, explicitly expressed in B (1:44) and implicitly referred to in B’ (3:4).9
9

In B’ it is the conniving Pharisees and Herodians who try to trip up Jesus. Their “concern” for the
Sabbath laws is disingenuous according to Jesus, for they claim to hold in equal respect the “tradition
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Finally the pair C-C’. What is particularly prominent here in this pair is the theme of
“authority” (2:10) or “Lord(ship)” (2:28) given to the “Son of Man.” At this point we have no
idea what the term “Son of Man” means, for in C it does not seem to be directly relevant in
connection with the paralytic man let down through the roof. In C’ there appears to be
relevance in connection with interpreting Sabbath laws. Yet we cannot but link C and C’
together, for this pair contains the only occurrence of the term “Son of Man” in Part One.10
We allow this to override the seeming disparity between the episodes of C and C’.11 (The
term “Son of Man” occurs a total of 14 times in the whole of Mark, hence 12 of which are in
Part Two.) Yet the related theme of “authority” (exousia) is spread throughout Mark.12
So, in summary, the content of the chain links (its pericopes) of Segment One is:
A-A’: Jesus’ outreach
B-B’: respect for and importance of the law of Moses
C-C’: unique authority given to the Son of Man when dealing with the law
In having demonstrated the good sense of the pairs of pericopes, A-A’, B-B’, and CC’, we have also shown the inverted order of the two sequences of pericopes that constitute
the arms of the hanging chain of this segment, for the order of the text of Segment One is: A,
B, C, D, C’, B’ and A’. This was one of the formal requirements of a hanging chain. Now for
the second condition, the “weightiness” of D.
The “weightiness” of the central element of a hanging chain is difficult to define
abstractly. It ought in any case to have connections with the marker pericopes of the chain
involved, and accentuate what the whole chain is about. As to the latter point, the D-link here
is definitely about disciples and discipleship. That connects D to the marker pericopes M1
and M2. In that sense this already indicated the quality of “weightiness” of the D-link. But
there is more to say.
The call of Levi (2:14), with which the D-link opens, links up with the two marker
pericopes of this segment, namely the call and choice of the disciples. The text of D then
mentions Jesus “reclining in his house” (2:15)—the “tax-collectors and sinners” present
would seem to suggest this is Levi’s house. Be that as it may, it does remind one of Simon’s
of the Fathers” (7:3) and the Law of Moses. But when the two conflict, they tend to give priority to
the human tradition (see also Segment Three below), in evident disrespect of the divine authority of
the Law of Moses (or the Torah).
10
However, there is a peculiar detail to take note of here. When referring to the roof being opened (in
C) to let the paralytic man down, Mark uses a word that finds no other use in whole New Testament.
It is apostegazô (to unroof). He uses it in combination with another word rarely used, exorutto (to
break up, as soil). To C.S. Mann (Mark, p, 223) this suggests that Mark presupposed a flat roof with
an earth covering. Personally I wonder if Mark’s use of rare words is not meant to draw attention to a
feature of the episode being described here. We are led to see the four men who open the roof as
having to dig their way through the roof first, removing earth. Their letting the paralytic man down
then suggests the situation of a grave.
11
If we take up the suggestion of the “grave-metaphor” (see note 10) then a connection with C’
becomes evident. The Son of Man is he/they who suffer(s) through death, but gains in authority in
regaining this through the resurrected life. The “grave” of the C-link is what Jesus is anticipated to go
through, only to re-emerge in renewing of life in the abundance of the harvest (of Peticost)—the C’link. Thus the phrase “Son of Man” in C and C’ suggests the theme of dying to life and rising to
renewal of life respectively. [Now if that isn’t a correlation!] The D-link, which separates these, itself
adds its bit with the taking away of the “bridegroom” and the “new order” that will supplant the old
one.
12
The term “authority” occurs 10 times (1:22,27; 2:10; 3:15; 6:7; 11:28,28,29,33; 13:34), three of
which in this first segment (1:22,27; 2:10) and one in M2: “authority to expel demons” (3:15).
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house mentioned in the A-link. The text then turns to discipleship in general. The scribes of
the Pharisees complain to the disciples of Jesus about the latter’s habit of eating with taxcollectors and sinners, persons living outside of the law (2:16). But these are the very persons
Jesus wants to reach rather than shun. This puts the relation of sinners to the Law in a new
light in a way that is relevant to the B-B’ pair. Also, Jesus and his disciples do not fast,
contrary to the habit of the disciples of John and those of the Pharisees (2:18). Jesus replies
that fasting is appropriate only when the bridegroom is “taken away” and a new order is
instituted (2:20). This is a covert reference to his death, and implicitly to the authority with
which the Son of Man will be endowed through that death (C-C’ pair) (to be discussed later).
Finally, the sayings about not patching up old garments with new cloth (2:21) nor putting new
wine in old wineskins (2:22) are a “bonus” here. They formulate, memorably, the
discontinuity between the old order and the anticipated “new order” Jesus will institute.
We will find that the weightiest “D-link” of other Segments do not always connect so
explicitly with the left-right pairs of pericopes of that Segment (Segment Four is the
exception). However here in the D-link of Segment One this is quite definitely the case. The
D-link itself does not appear to have a recognizable pattern in its make-up. Also there is no
recognizable episode behind this D-link. (To speak of the D-link being a pericope is therefore
“touchy.”) This link is composed of different sayings against the background of different
circumstances. But it can nevertheless be clearly distinguished as a “unit” in the context of
this First Segment, in how it fits in with the correlated pairs of links A-A’, B-B’, and C-C’.
Taken in one glance, we see a striking illustration of the structure of the first main hanging
chain of pericopes of Mark.
[P.S.]
– mention “sabbaths” here?
- mention time-period up to the missions outside of Judea?
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Segment Two
M2—3: 13-19: the choice of the twelve
Segment Two—3: 20 – 6:6; parables and healings
M3—6: 7-13: the commission of the twelve
M2

Segment Two

M3

A
3:13-19

A’
B

3:20-35
Choice
of the
Jesus
twelve and his
“family”

B’
C

4:1-20

C’
D

5:21-43

4:21-34
Parable
about the
Word

5:1-20
4:35-41

Outcome
of parable
teaching

Jesus calms
the sea

Healing
of
Legion

6:7-13
6:1-6

Healing
of
Jairus’
daughter

The commisJesus in
sion of the
his home- twelve
town

The second main segment of Mark’s text is suspended between the marker pericopes
M2 and M3, in other words between the choice of the twelve and their being commissioned to
go out two by two for a try at bringing Jesus’ outreach into practice. Presumably they go out
on their own for the first time. One may expect the period between the twelve being chosen
and their being commissioned to be a time of preparation and learning. Indeed the “left side”
of the hanging chain is about parabolising (working with parables) while the “right side” is
about healings. Teaching and healing are the two main props of Jesus’ way of working. The
disciples need to learn to carry out both.
But the pericope that involves the disciples most directly in this segment is the central
one of this chain, the D-link. It holds its own between the two marker texts. In the choice of
the twelve (M2) Jesus is fully present, while when the disciples to go out on their own as
commissioned (M3), Jesus is absent. In D, Jesus is present in a boat of the disciples but
inactive and inattentive, for he is asleep. We cannot but see in D a portrayal of the disciples
in an “in-between stage” in which they are not yet adequately prepared to carry out Jesus’
mission apart from his active presence. They are portrayed as frightened by the storm on the
sea around them. They fear they will succumb (4:38) and are not able as yet to do without
Jesus’ help. They are, as it were, “at sea.” Perhaps Mark gives a subtle hint about the
exaggerated character of this fear by mentioning the presence of other boats “with him (i.e.
Jesus)” (4:36). Help is at hand if need be, and, after all, the disciples are experienced
fishermen! So pericope D fulfils the “middle position” between the two marker pericopes, M2
and M3, and we have the frame of a “hanging chain.”
We must now review the left and right arms of the chain. Read in sequence, the
segment begins (A-link) with the first examples of teaching in parables. Here Jesus uses
parables to defend himself when he finds himself in a tight spot. His family confirms this, for
they are worried about his safety. Then (links B and C) there is the long passage about the
parable of the word, as seed sown over the listening audience, and its explanation. We then
have the storm at sea (D-link), followed by the healing—an exorcism—of Legion (C’-link), a
man plagued by many “unclean spirits.” Then (the B’-link) there is the moving resurrection
episode of Jairus’ daughter and the haemorrhaging woman. Finally there is Jesus’ appearing
in his hometown (A’-link) which ends Segment Two.
We readily recognize the two sides of the parables on the left and healings on the right.
In fact the very first episode of Jesus and the hostile crowd has both parables and a kind of
exorcism involving Jesus’ ability to pacify the crowd. But when there is a fundamental
mistrust concerning him by those of his hometown Jesus is unable to perform “mighty deeds”
(6:5; presumably neither a parable taken seriously nor an exorcism). The “homestead” of
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family and townsmen is the common element, though this theme is applied in a contrasting
setting. This forms the correlation A-A’.
The correlations of B-B’ and C-C’ seem more problematic. There is no problem
recognizing two episodes in the right half, these being the healing of Legion (C’) and the
resurrection of Jairus’ daughter (B’). But the left side seems to consist of one block of text,
opening, quite explicitly, with 4:1-2 and closing at 4:33-34. Yet a more careful look does
reveal a build up of “parts,” in fact three purported parts: (i) the parable of the word (4:3-9),
(ii) the explanation of the parable (4:10-20), and (iii) statements as to what may be the
expected outcome, i.e. what the point is of teaching in parables or to parabolise (21-32).
To see more clearly how the whole passage is structured we need to pause and subject
it to a more detailed analysis.
We see quite readily that, beside the parable with which the current text under
consideration opens, there is also a point by point explanation. This sets up a parallelism
within the text which, when spelled out, takes on the following form.
Statement of setting (4:1-2): Jesus in a boat facing the crowd on land. In other words Jesus’ speaking
to the crowd is actually to “sow the word.”
Link B: on parables; parable about the word
a - Hear. Sower went out to sow (3)
b - some seed fell by wayside (4)
c - some fell on rocky places (5-6)
d - some fell among thorns (7)
e - some fell in good soil (8).
f - “If you have ears, hear” (9)

a’ - The sower sows the word (14)
b’ - seed on wayside taken away 15)
c’ - seed on rocks short lived (16-17)
d’ - seed among thorns choked by cares (18-19)
e’ - seed on good earth grows abundantly (20)
[f’ - - - - - ]

i - the 12 ask about parables (10)
i’ – J asks the 12 about understanding parables (13)
ii - mystery of Kingdom and parables (11)
- Isaiah quote: seeing and not perceiving (12)

This outline shows clearly that the two sequences of text do not form a chiasmus, for
there is no inverted sequence order. (We recognize the repeated pattern of the Prologue here.)
Furthermore the two sequences are separated by a little hanging chain that gets at the essence
of the matter. Understanding parables is no easy matter! You—initially at least—see without
perceiving, you hear but without understanding. And this is done intentionally, as the Isaiah
quote confirms. Strange as this sounds, it does help to get at what the two sequences are
about: the a-f sequence is at the “story level” of the parable, and the a’-f’ sequence explains
why there is a lack of understanding. The right side points to the impediments that get in the
way: first there is the immediate misunderstanding (presumably intentionally) (15); then there
is the lack of spiritual depth in being easily offended (16-17); and finally there is the
deceitfulness of riches and desires (18-19). The word Jesus sows needs to be given a chance
to grow. But then the hearer needs to become aware of the possible impediments he himself
brings to bear and to disallow them to intervene. The parable form of teaching is meant to
waken one to self-reflection and self-criticism as conditions required in allowing one to
understanding.
This B-link has the same kind of unity that the Prologue has, given the repetition of its
pattern here.13 When we look more carefully at the little hanging chain (10-13), we see that

13

The parallel sequence on the right side has a blank at the f’-level, matching the words “If you have
ears, hear” on the left side. Is this text corruption, or does it stem from Mark? It occurs at the point
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its “weightiest part” (11-12) mentions “the mystery of the Kingdom of God” (11) to which the
disciples will be made privy. This does not take place within the B-link itself. But it is the
guiding thread of the text that follows, which begins at 4:21, though without any upbeat
introducing it. Yet it—the C-link (4:21-32)—is clearly a distinct section about the effect and
outcome of parable teaching. That is the reason for considering it to be a distinct link—the Clink—of this segment.
There is confirmation of this when considering its own distinct internal structure,
which is as follows.
Link C: on the effects of parabolising; teaching about parable teaching
C1
C2
a2 – Kingdom of God like
a1 – parallel statements about
hiding and revealing (21-22)
someone sowing (26-29)
b1 – “If anyone has ears
b2 – “With what to liken the
let him hear” (23)
Kingdom of God” (30)
a1’ – parallel statements about
a2’ – Kingdom of God like
judgment and consequence (24-25)
mustard seed (31-32)
Concluding statement about using parables (4:33-34)

We see that this C-link itself consists of two hanging chains in sequence (here in
vertical orientation and placed side-by-side). In being hanging chains, each has a central
“weightiest part” (b1 and b2) that gives focus to the chain it belongs to. The first picks up on,
and repeats, what parabolising involves: it is to listen critically. But now in C there is more
explanation. C1 says that the goal of a parable is not to keep its point hidden, but to reveal
it—and be like a lamp that spreads light—once impediments to understanding are removed
(a1). But (a1’) states that if one fails to heed a properly understood parable, one is worse off
than those left in ignorance, for one rejects a “better knowledge.” This amounts to a
detriment that makes matters worse if one intentionally chooses not to heed a parable that is
well understood (see e.g., Mk 12:12). Parables cannot be ignored with impunity.
The second chain of C, namely C2, reveals what parabolising and parables mean to
achieve. A properly understood parable that is also heeded acts like seed sown in fertile soil.
It sprouts unbeknown, but ends as a fully revealed ripe yield. This is like the Kingdom of
God that also operates from the smallest of sources (like mustard seed) unaware, but when our
attitude is critically purified, it becomes operative and results in being a blessing for many.
So these two (sub)chains (C1 and C2 in the C-link) summarise the effect and purpose
of parabolising and place this in relation to the Kingdom of God. Therefore the two themes,
expressed by the two “weightiest links” (b1 and b2), also belong together. The theme of
hiding and revealing, that is characteristic of parabolising (a1), is itself illustrated by the
farmer’s seed (a2) that develops invisibly but becomes evident in its yield. Likewise the
added benefit upon heeding the good that one hears (a1’) is reflected in the mustard tree that,
from a small seed, becomes a large tree offering lodging and protection to birds (a2’).
Now back to the question whether it makes sense to speak of B-B’ and C-C’
correlations in the main chain of the Segment. The two topics of parabolising and healing
seem too far removed from each other to expect relevant correlations. But take a second look.
The left side of the main chain shows a development: from a personal application of
parabolising (Jesus applies this to his own situation in A), to giving a model parable and
where self-realization is to take place. One could (perhaps) fill in the blank with the injunction:
“Consider and heed!”.
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explaining parabolising (in B) and ending in the successful outcome of parabolising by the
Kingdom of God breaking through (in C). Does the right side of the main chain now show a
similar progress, ending in success? No, it does not. Instead it shows a progressive
diminishing of efficacy as the text progresses from C’ to B’ and ending in A’. In fact C’
(about Legion) ends in “super-success”: the man who was possessed is liberated from his
demons and successfully tells what Jesus has done for him in the whole neighbouring area of
the Decapolis (5:19). This outdoes the disciples, who have yet to go on their own missions!
If measured by successful outcome, then, despite the difference in themes involved, C and C’
can be correlated: the Kingdom of God breaking through on the one hand and the successful
outreach in the area of the Decapolis on the other.
We are left with B and B’. The inverted order of the themes of the two arms of the
main chain have been demonstrated by the A-A’ and C-C’ correlates. Are B and B’ then
perhaps correlate merely by default? One would hope that there is some substance involved.
Now B emphasizes that a parable cannot be understood unless the impediments that hinder
the understanding are identified and kept at bay, or at least under control.
Now I believe that in B’ there are also hindrances—in this case deep prejudices—in
understanding, namely in understanding the plight of Jairus’ daughter (and implicitly what a
“redeemed life” is all about). Jesus says the daughter is merely asleep (5:39), while the
household of Jairus claims she has died (5:35, 38). To unravel this we need to consider the
number 12. The girl is 12 years of age (5:42). We probably read that as information. But in
Mark’s day any reader would know that at that age a girl is expected to marry, or at least be
involved in marriage arrangements and be taken up in social life, or at least the family of the
husband. The number 12 is also relevant to the women with the bleeding, as the length of
time of her ailment (5:25). Is the length of time recorded merely to indicate she has suffered
(perhaps) from haemophilia? Not likely, for what is the significance of this information
unless it is to suggest a link between the girl and the women?. The woman has had her
ailment since the time of the girl’s birth. Is this a coincident, or is more involved? Is Mark
perhaps saying in a roundabout way (you don’t speak openly of a woman’s period) that the
woman is the girl’s biological mother? Since her father is Jairus, who has a wife of his own,
the girl is then illegitimate! This implies that she has no marriage prospect and must now be
shunned and expelled from regular participation in social life, reduced perhaps to prostitution
or the life of a slave. Her coming of age is her “death warrant!” She is understandably very
disturbed by this and in no way accepts it. She has refused to eat, perhaps for many days
(5:43) and now lies famished on her bed, as if dead. But nothing can be done about this
unless her mother finds forgiveness of her stigma as unwed mother. The strong desire to be
cleansed of her “uncleanness”—here indicated with a continual menstrual flow—attests to her
wanting to be part of the fold. For Jesus, who calls her “daughter” (5:34) at this point, and
thereby accepts her, that is sufficient to rid her of her stigma. (The word here is mastigos,
“plague.”) Now the girl too can be given a new lease on life. She is tenderly told to get up
and to end her fasting.
It is pure prejudice to expel a girl for reasons entirely out of her control. Her mother
has done everything she could to alter her situation, but to no avail (5:26). Here it is the
prejudiced interpretation of the laws that prevents the woman from being allowed back into
society. In “breaking” this open Jesus is no doubt doing something unconventional.
Therefore Jesus’ re-establishing of the girl has to be done privately (probably to avoid
uproar). Only Jairus and his wife, and the three core disciples Peter, James and John, may be
present (5:37, 40). Otherwise the common prejudice might get the overhand over this young
redeemed life and cause trouble all over again.
Thus we appear to have a similarity between B and B’, between the prejudice that
needs to be overcome to actualize redemption (B’) and the motives that need to be kept in
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check to come to an understanding of parables, led not by desire and temptations but by selfreflection (B). This is I believe sufficient to establish the correlation B-B’.
We find then that Segment Two also has a hanging chain pattern, though we had to
make certain allowances, in particular whether there is an acceptable distinction between B
and C on the parable-side, and whether there really is a correlation between B and B’. In the
latter, the reading of the B’-link (Jairus’ daughter) had to be interpreted perhaps more deeply
than expected for textual understanding. But when the clue as to the “12 years” is not picked
up, the unity of the whole pericope falls apart. There is then no sensible connection between
the episode of the girl and the woman that suddenly intrudes here.14

14

Mark’s reference to the girl’s age is nevertheless peculiar. It is mentioned at the end of the pericope
in an off-hand way, namely to explain that she was able to get up on her own and walk by herself!
(5:42) It is as if he wants to divert attention away from the significance of the coming of age of the
girl. But if the later was Mark’s sole intention, then surely he would have avoided any reference to
“twelve years” and said something like she being no longer being a toddler. Luke also mentions
“twelve years” twice, in connection with both the girl and the woman (Luke 8: 42, 43), Matthew only
once in connection with the woman (Matt. 9: 20). Neither Evangelist gives any explanation of the age.
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Segment Three
Marker M3—6:7-13: the commission of the twelve
Segment Three—6: 14 – 8: 13; feedings, Herod and the Pharisees
Marker M4—8: 14-21: the misapprehension of the twelve
M3

Segment Three

M4

A
6:7-13

A’
B

6:14-29

B’
C

The com6:30-52
mission Death of
6:53-56
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Baptist
5000 +
Summary
walking on of healing
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around
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C’
D

7:31-8:9
7:24-30

7:1-23
Jesus confronts
Jewish
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[and evil
practice of
Herodians]

8:14-21
8:10-13

Healing of
Exorcism deaf-dumb
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+ feeding
Canaanite of 4000
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The misapPharisees prehension
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This Segment Three is bracket by the marker pericopes about the commission of the
disciples (M3) and their being thoroughly reprimanded by Jesus for their lack of
understanding (M4). In other words the segment ends with Jesus and the disciples being in a
crisis situation. What has gone wrong? There is mention of “the yeast of the Pharisees and
that of Herod” (in M4; 8:15). The disciples evidently have been too uncritical of the influence
of the Pharisees and Herod Antipas (or the wider Herodian practices), or at least do not realize
the influence on themselves as persons who, out to fulfil a commission, are now themselves
beginning to have an influence.
Now it is only in M4, a marker pericope, that the Pharisees and Herodians are
mentioned together. Does that mean to say that the “yeast”—a metaphor for what causes
foaming ferment, frivolous agitation, size without substance, etc.—of each is the same? The
wording in 8:15 suggests otherwise, which reads (literally): “the leaven of the Pharisees and
the leaven of Herod,” which appears to imply a difference. Herod Antipas and the Pharisees
are mentioned separately in A and A’. I believe that their “yeast” (i.e. the meaning of their
influence) is distinct here. In A the “yeast” is the rising excitement of Herod Antipas’ dinner
party, with the captivating dance of the daughter, and ending, after Herod has made some
unguarded promises (“big talk” in the presence of his friends), in the beheading of John the
Baptist (which he actually regrets). In A’ the matter of “yeast” is less explicit. Here the
Pharisees, asking Jesus for a “sign from heaven,” no doubt meant to entice him to authenticate
his doings. But signs have to be interpreted. Since the Pharisees are out to “tempt” Jesus,
and, loving debate (8:11), we see here the possibility of endless discussion. The “yeast” is
then the discussion for its own sake, lacking any substantial or convincing conclusion. The
two pericopes, A and A’, are therefore in correlation through the theme of “yeast.”
In the D-link—to continue with that first—the Pharisees are also mentioned but,
seemingly, without reference to the Herodians, contrary to what one might expect of D as (the
expected) “weightiest” link here. But in this long text, there is a “break” or “shift” at 7:14.
Up to this point, Jesus criticises the practice of the Pharisees whereby the “tradition of men”
(7:8) takes precedence over the word of God. At 7:14 the crowd is “again” called—a shift in
context (though we weren’t aware of their absence in the prior tête-à-tête of Jesus and the
Pharisees). Also from this point on, the Pharisees are no longer mentioned in this D-link.
Instead, Jesus now presents a parable which is meant to illuminate the situation. Its
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explanation immediately follows upon the parable, ending with a listing of “evil thoughts,”
such as fornications, thefts, murders, adulteries, greediness, iniquities, deceit, lewdness, envy,
blasphemy, arrogance, foolishness” (7:21-23). This reads as a general statement about what
counts as being immoral. But parables don’t normally end with a generalisation. Is this
listing then a follow-up of the critique aimed at the Pharisees mentioned earlier? This is
difficult to maintain. The Pharisees are generally known for their smug self-righteousness in
being law abiding, whether the laws are of God or of the “elders,” though in the eyes of Jesus
they give preference to the latter (7: 8). But they were not categorical murderers, thieves,
adulterers, etc. Could the listing of evils then perhaps fit the Herodians if we are not to see in
it a generalisation of the sad human situation? This is very likely, for the listing fits the
Herodians to a tee! It is especially through the work of the Jewsh historian, Flavius Josephus
(AD 37-96), that there exists such a detailed portrayal of the Herodians.15 So I conclude that
the first part of D (7:1-13) is a confrontation of the Pharisees, and that the second part (7:1423) critically addresses the Herodians, though this is done covertly, probably out of prudence
and safety.
We still have the B-B’ and the C-C’ correlations to consider. Taking the B-B’ correlation
first, in light of the common theme of the two feedings, each performed almost identically,
this correlation is obvious. In fact many interpret the second feeding account as an
(accidental?) repetition of the first feeding. But that can be contested. For associated with
each feeding there is what seems to be “additional text,” namely in B the walking on water
(6:47-52) and in B’ the healing of the deaf and partially dumb man (7:31-37). How does this
material fit? Is it correct to add this material to the feedings in the B-link and B’-link
respectively, or should they perhaps simply form their own correlated links?
We note that in B this (provisionally called) “added” material comes after the feeding
of the 5000 and in B’ before the feeding of the 4000. This makes it possible to consider these
passages as perhaps linked but unattached to the pericopes of the feedings. Then we would
not have seven but nine links in the arms of the chain of this segment—an exceptional
situation, but then why not? If we flip this chain over and focus on the B-B’ connection (let’s
provisionally distinguish the feedings and the “added material” as parts 1 and 2 of B and of B’
respectively) we get a clearer picture of what is in discussion here.
[A]
B1 – feeding of 5000 (6:30-46)
B2 – J walking on water (47-52)
[C]
[D]
[C’]
B2 ’ — healing of deaf-dumb (7:31-37)
B1’ — feeding of 4000 (8:1-9)
[A’]
15

For example, Herod the Great killed his favourite wife, Mariamma, in a fit of jealousy, and three of
the sons Herod had with her, these sons being a threat to his “popularity.” See Josephus’ work “The
Antiquities of the Jews” (20.11.1). This work is a long history of Jewish life, from its beginning to the
beginning of the end, when Gessius Florus was the last Roman governor of Judea (64-66). It was his
open wickedness, according to Josephus, “that necessitated us to take up arms against the Romans” (p.
649). The latter is a reference to the Jewish war of 66-73, in which Jewish national life came to an
end. The last Herodian in power was Agrippa II, from 49 to 93. So Josephus could oversee
practically the whole of Herodian history, and Mark wrote while Agrippa II was in power. See
Josephus. The Complete Works, translated by William Whiston (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1998).
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What needs to be decided is whether B2 and B2’ (the “added material”) form a correlate pair
of their own, or whether in each case they belong integrally to the feedings.
Now it is difficult to discern a correlation between the account of the walking on the
water and that of healing the deaf and dumb man as such, except that each portrays a miracle.
In other words, it is difficult to argue for their separate status. Turning to the other
alternative, namely of each forming a part of the respective feeding pericope, we need to
pursue whether Jesus’ walking on water is an integral consequence of the feeding of the 5000
and, similarly, the healing of the deaf-dumb man an introduction to that of the 4000. If that
makes sense then we can say that what we counted (provisionally) as “added texts” indeed
belong to the B- and B’-links as wholes.
Now in connection with the feeding of the 5000, the episode of the nightly walk on
water is developed in such an integral way out of the feeding episode that any division here is
rather artificial. Also the concluding commentary (in 6:52) binds the fearful astonishment at
Jesus’ approach on the water to the disciples’ not understanding the incident of the loaves.
Thus B1 and B2 would appear to belong together. But we need to take a closer look (in a
minute).
Do the corresponding links in the second half of the chain also belong together? The
text (of B2’ and B1’) does not seem to require this. Yet Mark does seem to suggest a rapidly
moving connection with his “about this time” (8:1), namely the time of the prior healing of
the deaf-dumb man, that goes straight to the main problem of the feeding: when “a large
crowd had gathered, and as they had no food …” (ibid.). This connection should not be
overlooked. For there is relevance in the first feeding being succeeded by the walking on
water, which relevance which has implication for understanding the cure of the deaf-dumb
man as preceding the second feeding.
What is involved here? Both feedings concern the role of the disciples as serving the
people. This is such a success in the case of the first feeding that a crisis seems to result. At
least Jesus has to “constrain” the disciples to get into the boat (6:45) while he sends the crowd
away. He himself retreats to pray, a sure sign of crisis. Mark leaves the reader in the dark as
to what is going on here. John, in his Gospel account, would appear to shed some light when
he says, in his account of the feeding, that Jesus expected to be forced by the crowd to
become their “king” (or leader). He has no intention of complying, which is why he
withdraws (John 6:15). If this is in the background here—we mean the incident, not of course
John’s writing about it, which is considerably later than Mark—then we can understand the
worry over the disciples. For they might succumb to the possibility of being granted
leadership power were Jesus to be made “king.” But this is not the form of power Jesus has in
mind. His “power” is realized through serving. So the disciples need to be separated from the
crowd to avoid being influenced and enticed to yield—“yeast” at work!—which is why they
are sent away immediately (6:45; Jesus “constrained” the disciples …). Jesus’ worry is not
without foundation, for again we see that the disciples are “at sea,” i.e. in confusion, when
Jesus is absent. They had not realized the operation of their own desire. Only when Jesus
reassures them that he is present does the crisis subside. The effect (“yeast”) of the possibility
of being given Herodian-like power had to be undercut. (That “yeast” (or possibility) had
made the disciples so giddy that their thinking of Jesus’ presence turns into seeing him
coming to them as an approaching ghost on water; 6:49.)
There is symbolic meaning in the numbers that occur here. The most likely
interpretation—an allegorical one—of the five loaves is that they are meant to suggest the
five books of Moses (the Torah), and that they suffice for the needs of all of Israel. The latter
is evident in there being twelve baskets of fragments that remain, representing the abundance
for each tribe of Israel. I believe that the two fishes stand for the two commandments of piety
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(loving God above all to full capacity) and righteousness (loving your neighbour as yourself),
these being the two greatest commandments that embody the whole Torah (anticipating Mk
12:29-31).
The success of the second feeding is not affected in the same way as the first. (Note:
the first is portrayed as having taken place within Jewish territory, within Herod Antipas’
jurisdiction (6:45), the second outside those borders; 7:31.) The disciples get another
opportunity to learn to serve rather than leave persons in their need . (Here we are told the
people have not eaten for three days; 8:3). This time there is no crisis. It would appear that
the episode of healing the deaf and partially dumb man goes proxy for the attitude of this
crowd (or just people outside of Israel; e.g., the area of the Ten Cities; 7:31). Let’s pursue
this.
Why, we ask (to stay within the allegorical framework of the B-link), is the man
portrayed as deaf and having a speech impediment in this connection? Might it be to state
that those outside of Israel have not heard the revelation of God’s law, the Torah, and that
they have to make do with formulating their own unsure rules and traditions of men?
Admittedly this is a long shot. But it does bring into the picture the relevance of the
Pharisees—if the B-link has a Herodian connection (the Herodian jurisdiction) then we may
(perhaps) expect a relevance of the Pharisees in the B’link—in the sense that the situation of
these Gentiles is much like that espoused by the Pharisees’ trust in the “tradition of men.”16
The “food” now served to them is first of all the Word of God. The seven available loaves
suggests the divine fullness of what is fed to the people. Abiding by it does not reduce it or
make it deficient—seven baskets of fragments remain. There is no need for supplementation
of manmade rules and traditions. Thus it is the Gentiles themselves (!) that act as models for
the disciples in their response to the Word preached. This is precisely what Jesus refers to in
M4, when the essence of both feedings is repeated (8:19-20).
We conclude that there is good reason to count the “additional texts” as belonging to
the B- and B’-links, rather than considering this to be separate. On that understanding, there
is also less reason to consider the two feedings to be (accidental) doublets. Each makes a
distinct point in the face of the (possible) Herodian and Pharisaic influences that are contested
here. However the allegorical meanings Mark gives to the numbers of loaves, fishes and
baskets here we leave for the next chapter. For, particularly in connection with the first
feeding, there is still the “crisis-sphere” that appears there which needs to be discussed.
There remains the C-link (the summary of healings in the area of Gennesareth = Sea of
Galilee) and the C’-link (the exorcisms on the Gentile woman’s daughter). These pericopes
are difficult to interpret on a first reading, certainly when one expects a relevance of the yeast
of the Pharisees or that of Herod, neither of whom are mentioned here.
The difficulty with these pericopes is that there is a lack of perspicuity. There are
things in the background that the modern reader too easily overlooked. This influences our
reading of the text. For instance, C seems merely to portray Jesus as a “popular healer”
(6:55), and C’ would appear to focus in the main on the Syro-Phoenician woman on account
of her witty reply to Jesus (7:29), who might even be thought to have been unkind to her. Do

16

In the meantime, in the Rabbinic tradition Rabbis have searched the Torah and concluded that it
contains 613 rules in all, of which 248 are commandments and 365 prohibitions. The Talmudic
multiplication of rules continues directly the “tradition of the Elders”; E. van Voolen, Joods leven
(Heerenveen: Uitgeverij Protestantse Pers, 2005), p. 64. The orthodox position today is that “there is
an unbreakable bond between the Scriptural teaching (the Hebrew Bible) on the one hand and the oral
Rabbinic tradition on the other. According to Jewish conviction both are after all divinely inspired;”
ibid, p.70.
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these two pericopes have anything to do with the danger of the “yeast of the Pharisees or that
of Herod”?
Now we may, instead of proceeding by looking for a correlation between the C- and
C’-links, first take each link separately and consider each within the side of the main chain it
occurs in. Then, on the left side, we notice that there is a very evident contrast between the
content of the A-link and the C-link. Herod’s partying in A is portrayed as leading directly to
the death of John the Baptist, while Jesus’ activity in C is such that all who merely touch the
tassel of his garment are healed. Having a textual contrast here makes sense when
considering that the focus of the B-link is on the word of God being “fed” to the people. For
then one can hardly expect a build-up of meaning in proceeding from A to B and from B to C,
as was the case in Segment Two. Instead, situating the A-link and C-link around the B-link,
as a contrast, is more fitting. That is what Mark appears to do here. On the right side of the
main chain there is a similar setup. The eristic (argumentative) attitude in which the
Pharisees ask Jesus for a sign from heaven is in sharp contrast to the irenic (conciliatory)
attitude of Jesus in his discussion with the woman—a non-Jewish person at that! In that
sense, the “yeast of Herod and that of the Pharisees” is present by the contrasting implications
in the C-link and the C’-link respectively.
In overview (reading this down the left side and up the right):
Left side

Right side

A: Herod’s party (death)
B: 1st feeding (Word of God)
C: Summary of healings (life)

A’: Request for sign (eristic)
B’: 2nd feeding (against trad. of men)
C’: Discussion with woman (irenic)

A and C form a contrast of death and life on the “Herodian” (left) side; C’ and A’ form a
contrast of attitude (irenic vs. eristic) on the “Pharisaic” (right) side. On each side, B and B’
respectively offers an alternative.
This gives added reason to look at C and C’ more directly. C clearly gives a summary of
Jesus work in the area of Lake Gennesaret (= Sea of Galilee). People constantly throng
towards him, carrying with them their sick. In the present context Mark probably also wants
to show how trustworthy and serving Jesus is, not Herod-like in self-importance. We can
expand on this if we take more note of the importance of the market place.
The marketplace (the agora) is usually the place where food is bought and sold. But it
is also the place of public punishment and execution. In other words, it is a public place of
public (i.e. Herodian) rule. The sick are here victimized. In the superstitious mind of the
public the sick often betoken misgiving. Their ailment “must be” punishment for a wrong
deed by the person involved or a close relative, or evidence of being jinxed by a demon or an
unclean spirit. An ailing or handicapped person was to stay out of view. In public he or she
might run the danger of being thrashed and driven out (see e.g. 9:25).
Jesus turns this around here. He clearly welcomes the gathering of the sick in the
public place and would appear to act as a warrant for their safety. Touching the fringe (or
tassel at the end of a prayer shawl) of his cloak (6:56) is a way of showing confidence. The
ailing person might, for all that, be himself of superstitious mind, believes that the tassels
have healing power. But that is not the point here. Their “all being healed” (of fear of a
public place?), who touch Jesus, is the sign of social acceptance, or at least of being safe
despite being in public. This changes both the status of the sick and the general attitude
towards them radically. So ends the left side of the main chain of this segment.
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The right side begins with C’. The episode with the Syro-Phoenician woman has in
the background Jewish food-laws. Jews were not to eat with Gentiles. Certainly the
Pharisees were strictly partial to this arrangement. In practice this gave the impression that
the Jews looked down on Gentiles. Jesus epitomizes this as the difference between children
and (little) dogs, which is not so much crude as playful. The woman’s daughter cannot
understand this arrangement, and evidently responds rebelliously, making her difficult to
handle. This is what she is “possessed” about. When the woman states that the dogs
nevertheless eat the same food that the children have, when this falls as crumbs on the floor,
the segregation cannot be defended. Jesus evidently agrees with her. We note that he does
not doggedly maintain his position for argument’s sake, as Pharisees would, but rather he is
conciliatory. The dialogue here changes the whole situation, which change is at the same time
healing for the woman’s daughter.
With the C-link and the C’-link firmly in place the nature of their correlation stands
out on its own. In fact the overview above indicates each correlation quite clearly. We
appear to be justified in seeing in the left side of the Segment an interaction with the Herodian
influence and on the right side an interference with the Pharisee attitude. The pernicious
influence of each is dubbed a “yeast,” i.e. insubstantial froth! But each can still be
devastating nonetheless. The disciples are warned to be on the alert for this influence, though
little is explicitly said of its nature. Hence the influence on themselves is difficult to undercut,
and Jesus has to scold his disciples harshly for their lack of insight. The A-A’ correlation
focuses on the negative effect of the Herodian-Pharisee “yeast:” death and (eristic) unbending
stubbornness, respectively. The B-B’ correlation pinpoints the central biblical influence that
should counter the effect of the pernicious yeast. It is food in its own right that does not
diminish. Finally the C-C’ correlation, in contrast to the A-A’ correlation, offers positive
glimpses within Jesus’ outreach of life-saving healing and what an irenic attitude can afford.
The D-link discusses the Pharisees and Herodians in its own independent way.
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Part Two: sufferance and fulfilment (8:22-16-8)
We are now in Part Two. The marker pericopes describe episodes involving unnamed
persons. (“Bar-Timaeus” is not a name but a description, meaning “Son of Timaeus”.) As
with the first Part, here too we find there are three main chains and thus four marker
pericopes. The four individuals involved in these marker pericopes are depicted in situations
that is evidently meant to be exemplary for the disciples: two are men healed of their
blindness in M5 and M6, the other two are “young men,” the first of whom is in a situation of
“self-denial” (nakedness) (M7; 14:51-52), the second is “in glory” (M8:16:1-8; see also
especially the pericopes B and B’ of Segment Four). We discuss the segments of this Part
Two in sequence.
Segment Four
Marker M5—8: 22-26: healing of a blind man at Bethsaida
4th chain—8: 27 – 10: 45; following Jesus, self-denial and gain
Marker M6—10: 46-52: healing of blind Bar-Timaeus at Jericho
M5

Segment Four

M6

A
8:22-26

A’
B

8:27-33
Healing
of blind
man
(Bethsaida)

8:34-9:1
Peter and
1st passion General
announce- teaching
ment
about following
Jesus andself-denial
+
conclusion

B’
C

C’
D

10:24b-31

9:2-29

Healing of
James and blind BarIntroduc- John; 3rd
Timaeus
Mosaic
tion +
passion an- (Jericho)
law, child- The gain of nouncement
ren and
following
eternal
in Present
life
Age and
Age to
Come

10:1-24a
9:30-50

The transfiguration
and the
aftermath
(Elijah)

10:46-52
10:32-45

2nd passion
announcement and
discipleship

The main hanging chain of Segment Four has, as such, a clearly recognisable
structure. But there is also considerable novelty here in the fact that there is both simplicity
and complexity in the structure of the main links. Mark has also been very creative in
providing cross-sectional connections between the main links. We need to advance a step at a
time to avoid confusion.
The material of this segment as we find it, is bracketed by two marker pericopes of two
“blind” persons: the blind man of Bethsaida and Bar-Timaeus. The episode in which each is
involved is interesting in itself and will be discussed in the next chapter, when the marker
pericopes are given more particular attention. Here we limit ourselves to the conclusions.
Each man has gained “insight” (anablepo; 8:24; 10: 51) particularly in the way to go. The
man of Bethsaida is said to avoid the village (8:26), implying that he should no longer
associate with those that brought him to Jesus.17 The Son of Timaeus gains insight in the way
to go and now follows Jesus to Jerusalem on his own accord 10:52). The theme of “following
on the way” is characteristic of this segment. The practical implication of this theme is Jesus

17

This conclusion is drawn from a review of the meaning of “the men seen walking as trees” (8:24),
which cannot be discussed here.
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leaving the Galilee area and working his way towards Jerusalem; but in a principled sense the
way is that of the “Son of man” in light of the “Kingdom Rule.”18
As before we need to indicate what the main links are of this segment and establish the
horizontal correlations between them. In order to appreciate better Mark’s freedom in
handling the material of this Segment Four, we shall throughout depict the material in vertical
arrangement.
The A-A’ correlation
Certain textual components stand out here of their own. The most obvious in this connection
are the passion announcements, occurring three times. The first and last occur just within the
marker pericopes, taking into account that these two announcements themselves are
“sandwiched” between (or “padded” by) material involving the disciples. With the first
passion announcement Peter plays the most important role, in his identifying Jesus (8:29) and
the harsh rebuke he gets from Jesus after the announcement (8:33). In connection with the
third announcement, this text too is “sandwiched” between material involving the disciples,
only now James and John take the lead. In approximately the middle of this segment there is
the second passion announcement (9:31). It too is sandwiched or padded between two
statements about the disciples (9:31a; 9:32), but without specifying any in particular.
This “sandwiching” or “padding” of texts is a new pattern in Mark. It has not
occurred in the first three segments. Its occurring here in the fourth (and also in the fifth)
segment appears to have the role of framing or encircling a text so as to make it stand out
more in its own meaning, but using material that is relevant in connection with the statement.
We cannot but see the position of the three passion announcements as indicating the
frame of a hanging chain, of which the first and the third constitute the A- and A’-links. We
expect the second announcement, occurring as it does in the (approx.) middle of the segment,
to be relevant in what will prove to be the weightiest D-link. Thus the A- and A’-links are:
A [Peter and 1st pass. ann.]
- Peter’s declaration about Jesus (8:27-30)
-1st teaching of passion of Son of man (8:31-32a)
- Peter’s rebuke and himself rebuked (8:32b-33)
[B]
[C]
[D]
[C’]
[B’]
A’ [3rd pass. ann.; James and John]
- disciples fearful (10:32a)
- 3rd teaching of passion of Son of Man (10: 32b-34)
- request of James and John (10: 35-45)
N.B. It is very likely that the role of the “Son of Man”, expressed by Jesus at the end
of addressing James and John, is Jesus’ own answer to his initial question about his identity,
posed at the beginning of A. The texts involved are, after all, correlated. Thus the Christ,
meant in the A-link, is the Son of Man who came (“gave his life”) as a “ransom instead of
many” (A’; 10:45).
18

It is I believe telling that the terms “Son of Man” and “Kingdom of God,” which each occur 14
times in the whole of Mark, are found to be occur 7 times in this Segment. Given the numerological
meaning of “seven” (see our introduction), this appears to be Mark’s way of attributing central
significance to these term here.
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The B-B’ correlation
The texts we find in the positions of the B-link (8:34-9:1) and B’-link (10:24b-31) are
characterised by being very direct, without any “padding.” This clearly distinguishes them
from the padded pattern of the A- and A’-links.
The texts of B and B’ contain two important statements of positive teaching about
following Jesus. Jesus now directs his words in the B-link to both the crowd and the disciples
(8:34). Speaking in parables to the crowd is no longer Jesus’ sole way of communicating with
them, as in the first half of Mark (see 4:34). In direct speech Jesus speaks of self-denial as
prerequisite of following him (8:34). One cannot protect one’s life for its own sake even
when mastering the world. That amounts to losing one’s life in its being without purpose.
But if a life is lost “for my sake and the gospel” (8:35), there is the heavenly perspective,
when “the Son of Man comes in the glory of the Father” (8:38).
The B’-link is clearly a companion piece that continues the same line of teaching. The
repetition of “for my sake and the gospel” (10:29) is very telling in this regard. Jesus now
touches on the gain in the Present Age. A new social awareness will arise—part of an entirely
new order of things (see Segment Five)—in which things are shared. Though one cannot be
spared hardship (“persecution”), there is still the promise of eternal life in the Age to Come.
In connection with the B- and B’-links we appear to have a situation similar to that of
the B- and B’-links of Segment Three (see that discussion), namely textual material that
seems to be “extra.” In the current segment this is 9:1 and 10:24b-27. However these two
passages are not so extraneous as to be considered correlated links of its own, yet they play a
distinct role. Taking into account the fact that the first passage occurs at the end of the B-link
and the second passage at the beginning of the B’-link, we can interpret these two passages as
having the role of a conclusion (in the case of the B-link) and an introduction (for the B’link). Indeed, 9:1 expresses a conclusion in the form of a prediction about some seeing the
power of the Kingdom of God before they die, while 10:24b-27 states the difficulty of
entering the Kingdom without God’s help, which introduces the main statements of the B’link. (The B- and B’-links have no inner pattern, except that of including a conclusion and
introduction respectively, as follows:)
[A]
B - General teaching about following Jesus (8:34-38) (+)
- Conclusion/prediction about seeing K. of God (9:1)
[C]
[D]
[C’]
B’ - Introduction about difficulty to enter K. of God (10:24b-27) (+)
- Gain of following Jesus (10:28-31)
[A].
The C-C’ correlation
In C and C’ the material presented revolves around the two central figures of the Tenach (or
Old Testament), namely Moses, who received the Law, and Elijah, who initiated the prophetic
tradition. The distinct nature of this material about or around these figures distinguishes this
material from the central doctrinal statement of B and B’ on the one hand and what we shall
identify as the D-link on the other. In overview we have:
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[A]
[B]
C [The transfiguration and the aftermath (9:2-29)]
- The transfiguration (9:2-10)
- Role of Elijah (9:11-13)
- Exorcism on boy (9:14-29)
[D]
C’ [Mosaic law; children and eternal life (10:1-27)]
- Teaching about divorce and marriage (10:1-12)
- Children and the Kingdom (10:13-16)
- On receiving eternal life (10:17-27)
[B’]
[A’]
Each figure is treated in his own link: Elijah in the C-link and Moses in the C’-link,
though the two appear together in the first part of C (and are implicitly together again in the
last part of C’). In the first part of C (the transfiguration) Moses and Elijah are depicted as
being in conversation with Jesus. Then they disappear and Jesus is on his own. He now has
his own mission to complete. But it is certified by the heavenly voice, who refers to Jesus as
being the beloved son who should be heard (9:7). Peter’s impulse to build three tents and the
reference “after six days” (9:2; this is in relation to Yom Kippur) are clues that this “meeting”
with Moses and Elijah is placed at the time of the festival of shelters in the early fall.
The relevance of the presence of Moses and Elijah would appear to be twofold: (i)
Jesus is presented as standing in the classical Tenach tradition—i.e. the Hebrew Bible or the
“Old Testament” as divided into law, prophets and wisdom texts—yet with his own mission
with which he is to advance that tradition in the context of wisdom texts;19 (ii) in relation to
Jesus’ mission, how to enter into the Kingdom of God—or, alternatively put, how to answer
to God’s Kingly Rule—for which children, whose innocence and absence of desire are
important illustrative features, are taken as having a model role. Hence both Moses and Elijah
are discussed in relation to children.
To continue then with the C-link, its second part is about the scribe’s claim that Elijah
has to come first before decisive renewal can take place. This is most likely a reference to
Malachi 4:5-6: “See, I will send you the prophet Elijah before that great and dreadful day of
the Lord comes. He will turn the hearts of the fathers to their children, and the hearts of the
children to their fathers: or else I will come and strike the land with a curse.” The assurance
of Jesus that Elijah has already come is fulfilled by John the Baptist. Mark quotes Malachi
covertly in the opening of the Prologue: “See, I will send my messenger, who will prepare the
way before me” (Mal. 3:1). John the Baptist indeed had success in his mission when Mark
states that “the whole Judean countryside and all the people of Jerusalem went out to him”
(1:5) to confess their sins and be baptised. This would certainly imply the reuniting of the
hearts of fathers and that of their children.
The exorcism on the boy—the third and last part of the C-link—is most likely placed
here as reminder of Elijah’s own “resurrection” of the dead boy of a widow at the time of a
famine (1 Kings 17:17-24). The ending, where the disciples ask Jesus privately why they
couldn’t expel the dumb spirit in the boy (9:28), is unexpected: only prayer can expel this
kind (9:29). But Jesus had himself not used prayer at all here! Perhaps with “this kind (of
19

The Gospel tradition takes its point of departure more particularly in the book of Daniel. In that
work the term “Kingdom of God” appears for the first time (Dan. 2:44). Also the notion of “Son of
Man” appears here (Dan. 7:13), which is directly quoted by Jesus when he stands before the High
Priest (Mk. 14:62).
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spirit)” he has another kind in mind. But what would that be? We need to realise that there is
also the more covert “spirit of the crowd” (a kind of “crowd desire”). When the crowd comes
“running together” (9:25) Jesus realizes immediately that this is threatening to the boy. No
group wants an evil spirit, thought to be in the boy, in its midst. The shout with which Jesus
then “expelled” the spirit shocked the boy into a convulsion, with the result that he appears
dead. That stopped the crowd, for it now assumes that the evil spirit must be gone out of the
(seemingly dead) boy. Of course at the same time the threatening intention of the crowd is
thwarted, which was Jesus’ direct intention here. How does one “expel” such a threatening
attitude of the crowd, in which the boy almost became the scapegoat of the crowd? That calls
for repentant prayer directed to the crowd itself. (The crowd doesn’t realize its own effect. A
well-suited parable would be needed to do that.)
We turn now to the C’-link that involves Moses. Pharisees come to test Jesus about
divorce. Can a man dismiss his wife? Yes, Moses allowed this. But Jesus points to the
deeper motive: hardheartedness comes into the picture. God did not intend it that way in the
beginning. Privately (10:10)—as in the correlate C-link!—the disciples ask Jesus about this
and he gives a clear answer: if either husband or wife dismiss the other and marries someone
else, then he or she commits adultery. This “defines” what it is to commit adultery. But at
the bottom of it is the inner attitude of the heart as primary source that motivates outer
practice.
The second part of the C’-link is about the child-like attitude needed to enter into the
Kingdom of God. So when the disciples try to prevent children from coming to Jesus, the
latter is angry with the disciples. The relevance in connection with Moses can only be
guessed at here. But a likely reading follows from the previous part of the C’-link. Divorce
hurts children; they have value and deserve respect too. The rebuke of the children by the
disciples is clearly an example of complete disregard of the child. When interpreted in this
light, this reading also establishes the correlation of the second parts of the C-link and the C’link.
Then the third and last part of the C’-link. Here someone raises the question of
“inheriting eternal life.” This question needs to be seen in the current context of Moses, but
also in that of Elijah. They occurred together in the transfiguration vision (the correlate of
this part of C’). But there, in C, both recede and leave it up to Jesus to pursue his mission,
which, as we can now discern, includes questions such as “begetting eternal life” (19:17) and
“entering the Kingdom of God”(10:23). In the current pericope on “eternal life” the laws of
Moses are said to be obeyed. But more is called for. There is the voluntary poverty, such as
was exemplary in Elijah and John the Baptist—in other words the Nazarene movement. (This
is the implicit reference to Elijah here.) Only then can one follow Jesus, unhindered by
earthly possessions. This shifts the attention from earthly life to “eternal life.” In the B’-link,
that follows upon the C’-link, the theme of the gain that is to be had in following Jesus is
continued.
The D-link
We notice how different the links are of the pairs A-A’, B-B’ and C-C’ correlates. The last
pair is much like those of the pericopes of Part One. The B-B’ correlate is however quite
unique, in having very direct statements of teaching about following in the way. The A-A’
correlate too is different in the “padded” nature of their central texts of the passion
announcements. Taken all together, these differences justify our apportioning them as distinct
links of the main chain of Segment Four.
There remains the collection of texts in the middle of this segment. We have material
here that hangs together only loosely. In fact one is distinctly reminded of the D-link of
Segment One. But there is more organisation here than meets the eye at first blush. For we
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find that (i) the parts of the D-link appear to constitute a hanging chain in its own right, and
(ii) these parts of the D-link relate to the material of the other links of the main chain. In
overview we have:
[M5]
[A]
[B]
[C]
D [2nd passion announcement and discipleship (9:30-50)]
1 – 2e announcement of passion (30-32) [cf. A and A’]
2 – who is greatest? (33-35) [cf. B and B’]
3 – receiving a child in my name (36-37) [cf. C and C’]
4 – if one is for us, not quickly against; one not against us is for
us (38-40) [about following Jesus; cf. M5 and M6]
3’ – helping and offending little ones (41-42) [cf. C and C’]
2’ – scandalization (offence) avoided (43-48) [cf. B and B’]
1’ – everyone is tried; turn this into a character trait in a positive sense
with others (49-50) [cf. A and A’]
[C’]
[B’]
[A’]
[M6]
We see that this D-link has a weightiest part in the positive statement: whoever is for
us is not against us, and vice-versa (part 4). This is a direct reminder of the two “blind” men
in the marker pericopes of this segment. The blind man of Bethsaida goes his own way,
avoiding the village crowd. (“One who is not against us is for us;” 9:40) The blind BarTimaeus follows Jesus willingly on the way. (“One who is for us is not soon against us;”
9:39) Emanating from this we have the strong statements about desire and deceit. In part 3
Jesus emphasizes that receiving a child—which is to respect its innocence—in Jesus’ [“my”]
name is to accept Jesus, and to accept Jesus is to accept God the Father. This is acceptance on
trust, not based on desire. In part 3’ there is the counterpart: an act of charity in the name of
Christ does not go unrewarded, but intentional deception is so mean as to be (by way of
speaking) “worthy of death.” (Note the repetition here of “my name/Jesus” (9:37) and “[my]
name/in Christ” (9:41).) Then there are the parts 2 and 2’. In part 2 the disciples dispute
among themselves as to who is the greatest, a contestation of desire. To this Jesus opposes
the principle that whoever wishes to be first must be last and servant of all. In the counterpart
to part 2, namely part 2’, such overt desire is what scandalizes and is offensive. One should
take distance from whatever offends, to avoid ending up in a life of hell. Then finally, there
are the parts 1 and 1’. In part 1 there is the second of the three passion announcements of the
Son of Man. This is given a more practical expression in part 1’ in the observation that
everyone is tried “with fire,” i.e. with difficulties in life. One ought to turn this experience
into a positive trait of peaceful relations with others—who are, after all, fellow-sufferers who
understand.
The correlated parts of the D-link echo the other links, A-A’, B-B’, C-C’ and M5–M6,
as indicated in the overview. We leave it to the reader to look at this more thoroughly. (Some
tips are already given.)
We have now completed the (preliminary) account of the entire major hanging chain of
Segment Four. The chain repeats the main features we found of the earlier chains. But there
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is also novelty in the pattern of sandwiched or padded texts. In all I believe we are justified in
concluding that, when carefully read, we find this text of Segment Four to be composed in a
masterly way.
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Segment Five
M6

Segment Five

M7

[Left side]

[Right side]

10:46-52

14:51-52
[Ending of old order (11:1-13:2)]

Blind BarTimaeus in
Jericho

[Beginning of new order (14:1-50)]
Naked young
man in Gethsemane

[The transition]
A

A’
B

11:1-25/26

C
11:27-12-27

Temple
use
-------

B’
C’
D

14:26-50
14:12-25

12:28-13:2
Arguments
13:3-37
with Jewish Scribes and
groups
widow
The
------transition
-------------

14:1-11
Passover
Betrayal
and commemoration
--------

Towards
the end
-------

-------

Segment Five has a crucial role in the whole of Mark’s text. He wants to demonstrate the
emptiness of the Jewish cultic temple system. At the same time he is eager to indicate and, I
believe, even plant the seeds out of which a new order will sprout. It is not a new offshoot out
of the old cultic order, with its continual sacrifices of dripping blood and smouldering flesh.
The temple cultic practice will come to an end with the destruction of the temple (13: 1-2). A
new order will become possible through the Son of Man’s sufferance. His coming as “ransom
for/over against many” (10:45) is now set in motion—see “my blood of the covenant shed for
many” (14:24)—at least its anticipation.
The sufferance here is not a sacrifice for the redemption of a (select) group. The Son
of Man is the community that, in obedience to the love command, has its key mark in
sufferance. To suffer is to be for the other, perhaps most pointedly illustrated in the
“suffering” of parents for their children, which is why it is a sufferance in love. The
community of the Son of Man has as many members as respond. In being open to each
other’s burdens this community understands itself as being open to what God provides or
makes possible. This is how God is the source of good. He himself stands in no need of
anything—hence calls for no (cultic) sacrifice (of animal or human being) to himself. When
burdens are shared, the pain that is ineluctably a part of existence, is eased, giving rise to
unforeseen, hence God-given, possibilities.
The Son of Man’s representative is Jesus the Christ (the anointed). His interpreting
God’s love (command) to be inclusive spelled freedom for many rejected and marginalized
persons. But thereby he upset the status quo, that (in envy) could not tolerate a new order.
The anointment, that marked his commitment to his community, is represented in Mark as a
preparation of his burial (14:3-9). Through dying to the world via the worst kind of suffering
on a cross—that is the ultimate injustice and cruelty the old cultic order comes to, fully
revealed!—his spirit, knowing all what a human might have to endure, is free to “come to the
Father” (8:38). Jesus’ return—our meeting him—is his being the aim of all who walk in the
God approved way which he has now prepared (16:7).
But we don’t need this whole message at this point to analyse the text of Segment
Five. We do however need to reckon with a deep discontinuity in the development of the
themes of this segment. The marker pericopes that bracket this segment already indicate this.
The left marker pericope “leads the way” (M6) that ends in Jerusalem. The initial “victory”
upon entering the city, depicted in the left side of this segment, makes way for the total
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vulnerability addressed on the right side, in Jesus’ capture and the plight of the naked young
man in Gethsemane (M7). The discontinuity raises the question whether Mark really does
organize the material of this segment as a (continuous) hanging chain. We can, I believe
indicate this in a brief consideration, leaving subsequent discussion below to “flesh it out.”
There is the reverse order of correlate situations. A and A’ concern, respectively, the
free entry into Jerusalem at daytime, with a cheering crowd, and lonely capture under arrest at
night. The B and B’ links are about discussions with Jewish groups, each with their own
agendas that hollows out Jewish tradition (B), while B’ lets us see Jesus instigating a new
covenant for a new (non-(cultic)-sacrificial) community, of which the disciples are the core
members. This new community is committed to fellowship, it is not another interest group
with a certain agenda of its own, like the groups of the B-link. Finally C and C’, in C we are
allowed to see the scribes, who control temple practice, in their offensive conduct and the
victims they make, namely widows. The acceptance of the very livelihood of a poor widow is
I believe a metaphor for how inhumane the temple system is. In C’ Jesus is anointed which,
though indicative of his (expected) death, is also the baptism of a non-sacrificial order of the
Son of Man. C and C’ seems to be suggesting something about the future: the future of the
temple system holds no promise, while what Jesus establishes does.
Because all these links of Segment Five consist of such weighty material, their
characterization is at this point only provisional. We need to take their content into review to
begin to understand the text here. We shall begin with the D-link, which is, as usual, the
“weightiest” link. It is characteristic of the D-link here that it is far more predominant in the
present Segment than the D-links of the other Segments and almost stands on its own in this
Segment Five.
The D-link concerns what is usually termed the eschaton (the last things). But I believe that
this material of Mark says something else. It is about the transition of the old order to the new
order. The collapse of the old order in a context of great distress is predicted, but those who
persevere and don’t allow themselves to be led astray, will be saved (13:13). With those
saved, the new order can begin. But this new order’s own beginning shares in the deep
tragedy of that time: the death of Jesus and persecution of the Son of Man. The right side of
this Segment Five is about how Jesus prepares for his own demise, while establishing the new
order.
Link D begins as a question posed in response to Jesus’ prediction of the destruction
of the temple building. That, as we know, took place during the Jewish war in AD 70. Jesus’
answer purports to predict that upheaval. At the same time a violent response to the
proclamation of the gospel takes place, which can only be post-A.D 30.
The four disciples, Peter, James, John, and Andrew—do they represent the “four
corners” of the world?—ask Jesus privately when this will be and what sign will indicate its
near completion (13:4). D is structured around these three italicized words.
As to the first term when, three “when”s form the main part of Jesus’ response (13:523). (i) “When you hear of wars and rumours of wars” (13:7-10) that must happen and it is
not yet the end. The clash of nations and kingdom’s are the beginning of the birth-pangs
(13:8)—i.e. the beginning of the new order! The disciples may expect to be taken before
councils and beaten in synagogues (see the book of Acts). But to all the nations the gospel
must be proclaimed (13:9-10). Presumably, on account of its message of antiviolence and
reconciliation, the gospel is always suspect and unwelcome in a context of violence.
(ii) “And when they arrest you,...” (13:11-13), the disciples are not to be anxious. The
Holy Spirit will guide them. But parents and children will hate each other—i.e., John the
Baptist’s work will lie in ruins!—and for the sake of the name of Jesus the disciples will be
hated. But whoever endures to the end will be saved (13:13)—in the new order.
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(iii) “And when you see the abomination of desolation standing where it ought not”
(13:14-22), then the climax is near. God’s creation will be afflicted as never before nor ever
after ( 13:19). God has shortened the time of the endurance of conflict so that his chosen can
be selected (13:20)—again a reference to the new life afterwards. He who claims to be a
Christ or a prophet is not to be believed.
These “when”s proceed from the inevitability of war and how that may squelch the
work of proclaiming the gospel. For the violence is directed against those destined for the new
order as well. But there is hope for those who endure. Whether this hope is here purely
predicted, or whether matters are being recorded after the event, is not really an interesting
question. Either way, the war of A.D. 70 and the destruction of the temple, is the fulfilment of
the prediction. In the meantime we can discern an historical trace in these predictions
themselves. The first “when” covers the time between the crucifixion and the Jewish war,
when the zealots become more open in their violence and from the mid-50’s on a radical
group of sicarii (“dagger-holders”) actually proceed to assassinate prominent members of the
status quo. The second “when” places confidence in the support of the Holy Spirit, a specific
hint regarding the ministry of Paul. The third “when” mentions an “abomination of
desolation.” This is a direct quote from Daniel 11:31, in which the abomination meant is the
altar to Zeus Olympius, set up in the Jerusalem temple in 168 B.C. by Antiochus Epiphanes.
In the current context one might think of the emperor Caligula’s attempt to have his statue
placed in the temple in A.D. 40 to celebrate his (self-proclaimed) divinity. The proconsul
Pretonius was able to delay the proceedings (he knew that a lot of unrest would result), and
Caligula’s assassination the following year cancelled the entire attempt. But in the early 40s
there was no direct threat of an all-out war, so there was no need to flee in all haste, as the text
states (13:14-16). Thus it seems more appropriate to think perhaps of the standards of the
Roman legions. When these are seen “where they ought not to be”—surrounding Jerusalem,
if not actually in the “city of peace”—then flight in all haste is called for.
The parenthetical remark “let the reader understand” immediately upon mentioning the
abomination of desolation could of course not have been said by Jesus at this point. Here the
writer addressed his readers to understand what is going on. If the standards of war are the
abomination meant, then Mark appears to be encouraging his readers that, despite the climax
of desolation going on, the Lord is shortening the days so that the chosen can be saved. The
entire war lasted from A.D. 66, beginning in Galilee, to A.D. April 73, when Masada fell.
(Jerusalem and the temple had fallen in September A.D. 70.) So Mark would appear to have
written in the indicated period of time. (Mark’s phrase “let the reader understand” might also
mean that it is too risky to mention the Romans explicitly—the gospel is after all proRoman—but that the attentive reader should understands this.)
The text continues with the second main point about when “all these things are about
to be completed” (13:4). Jesus sketches a cosmic chaos, with the sun darkened, stars falling
and powers of heaven being shaken. The Son of Man will then be seen coming in the clouds,
and the chosen will be assembled by his angels from all the extremities of the earth and
heaven.
To most modern readers, this cosmic sketch is entirely fanciful, unless we are to
believe that the chaos and the return are still to take place. But either way, we fail to catch
Mark’s meaning. A common presupposition of the time is (not just with the Jews) that the
sun, moon and stars, in other words, the heavens, are secure so long as their centre—for Jews
this was the city of Jerusalem—abided by the cultic rules of its divinity. The high priest, who
is responsible for this, is then the “bulwark” of the city, the guarantor or protector on which
city life depends. On his vestment the cosmic symbols of sun, moon and stars were
embroidered, in reminder of his significance for the security of the heavens. On the temple
veil, that separated the Holy of Holies from the rest of the temple, similar symbols were
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placed, as appropriate to the central place of this Holy of Holies in the temple, which was in
turn central to the city, the latter being the centre of the cosmos. There were special liturgical
rules related to when the vestment could and should be worn, likewise rules regarding the
temple veil—only at Yom Kippur (the great reconciliation) was the high priest allowed to
enter the Holy of Holies, in order to pray for the people in the direct presence of YHWH.
The Son of Man, whose coming is expected, is a visionary notion found in Daniel
7:13, where, in Daniel’s vision, “one like a son of man” is brought in the presence of the
“Ancient of Days,” who gives him authority, glory and sovereign power over all peoples and
nations. His dominion is everlasting, his kingdom never destroyed (cf. Dan.7:14). Those who
receive this kingdom, so the interpreter of the vision tells Daniel, are the “saints of the Most
High” (Dan.7:18). In the Gospel the title “Son of Man” is used exclusively by Jesus, and the
“saints” are those who respond to Jesus’ mission. There is then a very close connection
between Jesus and those who belong to him. (Some speak of a “corporate personality” in this
regard.) What happens to Jesus is relevant to those who belong to him, and equally what
happens to those who belong to Jesus is of importance to him. Thus, though only Jesus uses
this term, seemingly solely in connection with himself, in his use it is equally relevant to his
followers as well. We need to keep this in mind when, say, interpreting the three passion
announcements: the suffering is expected to be inflicted on the “Son of Man” (8:31; 9:31;
10:33). In other words it can affect both Jesus and (some of) his followers.
Returning now to Mark’s text, when Jesus speaks of the Son of Man who is expected
to come “with much power and glory” (13:26), that is in reference to himself after he has
“come to the Father” (8:38) to receive this power and glory. In that capacity he will
“assemble” (presumably meaning to save) those chosen from all over the earth. This is
symbolic language, but its meaning is clear. When Jesus remains faithful to his mission and
calling right to the point of death, than that is the “cup” he has had to drink, the “baptism” he
has had to undergo (10:39). In giving his life in that way, his cause is not annulled but
verified! It is not thwarted by death, rather through death it gains in respect (power and
glory). This enables the new covenant can be of effect. God’s kingly rule establishes lifepromoting connections between people, it does not restrict life to sacrificial rites and duties.
Those that belong to him cherish his work of reconciliation and accept what he has given and
meant to them. This is how his life is “a ransom for many” (10:45; 14:24), a new lease on
life. In being salvation for the many chosen from all over the earth, Mark is of course
referring to and emphasizing the mission work among the Gentiles. It is the Gentile branch of
the missionary cause that is here put in direct relation to the Son of Man. Now what exactly
initiates this moment of completion? It occurs when the “stars fall out of heaven” (13:25),
meaning: when the temple collapses and the ritual and cultic order no longer serves.
Finally there is the question of the sign prior to this completion’s occurring (13:4).
The reply is given indirectly by means of two parables, although only the first is strictly said
to be a parable (13:28). Between the two parables there is the statement that repeats earth and
heaven passing away, but Jesus’ words being firm. This we can interpret as again announcing
the passing away of the cultic order, but that what Jesus brought about through his cause (the
words sown) is to last. However, only the Father knows the time when this will occur,
meaning that this is all in God’s hands.
The two parables are about this occurring. The first says one can discern it as it
approaches, the way you know that summer is near when the braches of the fig tree are tender.
(As historical fact one needed to have no prescience to foresee that the growing turmoil of
Palestinian life in the first half of the first century was bound to end in disaster.) The second
parable is about being wakeful. Not knowing when the crisis will break out, one must be on
his guard. Just as a doorkeeper is expected to be watchful during the night to receive the
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master of the household, should he be out and return, so you must be watchful for the coming
time.
Overseeing this whole D-link we can conclude that it is quite self-contained. It
introduces its own themes in connection with the destruction of the temple (13:2), these being
three “when” questions, the nature of its taking place, and the signs by which it can be
expected. Once we account for the cultic imagery, the discussion is quite to the point.
In other words this D-link has a thematic unity. But it clearly has distinct parts as
well. We can show these as follows:
D-link
/ (1) - when hearing rumours of war
--- (2) - when they arrest you, Holy Spirit speaks for you
\ (3) - when you see the abomination of desolation
(4) - the Coming
/ (5) - parable of tender fig branch
--- (6) - passing cultic order, but Word to stay
\ (7) - (parable) of wakeful doorman
Though these seven points have a 3-1-3 arrangement, their totality is itself a hanging chain.
“The Coming” (4) is clearly the (relative) “weightiest” part, and there is a reverse order
between the “when parts” and the correlate “parable parts”, for consider: (i) the “rumour of
war” (of 1) is what any wakeful person would hear (of 7); also (ii) “when arrested, Holy Spirit
speaks for you” (of 2) is correlate with the “crisis is in God the Father’s hands,” and the Word
is to stay (of 6); and finally (iii) “when you see the abomination …” (of 3) then war is
impending as clearly as summer will come when fig branches become tender (of 5). The fact
that the D-link itself constitutes a hanging chain increases its (relative) independent status
within Segment Five.
The observant reader may have noticed an anomaly appearing in the discussion so far.
The material of the D-link, whether taken as pure prediction (as Mark would have us believe,
though his “let the reader understand” gives it away) or as an account after the events, is about
the devastation of the temple, which took place in A.D. 70. But at the same time this material
is placed in the middle of a segment on events taking place in (about) A.D. 30, namely Jesus’
criticism and judgment on the cultic temple practice and Passover and the new covenant of the
new order. This introduces a distinct topic that will be discussed elsewhere. But it concerns
the perspectives that centre on A.D. 30 (Jesus) and A.D. 70 (the Son of Man). (Note the
difference of 40 years. Is this what is depicted in the “40 days in the wilderness” in the
Prologue?) The exchangeability of Jesus and Son of Man actually takes place in Mark’s very
text! But this calls for its own discussion.
We now turn to the other links of Segment Five. Their content clearly falls apart in two
blocks: (i) left of link D: the links A, B, and C, which in themselves concern the ending of the
old cultic order, and (ii) right of link D: the links C’, B’, and A’. (The three links on the right
have so far only been provisionally established.) The “left side” and the “right side” appear to
be so different on first sight that we don’t want to prejudice matters by immediately asserting
connections, though we have already found the likelihood of a chiasmic structure. Seen in an
overview we have the following:
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Left side: The ending of the old order
A

[Temple use (11:1-25/26]
- Entry into Jerusalem and temple viewing (11:1-11)
- Fig tree cursed (11:12-14)
- Temple cleansed (11:15-19)
- Fig tree withered (11:20-22)
- Prayer (11:23-25/26)

B

[Arguments with Jewish groups (11:27-11:27)]
- Source of authority (11:27-33)
- The vineyard (12:1-9)
- The rejected stone (12:10-12)
- On taxes (12:13-17)
- On the resurrection (12:18-27)

C [Scribes and widows (12:28-13:2)]
- Great commandment (12:28-34)
- Messiah-ship (12:35-37a)
- Offensiveness of Scribes (12:37b-40)
- Poor widow’s offering (12:41-44)
- Prediction of temple destruction (13:1-2)
------[D]
-------

Right side: The beginning of the new order
C’ [Betrayal and commemoration (14:1-11)]
- Authorities seek way to arrest Jesus (14:1-2)
- Jesus anointed by woman (14:3-9)
- Judas offers to betray (14:10-11)
B’ [Passover (14:12-26)]
-Passover preparations (14:12-16)
- Prediction of betrayal (14:17-21)
- New covenant (14:22-25)
A’ [Towards the end (14:26-50)]
- Flight and Peter’s denial predicted (14:26-31)
- Gethsemane (14:32-42)
- Arrest (14:43-50)

We begin with an analysis of the left side links. The first link is about becoming acquainted
with the temple, its court and in particular what goes on here. Jesus does not appear to be
very impressed. The B-link is about the contact that Jesus has in the temple courts with the
main groups of Jewish society. Each tries to get the better of him, but without success. The
third or C-link is about the actual cultic practice around the temple treasury and the scribe’s
role there. It is the duty of the scribes to regulate this practice. This provides them with status
in the eyes of the people, which they covet, but for the poor widow the system is devastating.
The three main links here are quite distinct and focussed on different things. We need to see
if each link has indeed a recognizable unity.
The A-link of the left side has of itself a hanging chain pattern with five parts. We can
understand this pattern once we see the relation of the fig tree and the temple. It is quite
irrational to “curse” a fig tree for not having figs, all the more so, obviously, for its not being
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able to have figs out of season! But this seasonal pattern of its bearing fruit is an analogy of
what the temple practice has become, namely being of service under severe restrictions of the
appropriate time. Jesus expects the temple to be a house of prayer for all the nations at all
times, as Isaiah had held (Is.56:7), without “out of season” restrictions. This is the exact
opposite of the cultic practise at the time. There were also restrictions of place. Foreigners
were not allowed to go beyond a certain point on threat of death! (Archaeologists have
actually found one of the plaques that states this.) Also there are the liturgical “high points”
of the year, Passover being especially notable. When the fig tree again comes into view the
following day it is found to be “withered from its roots” (12:20). Here the analogy of the fig
tree has turned into a prediction: the temple practice too is fruitless and therefore destined to
wither away. The “cleansing” of the temple court which is placed between the fig tree
incidents is perhaps no more than a preliminary statement of temple practices that are to be
(and will be) condemned.
The text of the fig tree incident is placed between on the one hand that of the entry of
Jesus into the temple, as described at the beginning of A, which results in a mere viewing of
the temple building, and on the other hand the last part of the A-link, that emphasizes the
importance of the temple for prayer and the preparedness to inwardly forgive if you have
something against anyone. In other words, the opportunity of prayer in the temple puts it to
its proper use, as over against the mere outer viewing of the building’s architectural style.
Also prayer can achieve things that dwarfs a public building: “move mountains into the sea”
(11:23; i.e. remove frightfully high hindrances of life).20 Thus the first and last parts form a
correlated contrast as well. Hence the five parts of the A-link have a chiasmic pattern, which
is indicative of the link’s own unity.
The B-link stands out for the discussions Jesus has with the diverse Jewish groups.21 First
there are the chief priests, scribes and elders who question Jesus about the means of his
authority or who extended this authority (11:28). Jesus replies by asking about John’s
baptism. This introduces a practical dilemma for his opponents, so they admit defeat and
pretend not to know. This gives Jesus the opportunity to withhold his own answer to the
posed question.
Indeed, he can now oppose the chief priests, scribes and elders with a parable. The
parable is about the breach of contract with the owner of a vineyard—the tenants don’t want
to pay the rent—and the gain of the ownership on the part of the tenants by killing the heir.
What will the lord of the vineyard do? Here, in the strict sense, with this question, the parable
ends. Mark lets Jesus fill in the likely response on the part of his hearers. According to the
“logic” of the case, the chief priests, scribes and elders will likely think that the lord/owner
would (no doubt) come and destroy these husbandmen (12:9).
The success of a parable depends on the final step of self-reflection. At some point the
listeners have to realize that they are themselves implicated in the parable. When they see
20

Clearly, prayer here is not meant to be a magical kind of power that physically removes mountains
or actually does anything. It serves to bundle and give focus to communal intentions for which one
covets divine support and thus motivates towards undertaking activity.
21
I believe that the B-link is meant to include a cross-section representation of the main Jewish
groups. Only the Essenes and the Zealots are missing. But Jesus had Zealots in the core group of the
twelve disciples, and the Essenes probably formed the group in which Jesus gained his initial
response. Neither of these formed an opposition group. The context of Peter’s activity in the first
chapters of Acts and the sparse conditions that the twelve operate under during their first commission
are both “Essene-like” when compared to the description of the Essenes in, say, Josephus (see Flavius
Josephus, “The War of the Jews,” 2.8.2-13; Complete Works, pp. 725-729). So Essenes were probably
the first Christians, which might explain why they are not mentioned in the whole New Testament.
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their own behaviour reflected in the parable story, that ought to make them come to their
senses and take heed, in line with the way the story elicits a story-judgment. Mark makes
clear that those addressed understand the situation (12:12). He places this in the short central
part of the B-link. The failure, as it turns out, of the listeners to take heed is all the more
obtuse in light of the well-known saying (Ps. 118:22,23) of the rejected stone becoming the
corner stone, as part of the Lord’s doing. (Note. Authors prior to Mark, namely Paul and
Peter, include the thought of the rejected stone being a stumbling stone; Rom. 9:32—which
refers to Is. 8:14-15—and 1 Peter 2:7-8. After Mark, Matthew and Luke also added this in
their explanation of the vineyard parable; see Matt.21:44 and Lu. 20:18. In Acts 4:11 the
“capstone” meaning is repeated without the stumbling.)
The “son” of the parable, who is victimized by the wicked tenants, might well end up
(in some appropriate way) reappearing in a position of central meaning. In other words, it is
by no means guaranteed that getting rid of the heir will confirm their own gain, because they
still have the owner to deal with. Thus, this whole parable story, in reflecting a wicked
situation, can be interpreted as implicating the chief priests, scribes and elders in their
“tenant’s conduct” in the “vineyard” of Israel, as they themselves fully realize. But on that
interpretation the lord of the vineyard is YHWH, and he is then the recipient of the rent to be
paid by the tenants. (We have a case of “give to God the things of God,” which the tenants
are holding back on! See below. God is of course pictured here in the framework of
violence.) But the real concern should be with the “son.” The Lord may elevate him to a
status of central importance, whoever he might turn out to be.
The parable interprets the practice of the high priests, scribes and elders. It is set in
their “language” of conduct, according to their “logic.” If they should kill the heir and forfeit
the rent owing to God, then they can expect “revenge” on the part of God as understood on
their own terms. At least this follows in the way of thinking of the high priests, scribes and
elders, as they themselves admit in their own response. The parable is not to be taken as a
normative sketch but as an indirect means of addressing a precarious situation that could still
be righted, if responded at Jesus’ behest. But in this case it was of no avail. On the contrary
“they tried to seize him but feared the crowd” (12:12).
The high priests, scribes and elders, on leaving the scene, send some Pharisees and
Herodians to Jesus to try and trip him. In evident hypocritical praise of Jesus as lover of truth,
they raise the question of taxes, a hot item at the time. The zealots strenuously opposed
paying taxes to the Romans, which, in their eyes, signalled the acceptance of Roman lordship
over the Jews, while the more accommodating Pharisees did allow this. Jesus is being forced
to take sides. His reply to give to Caesar what is Caesar’s and the things of God to God, has
more about it than is evident at first sight. Precisely because Caesar’s image was on a Roman
coin, it was not allowed to be used within the temple precincts. Hence the temple in
Jerusalem had its own currency, and Roman money had to be exchanged into the temple
currency before a sacrificial animal could be bought. In the meantime the money exchangers
made a profit with every exchange.22 Of course this exchange tax added to the price of a
sacrificial animal, which made it more difficult to obtain an animal (a dove, lamb, goat, etc.)
appropriate to the cultic situation. In other words this temple system was thoroughly corrupt
and commercialised. It were the tables of these money exchangers that Jesus had overturned
earlier, hence he was definitely against this system. His reply to being shown a Roman coin is
therefore entirely facetious: “By all means, give to Caesar what is Caesar’s and to God what
belongs to him; just don’t do anything about the way we put this into practice!” (If the
22

O’Grady states that, at peak periods, the inflation of this exchange could be up to 100 times the
normal price; S. O’Grady, And Man Created God, 2012, p. 327. What made matters worse is that the
Roman coinage at the time not only carried the image of Caesar, in this case that of Caesar Tiberius,
but also had the inscription: “Caesar Augustus Tiberius, son of the divine Augustus”; ibid, p. 328.
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expression were to be taken literally, one would need to say that Jesus confirms the supposed
equal status of Caesar and God, hence each ought to be given his due. Jesus could never be
taken to have meant anything of the kind!) It is certainly ironic that Jesus’ reply has become
the basis of the later division of the temporal and eternal orders of the secular and the sacred
respectively. This is the very last thing he would have meant.
Within the context of the B-link, the discussion about taxes has its correlate in the
parable of the vineyard. This is entirely appropriate. When the parable is interpreted as a
situation sketch of Jewish history and current practice of the authorities, then there is a factor
of “giving to God what belongs to him” namely the rent. But of course everything is already
of God, he being the source of all. But then a cultic system of offering something of God’s
creation to God is actually quite skewed. In the C-link we hear that loving God above all and
our neighbour as ourselves is more than “all burnt offerings and sacrifices” (12:33) put
together. The sacrificial system that gives to God what belongs to him needs to be, and can
be, superseded by a system based on heartfelt response to God’s commands and will.
Finally the Sadducees come by. They have an aporia (riddle-like problem) related to
the levirate marriage arrangement, whereby a younger brother marries the widow of his older
brother if that marriage remained childless, and the first child born of this new marriage is
legally considered to be the dead brother’s child, enjoying the rights of that position. The
case presented to Jesus is that of seven brothers all having the same woman in sequence as
wife, but with each death of a brother the widow had remained childless. Whose wife will
this woman be in the resurrection? The Sadducees, who don’t believe in a resurrection, aren’t
faced with these kinds of seemingly insolvable problems.
Jesus claims they are in error in connection with both Scriptural evidence and the
power of God. There appears to be a presupposition here that makes it difficult for
contemporary readers to appreciate what is said. When someone dies, his or her body is
buried in a grave, but the spirit goes to a realm of the dead, where the dead “sleep” (Paul’s
phrase) in awaiting the resurrection. It is through God’s power that these spirits will, at some
point, be awakened, raised and taken up into heaven. Paul claimed that these spirits—when
raised from the realm of the dead (which is not the grave!)—will be given a new body
appropriate to its spiritual state in heaven (1 Cor. 15:44). There is no marriage among these
raised and newly embodied spirits for, in being beyond birth and death, there is no need for
these new bodies to have means of reproduction, neither is marriage called for as context of
reproduction (12:25).
As to Scriptural evidence, Jesus claims that when God states: “I am a God of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob” (Ex.3:6), he means to say that he is a God of living (i.e.
resurrected) beings in heaven, not of spirits in the realm of the dead. (This, we note, is more
liberal than what Paul thought, for to him it was Jesus who was “the first to be raised of those
who have fallen asleep;” 1 Cor. 15:20). The Sadducees, clearly, have been put on the spot.
This last part of the B-link correlates with the first part, about authority. There Jesus is
asked two things: by what authority he does what he does, and who gave him this authority?
Although the answers are left in abeyance, the comparison with John the Baptist makes clear
that his (the Baptist’s) authority stems from Scriptural evidence, in particular the link to
Elijah, and has a source in God, the motivation of his being a Nazarene. This fits closely the
two points raised against the Sadducees, namely their being in error about Scriptural evidence
and the power of God. This is sufficient to count as establishing a correlation between these
first and last parts of the B-link. The second and fourth parts have the common element of
being about money.
So the B-link too has a unity in virtue of its chiasmic structure. We can add that there
is a more thematic unity as well. The prior A-link of this Fifth Segment concerns the temple
building and its use. That is quite distinct from the B-link, in which the basis of faith is
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discussed. Each of the groups discuss with Jesus some aspect of this. The fact that all the
Jewish groups are represented here itself gives the B-link an additional coherence, particularly
in light of the fact that none of the groups succeeded in getting the better of Jesus. In other
word, they all “stumble over him,” the rejected stone. This textual arrangement indeed puts
the saying about the rejected stone in the centre of the B-link
That brings us to the C-link of the main Fifth Segment. Here we also distinguish five parts,
as indicated in the overview above.
The first part concerns the question what the “First Commandment” is. This is asked
of Jesus by an individual scribe. He is not presented as representing his group, but as
someone who overheard the discussion and in fact sides with Jesus. (In being presented as an
individual scribe, this pericope is distinct from the one in which the scribes are represented as
a group in the B-link.) In answer to the question as to what the first commandment is, Jesus
replies by citing Deut. 6:4,5: the Lord our God is one Lord; love him with all your capacities.
He adds, gratuitously, a second commandment, the one about loving one’s neighbour as
oneself (Lev. 19:18). No other commandment is greater than these two (12:31). This
evidently gets to the heart of Jesus’ teaching. To emphasize the importance of these
commandments, Mark has the scribe repeat them almost verbally. The scribe adds a remark
that Jesus can only admire (12:34), namely that upholding these two commandments is “more
than all the burnt offerings and sacrifices” (12:33). Clearly, living by these commandments is
more than all of the temple’s sacrificial cult put together.23 The new order will not call for a
sacrificial (temple) cult but a response of love to full capacity. That is what is central here for
the Kingdom of God (12:34).
Unlike the groups who appear in the B-link, the solitary scribe above is not
confrontational towards Jesus. But now, in the second part of this C-link, Jesus raises a point,
unprovoked, that goes against the teaching of the scribes, namely that the Christ is a son of
David (12:35). Jesus argues that this is inconsistent with Ps. 110:1, which reads: “The Lord
said to my Lord: Sit at my right hand until I put your enemies under your feet.” (Here “the
Lord” is “the Lord God” and “my Lord” is someone superior to David.) The scribes claim
that this person who is superior to David is the expected Christ / Messiah, though at the same
time he is taken to be in the line of David, hence a “son.” How can someone superior to
David be of his own generated lineage?
The answer is simple. This psalm is usually interpreted as a coronation psalm.24
When a son of a king is crowned as the successor king, he naturally continued to be the
natural son of the prior king, only now he is in a superior position to his father, who stepped
down. He is now his lord. If the answer is that simple, wouldn’t the scribes have been aware
of this? And how about Jesus himself? There must be more involved here.
First, there is no problem with the lineage of Jesus. In the opening passage of the
letter to the Romans Paul mentions in an entirely matter-of-fact way—prior to any Gospel
account!—that Jesus is a descendant of [King] David as to his human nature (Rom.1:1).
Matthew also underscores this at the beginning of his genealogical account (Matt.1:1).
Secondly, Jesus could, and no doubt did, see himself in a lineage of kingship, hence as a
legitimate heir to be a possible “King of the Jews.” The populace too was aware of his
qualification on that score (11:10). But, thirdly, to be an actual king he would have to be
anointed king by a (high) priest. Only as anointed would he be the Christ (which means “the
23

This is not a solitary “New Testament” thought. See Hosea 6:6. The “spirit” of the prophetic
teaching has always been to place cultic practice second to the more primary attitude of the heart and
the concern for righteousness; see Malachi 3:18: “And you will see the distinction again between the
righteous and the wicked, between those who serve God and whose who do not.”
24
See The NIV Study Bible, comment Ps. 110, p. 906)
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messiah” or “the anointed one”) and thereby also count as “Son of God” in Jewish eyes, for it
was the king, the representative of the people, who was considered a “son of God.” But
through his acts of healing and his wise words, Jesus was already favoured by the people. But
this made it easy for him to be confused with others who acted like a “Christ” for certain
political aims. Thus, for his safety and to avoid confusion with what he does over against the
other (political) “Christs” Jesus often demanded not to make public a work he had done (e.g.,
1:43-45), but usually to no avail.
Back now to what the scribes claim about the Christ—note: there is no scribe actually
taking part in the discussion here. The scribes are correct in their claim, but it cannot, so long
as there is no anointing, be applied to Jesus. However Jesus gets the better of the scribes by
using a linguistic argument: a son respects a father and does not, at the same time lord over
him. In other words, the words “respect” and “lord” are not happy together when used in one
and the same context. I must admit I don’t find this pericope entirely satisfactory.
The third part of the C-link (12:37b-40) is about the scribes in general, particularly
their vain public conduct. They want to be honoured by the people in the marketplace, the
synagogues and at dinners, but on the sly they rob widows of their homes. Long prayer are
held to evidence their (supposed) piety. Scribes, we must remember, acted as lawyers and
regulated the cultic programs of the temple, for they could read and write. The evil minded
among them easily fool a widow who, being illiterate (usually) and with few rights, could be
manipulated into having to give up her home.
The fourth part of C (12:41-44) depicts a widow depositing two pennies in the temple
treasury, in sharp contrast to the much greater sums of the rich. Yet Jesus points out that the
poor widow gave all she had, while the rich only give of their abundance. It isn’t immediately
clear here whether Jesus solely expresses admiration for this widow’s offering or also
implicitly condemns the temple system for inducing a poor widow to offer her entire
livelihood. I believe the latter is the intended meaning.
The fifth part (13:1-2) is quite clear in itself. The impressiveness of the temple
buildings does not distract Jesus from predicting their destruction.
Is there now a correlation between these parts of C, centred around the middle part
about the offensiveness of the scribes? This middle part is indeed “weightiest” in
concentrating most sharply on the offensiveness and duplicity of the scribes. The two
adjacent parts depict the scribes as misleading the people about the Davidic roots of messiahship and the poor widow as giving all of the little she had. (I admit that because I expect a
correlation here, I tend to read the part about the widow’s offering as a critique of the temple
system that is controlled by scribes. But there is implicit confirmation in the correlated link
C’.) Finally, as to the first and last parts, the two great commandments are greater than the
whole temple sacrificial cultic system. What loss is it then if these buildings are destroyed?
So the parts of the C-link also hang together in a chiasmic pattern. This adds unity to
this link as well, in recognising its focussing on the perverse way that the cultic system is run
by scribes.
That brings us to the block of material to the right of the D-link. It focuses on the beginnings
of the new order, particularly that of the new covenant. For ease of reference we repeat here
the overview of the “right side:”
Right side: The beginning of the new order
C’ [Betrayal and commemoration (14:1-11)]
- Authorities seek way to arrest Jesus (14:1-2)
- Jesus anointed by woman (14:3-9)
- Judas offers to betray (14:10-11)
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B’ [Passover (14:12-26)]
-Passover preparations (14:12-16)
- Prediction of betrayal (14:17-21)
- New covenant (14:22-25)
A’ [Towards the end (14:26-50)]
- Flight and Peter’s denial predicted (14:26-31)
- Gethsemane (14:32-42)
- Arrest (14:43-50)

Again the division into three links is most natural.
We shall first address each of the three links separately, then inquire whether the whole
of Segment Five is chiasmic.
The C’-link (14:1-2) is about the intention of Judas to betray Jesus while the Passover
is still forthcoming. The first and last parts of this link need no commentary. They form in
fact the “padding” for the central part about the anointing. The chief priests and the scribes
connive as to how Jesus might be captured and killed, but not during Passover itself for then it
is too busy in the city. The last part (14:10-11) has Judas offering to betray Jesus to the high
priests. A reward of silver is promised him. (This is not specified as money, as in Matthew
26:15; 27:3-5 and Luke 22:5.) There is no discussion of motive. One assumes that Judas is
present in the episode of the middle part, but even that is not explicit.25 In the middle part
Jesus speaks of his death in an entirely other way than through fear of the authorities.
That middle part (14:3-9) is challenging. Jesus is now in a house in Bethany
belonging to one “Simon the leper.” (Bethany is near Jerusalem and is a safer place to spend
the night than Jerusalem; recall 11:11; 11:19). The phrase “Simon the Leper” is not likely to
be a mere name—who would want to be called that and who would allow being called that?
But taking it to be a description of Simon’s condition, we are left wondering how a man, said
to be a leper, could be living in a village in his own home with other people, while lepers were
usually shunned and expelled from community life and left to fare on their own. The problem
is I believe unsolvable, unless this is, as Charles Vergeer argues, a possible scribal infelicity.
Could the word for leper, ΛΕΠΡΟΣ (lepros), be a mistake for rock, ΠΕΤΡΟΣ (petros)? It is
only in the first three letters that the error occurs; “lep-“ vs. “pet-”, and when pronouncing the
two words without clear articulation, they do tend to merge. The person meant would then be
Simon Peter, one whose name at least we have come across more often.
This opens intriguing questions about Simon Peter. There are further questions to ask
about the anointing of Jesus here. But they are questions of interpretation and do not affect
the text as such, hence we let them rest here.
This whole C’-link appears to be a simple (three-link) chain, having a padded pattern.
The content is fixed by or sandwiched in between the two texts of setting that are about the
Jewish authorities getting their hands on Jesus (14:1-2,10-11). I have given these texts
distinct positions in the C’-link. In these positions they can still serve to determine the
context of the text enclosed, as also occurs in the B’-link and the A’-link. In being the
enclosed text of C’, its centre is: “But Jesus said: “Leave her; why do you cause troubles to
her? She wrought a good work in me.” The good deed of the woman stands in sharp contrast
to the conniving of the authorities, including the behaviour of Judas, in getting Jesus captured.

25

In fact the actual name of Judas occurs only twice in this Segment: at 14:10 and 14:43. Note that
these are symmetrical positions on the right side of this Segment
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Structure of C’-link
- authorities seek to capture Jesus (1-2)
--------- woman pours ointment of Jesus head (3)
- why waste this ointment? (4)
- ointment sold and money given to poor (5)
- woman wrought a good work in Jesus (6)
- poor always with you, can be helped any time (7)
- body anointed beforehand for burial (8)
- what is done will be remembered of her (9)
--------- Judas offers to help betray Jesus (10-11)
A final question: in this Segment five does its C’-link (right side of D) reflect the Clink (left side of D) in any way? C is about the scribes, their self-important behaviour and
their abuse of the poor, particularly widows. The latter are portrayed as faithfully doing their
cultic-temple duty, even at the cost of their own livelihood. In the C’-link the theme of the
poor returns. Here concern for the poor is expressed. Some even say the money for this
expensive ointment would have been better spent on the poor—but one senses that the
concern is disingenuous. After all, the poor can always be helped. One senses that there must
have been something in it for the complainers, presumably much as the scribes know how to
steal from widows (C-link). The whole system is dishonest towards those that are particularly
vulnerable, such as widows (others being orphans, aliens and Levites; see Deut.14:29). I
believe there is a definite correlation between the C-link and the C’-link.
The B’-link is about the Passover meal: its preparation (14:12-26), the prediction of betrayal
during the meal 17-21), and the new covenant instituted by Jesus (22-26).
B’ [Passover (14:12-25)]
-Passover preparations (14:12-16)
- Prediction of betrayal (14:17-21)
- New covenant (14:22-25)

The preparation of the Passover has some mystery about it. The room is prepared by persons
that remain unknown. Only a man carrying a pitcher of water (normally women’s work) is
mentioned. Even the disciples are not privy to the arrangements made by Jesus. But Jesus
has only to be identified as “master,” and he and the disciples have immediate access to the
use of a large upper room.
There are three main topics in this B’-link: (i) the preparation for Passover (12-16), (ii)
the prediction of the betrayal/handing over of the Son of Man (17-21), and (iii) the actual
celebration in which a new covenant is confirmed (22-25). These three parts have a natural
sequence but is there a unity? Note that the first and third parts have no direct tie to the
betrayal, which is sandwiched in between by them. To catch the deeper unity I believe we
need to look at the “ideological” notions here. The first part starts by mentioning the feast of
Unleavened bread in connection with Passover. At the end of the third part the drinking of
wine in the Kingdom of God is evoked. In the middle part there is the double occurrence of
“Son of Man.” The double occurrence adds weight to this notion; it “holds together,” if you
will, the other notions of the Feast of unleavened bread/Passover and Kingdom of God. Their
meaning is to be determined anew when the Son of Man has been to the Father.
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What is worthy of mention is the fact that the name of Judas Iscariot does not appear
in this link (see last footnote above). We may assume he is present, for there is mention of
“the twelve” (14:17) who arrive in the evening with Jesus. Jesus does mention a betrayer and
refers enigmatically “the one dipping [bread?] with me in the [one] dish” (14:20). But you
would think that the betrayer is then fully revealed, though Mark gives no hint in that
direction. So perhaps the enigmatic remark is something of a metaphor, like “being in the
same boat”? Jesus anticipates his own death—“the Son of Man is going as it is written about
him” (probably meaning Dan. 7:13)—but also laments the lot of his betrayer who triggers the
Son of Man’s going (14:21). It might even be that the disciples take things light-heartedly
here. The participants reclined on beds while eating (14:18). There was also discussion. Do
the disciples take Jesus to be suggesting the topic of betrayal? This is now getting to be
serious. “Not I!” each says.26
Judas too remains an enigmatic figure. His name “Iscariot,” as most biblical scholars
agree, is most likely a twisted form of “Sicari.” These “Sicarii” (pl) were radical zealots who
hid short daggers (that is what “sicari” means: “dagger-holder”) under their robes. In a crowd
they could easily attack and escape. They were extensively discussed by Flavius Josephus,
who took part in the war of 66-73 and reviewed it afterwards. He saw the Sicarii as the prime
antagonists of the Romans in the Jewish war. The (Jewish) Christian ecclesia greatly suffered
in that war. Thus the name of Judas could also be taken as denoting “Jewish Sicarii,” who
caused great suffering for the “Son of Man,” this being the Christian ecclesia. Is this why
there is no reference to Judas directly here, to keep the use of the name ambiguous?
The three pericopes of this link appear to lack an inner pattern but something can be
said about that. There is the correlation of the first and third parts: the preparation of Passover
and its enjoyment (with the statement of the new covenant). These two parts sandwich the
second part about the predicted betrayal. The “sandwiching” itself provides textual unity.
There is furthermore external unity in the presence in the upper room: they enter at the
beginning of part one and leave immediately after part three. A inner unity is provided by the
new covenant in which the blood is “shed for many” (14:24; the same “many” as in 10:45).
This gives new relevance to the meaning to the “kingdom of God” and the ecclesia or “Son of
Man.”
The last link of Segment Five, the A’-link, is about the final crisis towards the end. Again
there is the chiasmic pattern of the middle part, about Jesus’ lonely struggle in the coming
hour, and the first and last parts that sandwich the middle part. The middle part itself suggests
a hanging chain, at least there is a chiasmic arrangement in the words of Jesus, which is as
follows:
- you sit here while I pray (32b)
- my soul deeply grieved; remain here and watch (34)
- Father; this cup; your will (36)
- Simon, do you sleep? … but flesh is weak (37b-38)
- sleep now and rest …rise all of you … my betrayer draws near (41-42)
The topic that runs through the whole A’-link is that of the will. The link’s first part is
about being scandalized or offended. This occurs when one’s desire is thwarted. The
illustration of the shepherd and the sheep is a good analogy. The sheep are one in following
26

This is usually indicated as a question. But since the original Greek text lacked punctuation marks,
one could also read this as an exclamation. This in fact makes more sense in the context of taking a
position in their grief—“No, not I!”.
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the shepherd, thereby imitating each other. When the shepherd falls away this becomes very
confusing. The sheep now don’t have anything or anyone to pursue and so flee. In part three
the “shepherd”/Jesus is caught and, indeed, the “sheep”/disciples flee, thereby fulfilling the
scripture (Zech.13:7). The disciples are portrayed as not knowing their own desire! They
first think they are far beyond offence in their commitment to Jesus: they say they prefer
death with Jesus rather than deny him (14:31). They are soon proven wrong (14:50).
In the middle part there is a reference to the will of the Father. Jesus submits to that
will: “not what I wish but what you will” (14:36). There is no personal desire here. But does
the Father will Jesus’ death? I don’t believe that is the case. Suppose—what the undercurrent
of Mark’s text suggests—that Jesus is indeed “King of the Jews” in virtue of his Davidic
descent. He would then be (assuming he has been anointed) the beloved son of God in whom
God is well pleased (1:11; 9:7). It is unthinkable that a good king would desert his people
when the going gets tough. This is the position that Jesus is in in Gethsemane. With his
disciples asleep there might be the temptation of fleeing (14:38) while fleeing is still possible.
But precisely that would be against what God wills of a good son, i.e. king. Jesus is strong in
avoiding that temptation. All that is possible is to protest his capture—he had done nothing
but “teach in the temple” (14:49)—and to rub in the peevishness of those seizing him by
stealth, namely in not having bothered him when he taught openly in the temple court.
“Doing God’s will” therefore does lead to his capture. The issue at stake is now the
righteousness of Jesus’ case versus the unrighteousness of Jesus’ treatment by his pursuers.
Righteousness cannot be defended by unrighteous means, unrighteousness can only be shown
up to be unrighteous in making it overt. That means having to go through with whatever that
unrighteousness entails.
This link has unity in terms of the theme of the will and offence. Also it begins with
the group’s leaving the upper room and the eleven disciples attesting their commitment to
Jesus, while the link ends with all the eleven disciples fleeing. The temptation to flee could
not be resisted by the disciples, while Jesus stood firm in Gethsemane.
Our last topic in connection with Segment Five concerns connections within the text. First of
all we can refer to the Mount of Olives. It stands to the south-east of Jerusalem, separated
from the city by the Kidron Valley, while almost due north of the mountain lies the temple
within the city (see The NIV Study Bible, p.1499). Now it is from the Mount of Olives that
Jesus sends two disciples to get the colt on which he will enter the city (A-link; 11;1): it is
while sitting on the Mount of Olives that he foretells Peter, James, John and Andrew what is
to come (D-link;13:3); and Jesus opens the discussion on the expected offence of the disciples
while at the Mount of Olives after the Last Supper (A’-link; 14:26). The strategic reference to
the Mount cannot be an accident, for it ties together the opening of the left links (A, B, and C)
with the closing of the right links (C’, B’, and A’), together with the account of the D-link that
sits in between. The motive for adding this reference to the Mount of Olives is perhaps the
vision of an eschatological battle (see Zech 14:4), with Jerusalem and the Mount being
separated from east to west. This is left-to-right to Jesus and his four disciples in the
“eschatological” D-link as they face the temple.
A second connection is the theme of the fig tree in both the A-link (the two parts that
sandwiching the central part) and the D-link (one of the short parables), which has a
comparative theme of “watching” that occurs in the D-link (the other parable) and the central
part of the A’-link (Gethsemane).
Another reflection of two themes, where one is reflected, position-wise, in the other, is
the opening and closing parts of the “left-side” block, i.e. viewing the temple’s impressive
architecture (first part of A-link) and the prediction of the temple’s destruction (last part of Clink). This arrangement is reflected in the theme of the authorities and Jesus, namely in
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seeking a way to arrest Jesus (first part of C’-link) and actually arresting Jesus (last part of A’link).
There may be more reflection of themes, but already we have sufficient indications of
being essentially right in our analysis of this Segment Five. Its themes are “massive”, and
Mark’s handling of them is quite remarkable.
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Segment Six
Marker M7—14: 51-52: naked young man in Gethsemane
Segment Six—14: 53-15: 45: trial, crucifixion and burial
Marker M8—16: 1-8: young man in open tomb
M7

M8

14:51-52 |
|
Naked |
Young |
Man
|
________|

| 16:1-8
|
| Young man
| in open
| tomb
|_________

Segment Six

A
Intro A
(High priest)
(53)
- - Intro B
(Peter)
(54)

A’
B

14:55-65

B’
C

14:66-72
Jesus be15:1-15
fore high Peter’s
priest
denial
Jesus before Pilate
(1-5)
- - Jesus and
Barabbas
(6-15)

C’
D

15:42-45
15:40-41

15:29-39

Joseph asks
Women Pilate for
Jesus’
behold
Jesus’ body
Jesus and mockers from afar
the soldiers (29-32)
(16-20)
- - - - Jesus’
Simon C
death
and the
(33-39)
crucifixion
(21-24)
- - Jesus and
the robbers
(25-27)
15:16-27

Exit A
(J laid in
tomb; 46)
- - Exit B
(Two M’s
behold
where J is
laid; 47)

The Sixth and last Segment is unique in its own way. It is the shortest of all the segments, but
more peculiar is its having a kind of grouping of the main links not found elsewhere. The
links A and B are quite clearly introduced by two introductory verses prior to A. So naturally
we also turn to look for exit texts subsequent to the last two links. We shall discuss this
below.
The present segment, being less complex than the Segments Four and Five, appears on
first sight to have a more perspicuous structure than these other Segments. It is more like that
of the first three Segments (not counting the introduction and exit material just mentioned).
We see quite readily the chiasmic structure of this Segment. The two marker pericopes, M7
and M8, bracket the material between the naked young man in Gethsemane and the young
man in the open tomb. They symbolize being prepared to lose all, in Jesus’ case his very life
while naked on the cross, but when taken up in glory, the death tomb no longer counts. This
is indeed what the segment is about.
The crucifixion of Jesus is situated right in the middle of the Segment. This appears at
once to be its D-link. The crucifixion is itself bracketed by the soldiers performing the
horrendous persecution and by two other robbers who are also crucified. This D-link is quite
clearly the weightiest link of this chain.
The correlations of the three intermediate links fall into place of themselves. The AA’ correlation is defined by the High Priest, head of the Sanhedrin (A-link) and by Joseph of
Arimathea, said to be an honourable council member (15:43) (A’-link). Each belongs to the
Sanhedrin, the heart of Jewish rule. This puts A and A’ in correlation with each other.
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The B-B’ correlation has Peter, in B, linked to the women (in B’) who have served
Jesus. They belong together in their focus on the “Jesus side.” Peter comes into the picture
during the first interrogation before the Sanhedrin, which ends in Jesus being considered
worthy of death (14:64); the women behold from afar Jesus’ actual death (15:40) at the hands
of the Romans.
The A-A’ and B-B’ correlations can be grouped together, for both concern the “Jewish
side” of this Segment. This is reinforced by the two introductory verses (14:53, 54) that
precede the A and B-links. Are there also “exit-texts” relevant to the B’- and A’-links? (See
our discussion below.) The C-C’ correlation and the D-link concern the “Roman side” of this
Segment. The Romans actually carry out the death sentence pronounced by Pilate.
With this division of the material it is possible to have different perspectives, relevant
on the one hand to Jesus execution (A.D. 30) and on the other to that of the Son of Man (A.D.
70). I believe the opening verse to the C-link (15:1) and the last two verses of the C’-link
(15:38, 39) are telling in that regard. The C-link opens with the awkward mention of a
council being convened early in the morning. This seems repetitive, for the prior “Jewish
side” has just finished their meeting, ending with the cock crowing at first light. This only
makes sense if we include a time gap between the meeting with the High Priest and the
meeting in which Jesus is taken to Pilate. In the same way the ending of the C’-link makes
the jump from Jesus expiring (A.D. 30) and the tearing of the naos-veil (destruction of
temple) in A.D. 70. It may be that the “jump” in time is already hinted at in the three hours of
darkness, from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m. The advantage of reading the double perspective in this
Segment is that it offers the opportunity for a “political” reading of the open tomb marker
pericope.
The C-C’ correlation is about the condemnation and its execution to the point of death.
The C-link has Jesus brought to Pilate, that ends with Jesus being sentenced to death (15:15).
The C’-link concerns the time between the actual crucifixion and Jesus’ death, that elicits the
centurion’s confession (15:39). As we will see, both C and C’ have two parts, what is lacking
in the other links.
Though the chiasmic structure of the Segment is quite evident, there is still reason to
look at each link of the main chain separately.
In the A-link (14:55-65) we find Jesus appearing before the Jewish Council or Sanhedrin.
This link consists, essentially, of three question posed by the High Priest (14:60,61,63b-64a)
that are sandwiched between (i) an attempt, via confused witnesses, to have Jesus condemned
(14:55), and (ii) the conclusion of finding him liable of death (14:64). (Jews were not allowed
to carry out a capital punishment, which is why we have the careful wording.) Jesus only
responds to the second question of the High Priest, about whether he is the Christ, the son of
the Blessed (14:61b-62). So A contains three parts: A1 (confused witnesses), A2 (three
questions of the High Priest), and A3 (being found liable of death). (We note that there is
mention of the shrine (holy of holies; 14:58). This term also occurs three times in all in Mark,
more specifically in this segment; see also 15:29, 38.)
The B-link, about Peter’s denying any knowledge of Jesus, also consists of three main
questions, namely of a maidservant and other bystanders, and Peter’s response to each. This
questioning is likewise sandwiched in between two statements of setting, (i) about one of the
maidservants coming in the court where Peter is warming himself (14:66-67a) and (ii) the
cock’s crowing that triggers Peter’s regret (14:72). So in B we can also distinguish three
parts: B1 (Peter warming himself), B2 (three questions of maidservant and bystanders), and B3
(the cock crowing). The A- and B-links have a similar makeup of their texts.
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Link C is about Jesus before Pilate. The C-link is itself first divided in two parts. The first
part is about the interrogation of Jesus (C1; 15:1-5). While much appears to be said, only two
questions of Pilate are actually formulated here. (A third response is that “he marvels;” 15:5.)
The second part of the C-link includes the crowd (C2; 15:6-15). Pilate has an alternative
person for Jesus in Barabbas, who is also liable of death (15:9). Pilate asks who is to be
released (15:9). The choice is made for Barabbas. Pilate then asks (2nd question) what he is
to do with Jesus (15:12); the crowd wants him crucified. Pilate’s third question is to ask what
evil Jesus has done (15:14), but the response is again to have him crucified. The two parts of
C are clearly distinguished, but they are “held together” by the prisoner’s treatment of Jesus
being tied before going to Pilate (15: 1) on the one hand, and by Jesus being scourged for
crucifixion after the session with Pilate (15:15) on the other.
In the D-link there is no discussion, but the number three does have relevance here. There are
two robbers also crucified with Jesus (15:27), thus three in all. Also the crucifixion itself is
sandwiched between the account of how the soldiers molest Jesus in mock worship and his
being crucified with two robbers. Jesus is “King of the Jews” among soldiers and robbers.
Link C’ (15:29-39) is, like link C, divided into two parts, indicated by the reference to the
hour. From the 6th (noon) to the 9th hour (3 p.m.) there is darkness (15:33). Prior to the
darkness (this is the first part, C’1; 15:29-32) there are various groups that comment on Jesus’
condition. Here too (as in C1) there are two explicit responses`: (i) of those passing by who
blaspheme him and say: “he would destroy the shrine and rebuild it in three days, save
yourself and come down from the cross” (15:29-30); and (ii) of the chief priests and scribes,
who mock him: “Others he saved, himself he cannot save; let Christ the King of Israel come
down from the cross that we may see and believe” (15:31-32a). The two robbers also
reproach Jesus, though there is no indication of what they said. (Note; if we include Pilate’s
marvelling in C1 as a response, along with the robber’s reproach here in C’1, then these two
first parts of C and C’ respectively also have three responses each.)
Right after the period of darkness (C’2; 15:34-39) Jesus cries out his need: “Eloi, Eloi,
lama sabachthani.” (This is the opening line of Ps. 22: “My God, my God, why have you
forsaken me.”) This is the first of what are again three responses or statements. A bystander
says “He is calling Elijah.” But this is not a provocative response as such. So I take it as
belonging to the next verbal expression, which is: “Leave [off], let us see if Elijah comes to
take him down.” Jesus then expires with a shout. The centurion, seeing what is happening
here, states: “Truly this man was a son of God.” (This is the third statement in C’2.)
We see that, like the C-link, the C’-link also has two clearly distinguished parts,
involving the same pattern of two utterances (or three responses) in the first part and three
utterances in the second part. The reference to the hours (15:33) both divides the two parts as
well as holding the parts together sequentially.
We note a textual detail here. The C-link and the C’-link are “hanging ornaments.”
There is no inversion of their parts, rather C’1 and C’2 are parallel to C1 and C2, at least if one
takes the statement structure, mentioned above, to be determinative in this regard. What we
also see is that in C’1 the scoffers repeat the wording of the High Priest in A. Is there then
also a mirror-image correlation C1 and A’? Yes, in Jesus being alive before Pilate (in C1) and
his dead body at Pilate’s disposal (in A’). (The High Priest has “Jewish” authority while
Pilate has “Roman-Gentile” authority.)
N.B. Though the analysis of the structure of the text does not call for an interpretation of all
that it states, a note abo ut “Elijah” is in order here. Mark certainly cannot be expected to
merely record gossip of bystanders at this point (in C’2). So the reference to Elijah, triggered
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through the misunderstanding of “Eloi,” must have a deeper point. There is a clue in the
expression “let us see if Elijah comes to take him down [from the cross],” the clue being “take
him down” after Elijah himself has come down. The “downward movement” is the clue here.
For the important movement in connection with Elijah is rather the opposite, an upward
movement. Elijah died in a lightning flash, which at the same time carried him off into
heaven (2 Kings 2:11). His death was an upward transcendence. This, so it would appear, is
what Mark has in mind in connection with Jesus. For he dies immediately at this point, which
(so I believe) implies his being take up into heaven, having just given a “great shout” (15:37)
(in reminder of thunder?). The veil of the shrine, the Holy of Holies, is rent from top to
bottom, implying the definitive end of the temple cult. (The same word for “rent” (skizo;
which occurs only twice in Mark) is used in the baptism scene of the Prologue, when the
heavens are “rent open” (1:10), as if by a lightening bolt.) It is difficult to say why Mark is so
evasive here with these possibly “hidden meanings,” but Jesus’ being taken up would imply
his “coming to the Father” as befits the “Son of Man.” Jesus has undergone his “baptism” at
this point (10:39) and so has succeeded in the primary purpose for having been “thrust” into
the desert of the world (1:12). Perhaps the context of the C’-link created difficulties for Mark
at this point, it being about the death sentence as carried out under Roman law. Maybe that is
why he simply lets the Roman centurion say it: “Truly, this man was a son of God” (15:39).
(Luke turns this into “Surely this was a righteous man”; Luke 23:47.)
Link B’ (15:40-41) is a short pericope about the women that have come to Jerusalem with
Jesus, three (!) of whom are mentioned explicitly: Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of the
younger James and Joses, and Salome. While this link is the correlate of the Peter pericope,
there are no utterances here at all. On the contrary, the women are said to behold and ponder
(theoreo). (But they do behold three times (15:40,47; 16:4) in all!) They view from afar,
seeing how Jesus died. There is no suggestion here of anything to regret in the behaviour of
the women (in their pondering they try to fathom what is really happening), contrary to
Peter’s culpable denial of his knowing Jesus at all in the B-link.
In the A’-link we have the appearance of Joseph of Arimathea, identified by Mark as “an
honourable councillor” (15:43), hence one who voted in favour of Jesus’ execution, for that
vote had been unanimous (15:55, 64). In this light his “expecting God’s kingdom” (15:43)
must be meant in a very ironical sense. He asks Pilate for Jesus’ body (soma; 15:43) but
receives a corpse (ptoma; 15:45). (We must realize that at the time of Mark’s writing, the
expression “the body of Jesus” would readily be taken as “the body of Christ”. The latter is
the Pauline expression for the community of believers!) This role of Joseph calls for a more
thorough interpretation, which cannot be discussed here.
In light of the many occurrences of threefold-hood in this segment, one almost expects
to find it here too. Now, though there is no explicit dialogue, we do have Joseph asking for
the body of Jesus 15:43), Pilate questioning the centurion (15:44), and the centurion’s report
(15:45). Only then is Joseph granted the corpse.

There are two puzzling textual feature of Segment Six, namely its having what would appear
to be introductory text fragments, and the multiple occurrence of the threefold-hood features.
To begin with the first, the text that commences right after the marker pericope, M7, at 14:53,
reads as if it is the beginning of the A-link. However it is followed by a verse about Peter
(14:54), who enters the court of the High Priest to warm himself there. This by the way can
be reads as the beginning of the B-link about Peter, which now starts at 14:66. The fact that
the verses 14:53 and 54 find continuation in the A-link (14:55-65) and the B-link (14:66-72)
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respectively, would appear to suggest that these two links be taken as intertwined. What they
have in common is the High Priest’s residence. This contrasts with the residence of Pilate,
first relevant in 15:1, the beginning of the C-link.
The introductory verses may have been placed in their “introductory positions” after
writing the A-link and the B-link in a first version. To “recover” the earlier version, all we
need to do is to lift the introductory verse about Peter (currently 14:54) and place it at the
head of the B-link. In this arrangement, both the A-link and the B-link that result then have
smooth running texts. In other words, all it took was the removal of what might have been the
original opening verse about Peter and dropping it in its current position (14:54), and the
introductions to A and to B spring into existence.
Now in light of the symmetries we have found in the text of this Segment, one expects,
or at least asks, whether there might not be “exit texts” at the end of this segment. If so, they
would have to tie together, or at least concern, the links B’ and A’. These concern the women
and Joseph receiving Jesus’ corpse. Now there is a verse (15:47), the last of Segment Six,
that is specifically about the two Mary’s, who see—or rather behold—Jesus now being laid in
a tomb by Joseph. We are only told about the tomb in the preceding verse (15:46). While the
verse about the women seems intercalated here, being placed there as necessary for the
statement of setting of M8, the preceding verse about the tomb follows quite smoothly from
the A’-link of Joseph receiving Jesus corpse. The only way to get an “exit verse” in relation
to the A’-link about Joseph is to grant that role to verse 15:46 about the tomb. The argument
for taking this to be an “exit text” is it relevance for mentioning the tomb and that the
symmetry of this whole Segment calls for it.
That symmetry is then as follows:
M8

M7
Intro A
Intro B

A

B

|

|
C

B’ A’

Exit A’
Exit B’

C’
D

(Note: the “exit texts” are to be read in a downward order: “exit A’,” then “exit B’.” In this
arrangement the intro-texts and the exit-texts form “hanging ornaments” in their own right.)
We need to keep in mind the difference between the intro and the exit texts. The intro
texts are prior to the texts they introduce. They announce Jesus being brought to the High
Priest (intro A) and Peter following behind into the courtyard (intro B) and then these themes
are developed in the respective A-link and B-link. The exit texts on the other hand are
subsequent to the texts they close off. They indicate the completion of Joseph’s handling of
Jesus’ corpse (exit A’: depositing Jesus in the tomb) and the women’s discerning watch over
where Jesus is now laid (exit B’). What Joseph has done is witnessed by the two Mary’s,
namely Jesus’ wife and his mother. (We may assume that the order in which the two Mary’s
are mentioned three times(!) implies that the first Mary is honoured as being more important
than the second Mary. The latter being clearly identified as Jesus’ mother, who but someone
who is the wife of Jesus would fit that role?) They confirm for us the actual burial of Jesus’
body.
The symmetry of the “intro-texts” and the “exit-texts” is heightened by the fact that
the two introductions have the house of the High Priest in common, and the two exit texts the
tomb. Does the house and the tomb have anything in common? One is set thinking when
realising that the High Priest’s residence, where the Sanhedrin met, was known as the “Hall of
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Hewn Stone,”27 an expression that is very similar to Joseph’s exit text, which mentions the
“tomb hewn out of rock” (15:46)! Is there a deeper point here? No doubt!
The second puzzling feature of this Segment is the multiple occurrence of three-fold features.
Its meaning—if there is one meaning—can only be guessed at. But when reviewing the
threefold pattern in connection with expressions: statements, questions, exclamations, etc. this
pattern seems to confirm the closure of a consideration. The High Priest in the A-link asks
Jesus two questions, the reply to the second makes him exclaim the rhetorical questions about
“needing more evidence?” (14:64) In the B-link Peter is questioned three times and his third
reply is about as complete a denial as one could expect (14:71). The discussion around
choosing Barabbas (in C2) is clinched after three questions posed by Pilate. In C’2 there are
the three statements, one by Jesus, one from the bystanders about Elijah, and the centurion’s
confession, the latter having definite finality. (Note that in C1 and in C’1, i.e. the first parts of
the C-link and the C’-link, in each case there is no explicit third statement, except that in C1
Pilate marvels, and in C’1 there is the reproach of the robbers as third expression. In neither
case is anything decided or completed.) The B’-link, about the women, has no dialogue. This
is an exception in this segment. But their “beholding” what happens to Jesus makes them
eligible as witnesses. In the A’-link there is Joseph’s asking, Pilate’s questioning and the
centurion’s reporting to settle the situation.
This threefold feature can hardly be coincidental. It is too explicit and too well
organized for that. But then we ought not to overlook what is perhaps the most important
case of threefold-hood in this Segment, namely the three days in which the events take place.
After all, in the passion announcements, it was said that “after three days” the “Son of Man”
would rise again (8:31; 9:31; 10:34). Are these threefold features meant to be a reminder of
the passion predictions? Who can say.
In our current time reckoning Jesus was captured (in Gethsemane) late Thursday
evening. In Jewish time reckoning this is already the following day. The “new day” begins
when the sun is set. So Jesus’ capture is already on Friday and the interrogation in the High
Priests house takes place late that same evening. The following morning—it is still Friday—
Jesus is led before Pilate. Jesus is condemned and is crucified already “the third hour”
(15:25) which is nine a.m. Then from the sixth to the ninth hour (12 a.m. to 3 p.m.) (15:33)
there is darkness, and just after 3 p.m. Jesus expires. When the sun is set in the evening,
Saturday begins, which is the Sabbath. Bodies were not allowed to remain hanging through
the night (this holds for the robbers too, though there is no mention of them) so by (about) 6
p.m. the bodies had to be taken down. (It being the beginning of spring, daylight and
darkness would be about equal.) We see that the events from capture to burial take place in
the course of one day (about 24 hours).
Nothing happens during the Sabbath on Saturday. Early Sunday morning—the Sunday
started already the evening before—as the sun rises, the women arrive at the tomb, already
opened and without the body of Jesus. The women, sensing mischief, are astonished and run
away in fear.
This Sunday is now the “third day” since Jesus’ capture. (The Bible counts
inclusively: the whole of Sunday counts even though only the early morning and prior night is
relevant.) From Friday to Sunday are the three days that the passion predictions speak of.
But in this Segment there is another “time record.” From the point that Jesus is crucified,
Mark tells the hour: 3rd hour, 6th hour, 9th hour. These are the hours of daylight reckoning.
The daylight of that Friday started after the cock’s crowing, marking the first light of the day.
27

S. O’Grady, And Man Created God (London: Atlantic Books, 2013), p. 121, also R. Eisenman,
James, p. 431.
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Daylight ends with the hasty burial, just as the sun’s last rays are disappearing, marking the
beginning of Sabbath. Jesus is hastily buried just about when Sabbath begins—somewhere
after 6 p.m. as darkness creeps in. Since mentioning the time, this is from 9 a.m. to 6 (and
some) p.m., a total of 9 hours (and a bit). Add the 24 hours of Sabbath and we have between
33 and 34 hours since the crucifixion. It is now Sunday, the “third day” after which day Jesus
will rise from the dead.
The most noticeable threefold is perhaps the threefold announcement of the passion.
We have already made mention of this in this chapter: the passion of the Son of Man. This
includes Jesus, but can equally pertain to the community. With the open grave, we have the
“after three days” that will evidence the evidence of the Son of Man having arisen. Mark
indicates with a minimum of words. It is following Jesus, in abiding by his word and in his
spirit—go to Galilee and there you will meet him (16:7). Mark does not say that Jesus is risen
this “third day,” but that after three days there is the evidence of his having arisen, when the
Son of Man acts and continues in the spirit of Jesus.
[See the (Dutch) appendix for discussion of the closing pericope on the open grave.]

A word about the marker pericope, M8.
- but that’s for another time!
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Chapter 2: Historical possibility and reality

[Mark/Markbook 02]

How do we read the New Testament? For most persons it comes down to selecting specific
passages for specific occasions, as focus for a personal meditation or for worship, or as proof
texts for theological arguments. We tend to ignore questions of context, perhaps not
immediately that of a single verse, but more the overall context. If the point is raised, most
would probably refer to the given order of the New Testament texts themselves. This
canonical order makes good sense: first there are the Gospels that focus on Jesus, then the
Acts of the Apostles follow, and against the background of Acts there are the letters, those of
Paul in particular,1 but also those of James, Peter, etc. The Revelation of John completes the
New Testament text.
Now while this takes the chronological development that is written into the content as
guiding clue, it leaves out of review the actual order of the composition of the relevant texts
that we are fortunate to have. Texts generally refer to each other—who addresses what to
whom—particularly if they have a common topic and arise within a short period of time. The
synoptic gospels are an obvious case in point. It makes some difference whether Mark’s text
is taken to be a précis of Matthew’s text or the model for the latter. But besides textual
connections, we also look for references to historical and/or geographical realities as well.
The New Testament is not merely an inter-textual web of interconnections, however rich
these interconnections are. We would like to see that web of interconnections fastened at
least to primary historical realities in order to give the text a more secure setting.
Roman reality
An undeniable reality of New Testament times is Roman presence: its domination and
merciless violence, coming to a head in the Jewish war of A.D. 66-73. This in fact helps date
the Gospels. We can be fairly sure that the Gospels were not written (or at least completed)
before the Jewish war. Mark gives us two leads in that respect. In Jesus’ account of what is
to come, when he comes to mentioning the “abomination of desolation, standing where it
ought not to be” (13:14), there is the sudden interjection: “let he who reads understand!” This
is of course Mark who “interrupts” Jesus as it were, and who turns to his readers(!) to ask
them to consider carefully what is meant, without him having to spell it out. The abomination
of desolation is most likely the standards of the Roman legions as the latter close in on
Jerusalem and the temple. That is why there is the immediate warning (of Jesus who now
continues to speak) to “flee to the mountains” (13:14) to avoid being trapped in the violence
of warfare. Mark’s readers here can be none other than those who might be or become
immediately involved in the attack on Jerusalem and the temple in A.D. 70.2
The second tip that Mark gives is in the portrayal of the moment of Jesus’ death.
When Jesus expires, the veil of the “naos,” i.e. the shrine in the temple or the “holy of holies,”
is torn in half from top to bottom (15:38). Whatever theological interpretation is acceptable
here, it is hard to deny that it discloses or is based on the destruction of the temple. This is not
stated as part of any expected events, but stated in a way that is visible to a Roman centurion.
This too refers to A.D. 70.

1

The letters of Paul were not arranged with any intrinsically relevant criterion in mind. They were
simply placed in a series from the longest (Letter to the Romans) to the shortest (Philemon).
2
The war started in A.D. 66 in Galilee in the north. The Romans slowly moved southward, leaving a
trail of total devastation behind, reaching Jerusalem in late summer A.D. 70. In September of that
year the city, along with the temple, were (almost) completely destroyed. Only a small part of the city
wall, now known as “the wailing wall,” remains standing to this day. See Josephus, “The Jewish
War” in Josephus, The Complete Works, 1998, 651-925.
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One might object to this reading, saying that the tearing of the veil “from top to
bottom” is meant to say that this is a divine act that took place the moment that Jesus died.
Hence we must maintain the date of A.D. 30. But that introduces the impossible situation of
the centurion, stationed on Golgotha quite far outside of the city wall, seeing the tearing of the
veil as supernatural event taking place within the temple and within the high city walls. We
cannot even imagine this. (In point of fact there is also no record of the veil having been
damaged in about A.D. 30.) Thus A.D. 70 makes more sense.
Mark’s mentioning the veil in his text would also be recognizable for his (Roman)
readers. They will recall having seen the veil, in its damaged state, as part of the booty of war
that was paraded through the streets of Rome in the triumphal march celebrating the victory
over the Jews. After that it was stored in Vespasian’s palace—Vespasian had been chosen
emperor in A.D. 69—and perhaps was also on display there. Mark’s remark about the veil
would have been abracadabra to most reader’s, even Jewish readers, if the veil had never been
on display, for it would be unrecognizable to most people. Only select (chief) priests were
allowed near the veil when it hung in place in the heart of the temple. This is what is most
likely the historical origin of the “torn veil” account.3
Both “tips” assume at least a knowledge of the occurrences surrounding the Jewish
war. It may seem extra odd that in both cases, the “setting” is in Jesus’ own time. The first is
when sitting on the Mount of Olives and Jesus discusses things to come, the other is during
the crucifixion. The perspective of A.D. 30 (the presumed year of the crucifixion) is meshed
with that of A.D. 70. (We will deal with that in more detail when we clarify the notion of the
“Son of Man.”) But Mark’s text, when it appeared, is therefore post-70. Thus Matthew and
Luke too, who both used Mark as a source text, can not have appeared prior to Mark.
Changing times
Returning to the question of the order of the writing of the New Testament texts, the fact that
the Gospels are post-70 throws a different light on our question. Paul, James and Peter are all
presumed to have died in the 60s. They had no knowledge of the Gospel text nor a
knowledge of the Jewish war, though perhaps they (at least Paul and Peter, James died in
A.D. 62)4 experienced distinct “rumours of war.” The Gospel writers, in turn, were fully
aware of these occurrences. They understood what this meant. The destruction of the temple,
and in fact that of the whole city of Jerusalem, signalled the end of a Jewish cultural and cultic
practice. The future of Jewish life, bereft of its heart, would now be vastly different from
what it had been before.5
3

Josephus was present in Rome at the time of the parade. Afterwards the “purple veils” of the Inner
Sanctuary was kept, along with the law, in the palace for safekeeping; Josephus, The Jewish War
(Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, revised edition 1970), p. 373 (= Collected works, The War of the
Jews, 7.5.7., p. 909).
4
Josephus recounts that when the governor Albinus was on his way to Jerusalem to replace Festus,
who had died in A.D. 62, the high priest at the time, the younger Ananas, took the opportunity of this
“power interruption” to convene the Sanhedrin, to have James brought before it and, after accusing
him of having broken the law, to having him stoned. This was against Roman ruling: the Sanhedrin
could not be assembled without the governor’s consent, and also the death penalty could only be
carried out by Romans. Josephus, The Complete Works, 645 (“The Antiquity of the Jews,” 20.9.1.).
5
Normative Judaism did nothing short of reinventing itself. It found a new identity in Rabbinic
Judaism. The Rabbis, heads of synagogues, were the leaders from the camp of the Pharisees. The
latter, though punctilious in abiding by the rules of the Torah, also accepted the “tradition of the
elders” (Mk 7:8) and were accommodating in their attitude towards Gentiles (as was Paul, himself of
the Pharisees; Phil. 3:5). A leading Rabbi, Yohanan ben Zacchai, having ingratiated himself with the
Roman general Vespasian, was permitted to set up a Jewish academy at Yavneh after the war. Here
the foundations of Rabbinic Judaism were laid, initiating the Talmoedic tradition.
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Not only is Jewish life affected, it has implications for the Jesus mission and the work
of the apostles as well. Jesus quite naturally assumed the Jewish tradition and context for his
mission. The apostles too, according to Acts, took the temple as home base of their work, at
least initially (see Acts 2:46). The Jewish ecclesiae of the “Jesus movement” developed in a
way that gained for the Jerusalem ecclesia, under the leadership of James, the brother of
Jesus, the greatest authority. But James was murdered in 62 and the ecclesia of Jerusalem
fled to Pella soon afterwards. The war made it impossible to return to anything resembling
their former life. The Gentile ecclesiae were also affected. James had the ruling of expecting
reports from the apostles abroad about the developments taking place. In that way he could
keep a careful and helpful eye on the “Jesus movement” as a whole and offer directives to
help guide the movement.6 All this now fell away.
The future must have seemed very bleak to the believers at the time, with the leaders
dropping off in such a short span and with the former Jewish context so radically changed.
Now there had already been something of a rift between the Jewish converts and those of the
Gentile ecclesiae within the outreach of Paul’s work. Paul initially took the synagogue as the
base of his work (see Acts 13:14; 14:1). The Jews were spread throughout the whole Roman
empire, so most cities had Jewish occupants, who erected synagogues as meeting places to
practice their worship. On Sabbath Paul would attend synagogue, and he often had occasion
to speak there. Some were enthusiastic about what he had to say, others were deeply
distressed. The latter made it increasingly difficult for Paul to be in their circles; also the
Jewish converts did not always wish to forsake their practices. Thus at a certain point (when
in Corinth) Paul decides to spend his energy and effort entirely on the Gentiles and to ignore
the Jews (see Acts 18:6). A division of labour was agreed upon: Paul became the apostle to
the Gentiles, while Peter the apostle to the Jews (Gal. 2:7).
Paul had things to say that were indeed no longer traditionally Jewish. There was
fierce discussion at the time between the Jewish ecclesiae, over which James had direct say,
and the Gentile wing, which had great difficulty accepting certain Jewish rulings. Formally
James was head of the whole “Jesus movement,” but he was ideologically partial to the
Jewish wing. The Gentiles had particular difficulty over circumcision and dietary rules. The
Jewish wing wanted these practices enforced as condition to being welcomed in the ecclesia.
In other words, before being accepted in the Christian ecclesia one had first to become a Jew.
Paul was definitely against forcing these practices on the Gentiles. He argued against their
necessity in terms of his understanding of the gospel—“my gospel,” as he wrote on various
occasions (see Rom. 2:16; 16:25; 2 Cor. 4:3; 2 Tim. 2:8), not a written gospel text that might
have been generally available. Acts reports of a council held to resolve these issues, but the
compromise formulated at that council is not found in the Pauline corpus. In his letters it is
clear that these issues were not fully resolved in his time. Paul himself also had his own
specific difficulty over certain rulings of James. He was required to carry with him letters of
recommendation concerning himself from the Jewish head of the ecclesiae, to legitimise his
status as apostle in the communities where he worked. Paul is deeply offended over this. He
argued that the results of his work as apostle are a more telling witness of his authenticity than
any man-written letters, for his results evidence the certification by the Holy Spirit.
Suddenly this whole problem of having to bow to the Jewish dominance was no longer
relevant. Even the fractured remains of the Jewish ecclesiae were uncertain of their future.
They could in any case not enforce the former “Jamesian” will. But this created its own
problems. How were the ecclesiae as a whole to collect themselves and face the future that
was so uncertain? After all, the dominant apostle of the Gentiles, Paul, had passed away by
now too. Paul himself had left another pressing problem unresolved. It concerned the return
6

See the Recognitions of Clement (via Eisenman)
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of Christ.7 Paul had emphasized that this return was imminent, and his ethical advise had
assumed this; e.g. his advise on marriage (in 1 Cor. 7) has in the background the expected
return: “What I mean, brothers, is that the time is short” (1 Cor. 7:29). How was one to
respond to this? Who would now take the lead in Paul’s place?
Writing “Good News”
I believe it was this pressing need of the time that motivated the writing of the gospel, or the
“good news” of the Jesus movement. We don’t know if Mark came to decide this on his own.
But we can imagine that the pressing problem of how to move forward was broadly felt, and
that the community (or the totality of the ecclesiae) would be such served if there was a work
that provided a relevant basis for the “Jesus movement” in its new situation. What had Jesus
done and what had happened to him? What delayed his return? For Paul the conviction of
Christ’s return was an essential part of the “good news” of “his” gospel.8 Upon that return,
the believers in Christ would not be held accountable for their sins.
But there were other consideration too. How are we to understand and interpret Jesus’
earthly appearing and its initial Jewish context? Also, how should the work of the apostles be
viewed prior to A.D. 70? And who or what may claim to have the authority to make decision
for the ecclesiae, whether one continued to passively await Christ’s return or take a more
active role? What constituted in effect the fulfilment of the Gospel as “Good News?”
A text that purports to address these matters would have to look back into some 70
years of history in order to be helped in looking forward into the uncertain future. Clearly,
not everything of the past of the Jesus movement would be relevant for this new forward look.
In other words, this text would need to take the opportunity to filter out those elements
thought to be, on hindsight, irrelevant, if not a downright hindrance, both as regards Jesus
himself as well as those regarding the apostles. What comes to mind immediately are the
typically Jewish elements of the original Jesus movement. For example the problem of
circumcision is now considered to be simply blasé. It is not even mentioned in Mark.
Likewise the application of dietary rules (being kosher) is brusquely resolved: Jesus is taken
to have declared all foods clean (as Mark states in a parenthetical remark: 7:19)9
If Jesus’ life is sifted and filtered in Mark’s review, so much more the meaning of his
death. In the second half of Mark’s text the three passion announcements set the tone for the
inevitable death. The regular disciples are not able to understand this. But Paul had things to
say in this regard. Jesus’ death was a fulfilment that now allowed the ecclesiae to see things
from a heavenly perspective. For Christ, so Paul is convinced, is the first in the realm of the
dead to have been “awakened” and called to heaven (1 Cor. 15:20). In his experience Paul
claims to have had contact with this risen Christ, who revealed to him the gospel (not a
written document!) through the operation of the Holy Spirit (see Gal. 1:12; 2:2). This was
influential in needing to understand how the meaning of Jesus’ death can be grasped in the
7

There are over 30 references to the expected return of Christ in the Pauline corpus. It was a major
“certainty” of Paul. Knowing that the Gospels are post-Pauline invites fresh study of the Gospels
concerning this problem; see e.g. Matt. 25:31-46.
8
In 2 Thessalonians, chapter 2 there is an explanation for the delay of the return. A certain “man of
lawlessness” is at work, “proclaiming himself to be a god.” Not until he is removed is Christ to be
expected. But there are doubts about the letter being from Paul himself. It is in any case strange that
this explanation is nowhere repeated, while, being a supposed early letter, there are so many references
to the return in Paul’s later work.
9
If Jesus had been understood to have said this, directly or indirectly, in his own day then there would
have been no need for the apostles to deal with this problem so extensively as found in Acts and Paul.
This is a good example of how a post-70 decision is sanctioned by Mark as having come from Jesus
himself, even though history’s evidence is to the contrary.
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activities of the final week of Jesus’ life. To Mark the meaning of what took place is nothing
short of laying the foundation of a new order of living.
The events of A.D. 70 acted as a catalyst in all this. Rightly or not, the ecclesiae saw
in that catastrophe God’s definitive judgment on Jewish misdeeds but especially the sacrificial
cultic temple practice (recall: Mk 12:33). Whatever Jesus had actually predicted in this
regard, in the formulation of these predictions Mark could not avoid incorporating what he
saw had happening in A.D. 70. Roman dominance and power was the instrument of God’s
judgment, prepared by Jesus and thus fulfilling the prophecy of Malachi that hides behind the
opening announcement in 1:2. This isn’t the first time that a pagan power was interpreted in
its very domination over the Jews as being an instrument of God unawares.10
This is perhaps the reason why the Romans are taken to be blameless in what they do.
This is not just the case in Mark, the other three Gospels portray a similar attitude. Rome is
not criticized anywhere, and even the Roman governor, Pontius Pilate, historically known for
his brutality and recalled to Rome in 37 to give account of his actions before Caesar, is not
held accountable for Jesus’ death. On the other hand there may also be a more down-to-earth
explanation for this, or at least mixed in with it. If one wanted to survive, whether as
individual or as group, one needed to display a non-aggressive attitude towards Roman power.
Prominent Pharisees could agree, but the attitude of the Zealots, active since the beginning of
the century, was completely contrary.
This may be a reason for a certain evasiveness in Mark. It would be dangerous to be
found carrying a manuscript about concerning a distinct “kingdom of God,” a possible threat
to the Roman Empire and its “divine” Caesar.11 The reference to “Christ”—understood to be
the one anointed as head of such a “kingdom”—would be extra vulnerable. That is perhaps
why the adoration of Jesus as the Christ is expressed mainly by persons who are deranged and
possessed, their words being innocuous, until such time that Jesus deems it appropriate to
reveal himself before the Jewish High Priest, who would understand its meaning (see 14:6162). Until that time Jesus demands silence on this point (see 3:12). This I believe is what the
so-called “messianic secret” is about. Jesus’ “messianic” status also needed to be
distinguished from alternative messianic ideals of a purely power-aimed earthly kingdom.
Mark’s text as the “Magna Charta” of the Gentile church
We see then that Mark’s text has a specific aim. It wishes to offer orientation and be a
compass to the ecclesiae after A.D. 70. The moral and religious guidance that the Jerusalem
wing of the movement had provided had collapsed. Of course, many ecclesiae in the
Diaspora remained that had Jewish members. But there was no longer a Jewish heart that beat
in the Jesus movement. The new aim was expected, one that took the Gentile converts more
into account. This should not be exaggerated, since, mindful of Pauls words, Jew and Greek
“are one in Christ” (Gal. 3:28). Paul hoped fervently that the Jews would embrace the Gospel
(Rom. 10:1), but everything points to his having more success with Gentiles than with Jews.
After A.D. 70 the “centre of gravity” of the movement shifted ineluctably towards the side of
the Gentiles.
The aim of the Jesus movement was none other than to bring into practice and to give
substance to what it is to live in the order of the “body of Christ.” Being a believer is to
participate in his body, i.e.to form a communal body, secured in a covenant. This community
is ideally characterized by being prepared to “give all” (see Segment 4, link B)—i.e. not the
10

Take for example the Persian Cyrus, who also reigned over the Jews during the exile. In Isaiah
44:28, the Lord says of him: “He is my shepherd and will accomplish all that I please.”
11
Anthony Everitt, Augustus. De eerste Keizer (2006), p. yyy. It was the fact that Caesar Augustus
declared himself divine that the Caesar cult arose, with the obligation, as part of the state religion
maintained throughout the empire, to worship him. The Jews agreed to pray for Caesar but not to him.
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attitude of controlling all and lose oneself in egoistic desire—and then in turn to benefit and
“receive all” (see Segment 4, link B’)—in experiencing what others mean to you. All this is
guided by what Jesus taught and make tangible for us of God’s Kingly Rule of piety and
righteousness, namely of loving God above all and one’s neighbour as oneself. This vision is
“good news,” for it emphasizes the control of selfish desires, attention to the needs of one’s
neighbour, and being set on a course of action that realize divine love rather than satanic
violence. This “news,” which Mark calls “the Gospel of God” (1:14)12 at the beginning of his
text, is quite the antithesis of the practice of the nations. In any confrontation with that
practice the Gospel will be the “weaker” of the two. The community should be realistic in
expecting persecution (10:30). But undergoing wrong reveals the latter’s true essence as
unjust violence. In revealing this the Gospel is “stronger” than any cult of violence where lust
for power smothers the realization of its own guilt. The possibility of being guided by this
vision projects a beam of light into the dark future. In making this manifest, Mark’s text is a
founding document—a kind of “Magna Charta”—of the new order of the “body of Christ.”
Now this vision needs to be checked out in a discussion of Mark’s text. Only then is the
stated vision an acceptable interpretation of Mark’s meaning. We turn again to Mark’s text.
Having analysed the text’s structure we can allow that structure to guide the meaning of what
we read. We begin by taking a closer look at what we have distinguished as the eight “marker
pericopes.”
The marker pericopes in review
M1: Mk 1: 16-20: the call of the four.
Mark’s first marker pericope, that opens the main narrative of his Gospel, is about the call of
two sets of brothers. It cannot be an accident that this is accentuated by the pattern of the text.
There is an evident parallelism between the calls of each set of brothers. The arrangement is
as follows:
- passing along the sea (16a)
- going forward a little (19a)
- saw Simon and Andrew, Simon’s
- saw James of Zebedee and John
brother (16b)
his brother (19b)
- casting [a net] in the sea (16c)
- with others mending nets (19c)
- and Jesus said to them (17a)
- immediately [Jesus] called to them (20a)
- “come after me and I will make
- [probably an identical call]
you fishers of men” (17b)
- and immediately leaving the nets
- and leaving their father Zebedee in the
they followed him (18)
ship with the hired servants, they went
after him (20b)
The lack of wording of the actual call to the second set of brothers leaves a gap in the
parallelism, though we may clearly assume the call to be more or less identical to the first call.
Its absence does not undercut the parallelism as such. Perhaps Mark left this out to avoid the
parallel texts from becoming too tedious.
More curious are the actual names. “Andrew” is a Greek name, which one would not
expect here. It appears to suggest that the family of Simon and Andrew is accommodating as
12

In the Gospel texts the use of “gospel” is rather hesitant. It is completely absent in John; Luke has
only the verb-form “to evangelize” (or “bring good tidings”; 10×); Mark has only the noun-form “the
Gospel”; 7×); and Matthew has the verb-form once and the noun-form 4 times. Both forms occur
many times in the (mainly prior) Pauline corpus.
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concerns Jewish and Greco-Roman traditions. James and John are very much Jewish names.
(Keeping history in the corner of our eye, we see a Pauline trait here in this assimilation of
Greek and Jew.) Andrew himself is a very non-descript figure. The name occurs in three
other places in Mark: (i) when the four go to his and Simon’s home in Capernaum (1:29), (ii)
in the listing of the twelve disciples (3:18), and (iii) when the four are privy to Jesus’ relay of
coming events (13:3). Something is to be said for interpreting the four names together as
symbolizing the (expected) outreach to the nations—the “four corners” of the world—
including the Jews.
Not everything in this short periscope is simply repeated. Simon and Andrew are said
to be casting a net, while James and John are mending theirs. If the first set portrays the
missionary activity outside of Israel as ongoing (looking back from a post-70 perspective),
then the second set—traditional Jewish names—suggests perhaps how the Jewish situation
needs to be amended. This is of course a gross anachronism. But as we argued above, this
would fit the post-70 situation Mark wishes to address.
M2: Mk 3: 13-19: the choice of the twelve
This pericope has problems that would not suit our purpose to discuss here. Who are the
persons mentioned here, if indeed they are persons and not just names? In any case the aim of
choosing twelve persons to accompany Jesus, to send them to proclaim and to exorcise
demons, is purely symbolic. It is to suggest a group that represents the whole of Israel, with
the tradition of its twelve tribes. But in Jesus’ time the tribal differences has become so vague
as to lack any practical meaning. In any case there is no pretention here of choosing a person
per tribe for that is inconsistent with some of the chosen being brothers of the same family. In
speaking of twelve members, the emphasis is laid on the whole group. Is this perhaps also to
draw the attention away from the different ideological leanings within it?
There are indeed differences within the group. The first obvious difference is made by
Jesus, when he gives nicknames to Simon, James and John. These persons thereby become
the core members of the twelve. To Simon is added “Petros/Peter” (or “Cephas” in
Aramaic)13, which means rock. In other words Simon is given a foundational role, though we
don’t know exactly what this includes here. (In Matthew this is explained as Simon being the
foundation figure on whom the church will be built; Matt 16:18. But that does not answer the
question as to his (possibly distinct) current role within the group as meant by Jesus.)
The brothers James and John are nicknamed “Boanergies,” which is explained to mean
sons of thunder. This word has, despite much discussion and research, not really been
clarified. The name “Zebedaion” has also not been preserves in any historical record found to
date. But perhaps the epithet of the brothers is a rub off from the father—this is admittedly a
long shot! The “daion” part of the father’s name is from “daios,” which refers to “deios,”
meaning: burning, hostile, pernicious. If the father is true to his name, then he is probably a
hot-headed, temperamental fellow. His sons, following in kind, could then earn their
nickname; like father like sons.
This linguistic suggestion does not resolve the problem of their absence from history.
Paul makes no mention of these brothers, which may be coincidental. An argument from
silence is, of course, never conclusive, but it does raise an eyebrow if they were, with Simon,
13

There is a curious use of these names. Mark nowhere uses “Cephas,” only “Simon” or “Peter” or
both together. Paul speaks exclusively of “Cephas” in his 1 Corinthians (in 2 Corinthians there is no
reference to a “Peter” or a “Cephas” at all). In Galatians Paul speaks exclusively of “Peter” except in
the one case when specifying the triumvirate “James, Cephas and John” (Gal. 2:9). R. Eisenman
conjectures that perhaps there are two personalities here: Peter, being a more accommodating figure,
while Cephas is stricter, more James-like. “Simon” as such does not occur in the Pauline corpus at all.
See R. Eisenman, James, the Brother of Jesus, p. yyy.
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the three-fold core of Jesus’ followers as portrayed in Mark. Paul definitely did know Simon
(though not named as such), whether as Peter and/or Cephas (see footnote 11). On his own
testimony he even boarded at Peter’s place in Jerusalem for two weeks (see Gal. 1:18).
But perhaps—just perhaps—history preserved these brothers under different names.
A candidate who might have been a model for Zebedee is Judas the Galilean, who also had
two sons, Simon and James. This Judas is mentioned in Acts 5:37. Josephus14 called him,
along with a certain Sadduc, the instigators of the zealot movement in Palestine. They
strenuously opposed the consensus taken in A.D. 6, which was a basis for levying taxes.
Paying taxes was to admit of slavery to Rome, which is incompatible with the belief in the
sole Lordship of God. Thus the defence of religious liberty took on a very practical form
here. The zealots introduced violent warfare into the Palestinian area, and Josephus puts the
blame of the eventual destruction of Jerusalem and the temple squarely to their account. The
two sons, Simon and James, were crucified in the mid-40s as a preventive measure to restrain
the zealot movement.15
A detail that supports the above suggestion is Jesus’ prediction about the death of the
Zebedee brothers. When they claim that they can endure the same persecution as Jesus
expects of himself (10:39), Jesus predicts that, indeed, “the cup which I drink you shall drink,
and the baptisms I am [to be] baptised with you [also] shall be baptised” (10:39). This
became true of the sons of Judas the Galilean but not of the sons of Zebedee. According to
Acts (12:2) James the son of Zebedee was killed with the sword (in the mid-40s) to persecute
the church, while the fate of his brother John is unknown. (There are too many Johns to know
whether this John is the later Gospel writer or simply another person.)
The remaining nine names are: Andrew, Philip, Bartholomew, Matthew, Thomas,
James the son of Alphaeus, Thaddaeus, Simon the Cananaean, and Judas Iscariot. Some of
these are historically known figures, others remain in a cloud of mist. We cannot even be sure
that all have reality. Perhaps some are merely names required to help attain the number
twelve, itself symbolic. The name “Andrew” we said earlier does occur separately in Mark,
but not so definitive as to convincingly denote a personal reality. James the son of Alphaeus
is mentioned one other time in Mark, that is if he is the same person called “Levi the son of
Alphaeus” (2:14). Judas Iscariot seems a well-known figure, as the betrayer of Jesus. Yet
this name too may have a significance other than as personal name. (Paul mentions no such
figure, though this proves nothing in being an argument from silence.) The name “Iscariot”
has never been convincingly explained, which is why many accept the suggestion that it may
be a bastard form of “Sicari.” The whole name “Judas Iscariot” might then mean “Jewish
Sicarii” (the latter is in the plural form), a radical group of Jewish zealots who embraced
violent means. This group “betrayed” the Jesus movement, which itself included zealots, but
not of the radically violent wing.
Date of Sicarii (AD 50s and 60s)
(in 2:14 Levi the son of Alphaeus was called.
--------Mark would appear to be bringing together the accommodating and the Jewish-zealot wings
in Jesus’ following.
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Josephus, “The Antiquity of the Jews,” Book 18, Chapter 1.1, in Josephus, The Complete Works
(1998), pp.571-572.
15
R. Eisenman, James, The Brother of Jesus (Harmondsworth, England: Penguin Books, 1997), p. 62.
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Zebedee and his sons, James and John, may be stand-ins for Judas the Galilean, who also had
two sons, Simon and James. Judas initiated the zealot movement, together with a certain
Sadduc, at about the time of the consensus (A.D. 6). The sons were crucified about mid-40s
as preventive measure. (R. Eisenman, James, p. 62.) Crucifixion was also predicted for
James and John in Mk 10:39, though in Acts James is said to be killed by the sword
(beheading?).
--------M3: Mk 6: 7-13: the commission of the twelve
M4: Mk 8: 14-21: the misapprehension of the twelve
M5 :
M6 :
M7 :
M8 :

Mk 8: 22-26: healing of a blind man at Bethsaida
Mk 10: 46-52: healing of blind Bar-Timaeus at Jericho
Mk 14: 51-52: naked young man in Gethsemane
Mk 16: 1-8: young man in open grave

M:
[the provisional end]
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Appendix
Aan de gespreksgroep
Van: Tony Tol

Bovenkarspel, 8 april 2011

Over de opstanding (n.a.v. hfdst. 7 van O. Jager, Oude beelden spreken een nieuwe taal)
1. Mag ik een Joods-Christelijk geluid laten horen, naast de meer Greeks/Romeins-Christelijk
van de theologische traditie (die Okke Jager vertegenwoordigt)? Volgens de JoodsChristelijke traditie hebben religieuze teksten een meer directe praktische strekking en
bedoeling, vaak verpakt in verhalen. Daarentegen in de theologische traditie wordt eerst de
waarheid van zo’n tekst onderstreept als openbaring (objectieve informatie). De gelovige
tracht dit vervolgens op beschouwelijke wijze zich eigen te maken, in en door de eigen
geloofsbeleving. Hoe het een en ander praktische betekenis krijgt, zo het die krijgt, is niet
vooraf te zeggen.
Meer direct aansluitend bij hoofdstuk 7 van Okke Jagers boek, hij vindt dat theologen
hindernissen moeten wegnemen t.a.v. de geloofwaardigheid van het opstandingsgeloof: niet
slechts beweren dat het miraculeus is, ook niet de feitelijkheid ontkennen (blz. 103-7). We
moeten de lichamelijkheid van het opstandingslichaam leren zien, maar dan met andere ogen
dan die van het normale zien. We moeten zien met verbeelding, zonder werkelijkheidsverlies
(blz. 107-8), een “tweede keer wakker worden” na de naïviteit van de eerste keer (blz. 116).
Jager tracht, met behulp van een fikse injectie verbeeldingskracht (“God troont op
onze verbeeldingskracht”[??]; blz. 106), ons een bovennatuurlijke werkelijkheid te helpen
ontdekken. De vraag is of de onderstelde “natuurlijke werkelijkheid”, waar het
bovennatuurlijke op rust, wel zo duidelijk is. In verband met het opstandingsverhaal is de
natuurlijke werkelijkheid het lege graf. Dan moeten we ons eerst afvragen wat het lege graf
is. Daar gaat Jager niet op in. Dat geeft een soort van vrijbrief aan de verbeelding er van
alles bij te kunnen halen. Bij een meer Joodse leeswijze is er een helpende hand.
2. In de Joodse traditie onderscheidt men de hagada en de halacha. De halachot (meerv.) zijn
(joodse) leefregels (met als kern de 10 geboden); een hagada is een (leer)verhaal. Jezus
kwam met een nieuwe wet (halachot; ook zijn genezingen hebben met de toepassing van
regels te maken). Zijn gelijkenissen passen binnen de leerverhalen. Jezus stond (uiteraard)
midden in de Joodse traditie.
3. Leerverhalen krijgen vooral betekenis wanneer zij een vertolking bieden van bekende
(Bijbelse) verhalen in verband met actuele gebeurtenissen. Z’n vertolking heet een midrasj.
In het algemeen betekent dit “commentaar”. In meer specifiek gebruik heeft een midrasj twee
aandachtspunten: (a) een oorspronkelijk verhaal in de Hebreeuwse Bijbel, dat een extra
relevantie krijgt in het licht van de actualiteit, en (b) de actuele gebeurtenissen, die worden
geduid op een manier die in de traditie van die gemeenschap past, gelet op hun
gezaghebbende teksten. (Verwachting en vervulling—hfdst. 6 van O.J.—is hier een beperkte
toepassing van.) In midrasj komen de beelden van de gebeurtenissen zelf meer naar voren.
4. Het opstandingsverhaal (het oorspronkelijke in Marcus) van het open graf zou wel eens een
een midrasj kunnen zijn (uitgebreid door Mattheüs en Lukas, verder aangepast door
Johannes). De Joodse geleerde, C.G. Montefiore, benadrukte (ooit) de oorspronkelijke
midrasj-vorm (The Synoptic Gospels, 2e ed. 1927). Karl Hanhart (aanvankelijk van de Univ.
v. Amsterdam) heeft dit later verder uitgewerkt in zijn “The Open Tomb. A New Approach,
Mark’s Passover Haggadah” (1995). Dat het Joodse kader betrekkelijk snel na 70 n.C. in de
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vergetelheid raakte bij de kerk is een verhaal apart. Men hoorde niet meer de Joodse klanken
van het open graf-verhaal. Men stelt de “letterlijke waarheid” van de tekst voorop: “er staat
geschreven, het is geschied” (Groen van Prinsterer). Maar wanneer het hier om een midrasj
gaat, moeten we van andere onderstellingen uitgaan. We vragen: “welk verhaal ligt hieraan
ten grondslag?” en “wat is de actualiteit waar het om gaat?” (Over beide vragen zo dadelijk.)
5. Eerst twee ijkpunten. (1) De oudste Christelijke teksten, namelijk de brieven van Paulus,
weten niets van een “open graf”. Volgens Paulus is Jezus gestorven (aan een kruis) en
begraven (1 Cor. 15: 3-4). Toch belijdt hij met nadruk de opstanding. Maar hij benadrukt
nadrukkelijk dat dit niet een wederom tot leven komen van een lijk is, maar nieuw leven dat
uit “afgestorven zaad” ontkiemt (1 Cor. 15: 36-37). Indien Paulus van een “open graf”
verhaal had geweten, zou hij daarvan dan geen gebruik hebben gemaakt in zijn nadruk op het
belang van de opstanding voor het geloof in Christus? Zijn zwijgen is dus veelzeggend! De
vraag is: “wat verstaat Paulus dan onder ‘opstanding’?”. Daarover zo dadelijk.
(2) Iets dat moeilijk voor de “moderne mens” voor te stellen is, is de verhouding van
Jezus en zijn volgelingen/gemeente. Jezus roept op tot “bekering”, tot heroriëntatie van leven
dat gericht dient te zijn op het doen van gerechtigheid in liefde, zonder uitsluiting vooraf.
Jezus zelf gaat hierin voor. Hierdoor is zijn betekenis centraal voor de groep, als voorganger
van volgelingen. In het Evangelie wordt in dit verband van “mensenzoon” gesproken (via
vooral het beeld uit Daniel 7:13), een term die alleen Jezus in de mond neemt. Het lijkt alsof
die term alleen op Jezus slaat, maar het gaat om de gedachte van wat ook wel genoemd wordt,
een “corporate personality”. Dat wat Jezus aangaat, gaat ook de groep aan, en omgekeerd
(echter niet een groep als voorzitter en leden van een vereniging, maar veel hechter, bijv. als
hoofd en romp van een organisme). Vandaar dat ook de volgelingen kan overkomen wat
Jezus overkomt, en wordt er gewaarschuwd bereid te zijn “een kruis te dragen” (beeldend
getoond door Simon van Syrene). Ook Paulus laat niet na zijn “lijden voor de zaak van
Christus” expliciet te maken. De drie lijdensaankondigingen in Marcus (8: 31; 9: 31; 10: 3334) gaan over de mensenzoon, wat op Jezus slaat (zie vooral de eerste aankondiging in de
weergave van Mattheüs 16: 21) maar kan evengoed op de gemeente slaan. (Waarschijnlijk
vertolkt de tweede aankondiging de vervolging onder Agrippa I in de jaren 40 en de derde die
tijdens de jaren 60.) Paulus noemt niet voor niets de gemeente het “lichaam van Christus”.
(Dit wordt mooi uitgewerkt in de dissertatie van J.J. Meuzelaar, Der Leib des
Messias”(1961/1979).)
6. Nu de eerste “midrasj-vraag”: op welk verhaal gaat het “open graf-verhaal” dan terug? Op
Jesaja 22: 15-25. Marcus zegt dat Jozef van Arimatea “een graf-monument, dat in een rots
uitgehouwen was” (Mk 15: 46) heeft. Precies hetzelfde beeld komt voor in Jesaja 22. Een
zekere Sebna heeft voor zichzelf een graf uitgehouwen: “Gij, die in de hoogte uw graf
uitgehouwen, u in de rots een woning uitgegraven hebt!” Dit beeld komt nergens elders voor
in de Hebreeuwse Bijbel. Het kan dan nauwelijks “per toeval” zijn dat Marcus dit beeld
gebruikt zonder medeweten van deze passage in Jesaja. De Evangelieschrijvers kenden hun
“Hebreeuwse Bijbel”.
Wie is Sebna? Hij heeft de leiding over het paleis in de tijd van koning Hizkia. Sebna
behartigt een pro-Egyptisch beleid, met praalwagens enz. en hij neemt vooral
voorzorgsmaatregelen voor zijn eigen dood (Egyptische doden-cultuur). Jesaja is echter tegen
dit beleid, en met succes. Sebna wordt uit zijn functie gezet en moet plaatsmaken voor
Eljakim (Jes. 37: 2), die geliefd is door het volk en “de sleutel van het huis van David” krijgt
(Jes. 22: 22; dergelijke sleutels worden later aan Petrus en de kerk toevertrouwd). Sebna en
zijn soort, zo gaat de voorspelling, zullen weggeworpen worden en sterven in een uitgestrekt
land (Jes. 22: 18). Het beeld van een graf-monument hier wil vooral duidelijk maken dat
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Sebna’s beleid een verkeerd beleid is, met te verwachte desastreuze gevolgen. (Het leven
hierna tracht men veilig te stellen met grafmonumenten.)
7. En dan de tweede vraag (i.v.m. midrasj): op welke gebeurtenis slaat het “open grafverhaal”? Het lijkt gesitueerd in het jaar 30. Maar let wel: Paulus weet van niets! Het
tijdsperspectief wordt door Marcus over het 40 jaar verschil tussen Jezus’ sterfjaar en het jaar
van de ondergang van de tempel getild. In wat Marcus over het sterven van Jezus vertelt
komen een paar aanwijzingen voor. Het voorhangsel van het heilige der heilige, dat scheurt,
duidt op de vernietiging van de tempel in 70 n.C. Sterker nog, we weten (via Flavius
Josephus) dat dit kleed naar Rome meegenomen werd en in de triomfoptocht getoond werd
als oorlogsbuit. Marcus schrijft vooral met het oog op de gemeente van Rome. Het tonen van
dit kleed is voor de Romeinen een overwinningsteken, maar voor de Christenen en Joden daar
een teken van diepe rouw. Een tweede aanwijzing is dat Marcus toch een “pro-Romeinse”
nadruk in zijn verhaal legt. De belijdende Romeinse hoofdman, die de gestorven Jezus een
“Zoon Gods” noemt, is tekenend voor de zending en haar neerslag in Rome, wat nu het
nieuwe centrum wordt, waar zowel Petrus als Paulus hun zendingswerk hadden geëindigd.
Het open graf-verhaal sluit hierop aan. De jonge man in het wit geeft instructies aan de
vrouwen, bedoeld voor Petrus en de discipelen (Mk 16: 7). Wie is die “jonge man”, die aan
Petrus, de eerste discipel, instructies geeft? Er lijkt maar één optie te zijn: Paulus. (Paulus
had Petrus vroeger, over besnijdenis en tafelregels, terechtgewezen). Maar in 70 n.C. zijn
beiden overleden. Dus de jonge man is hier een zinnebeeld van Paulus. Marcus zinspeelt hier
vooraal op een voortzetting van de Christusverkondiging in Paulinische geest, een zinspeling
op beleid.
8. Nu de midrasj van Marcus. Alvorens de opstanding te duiden, eerst de begrafenis. Marcus
heeft een weggestopte clou die veelzeggend is. Jozef van Arimatea gaat naar Pilatus en
vraagt om “het lichaam (soma) van Jezus” (Mk. 15: 43). Maar wat hij krijgt is “het lijk
(ptoma) van Jezus” (v. 45). Wanneer dit geschreven is na 70 n.C. dan roept de zinsnede
“lichaam van Jezus” vooral de betekenis van het Paulinisch gebruik van “lichaam van
Christus” op. Wat Marcus dus in deze perikoop verwerkt is de suggestie dat deze “Jozef” het
“lichaam van Christus”—wat zinspeelt op de christelijke gemeente!—heeft willen opsluiten
in “een graf”, afgegrendeld met een “zware steen”, dus de gemeente het zwijgen opleggen.
Maar onze Jozef slaagt daar niet in, want hij krijgt feitelijk alleen een lijk in handen. Het
verhaal van Marcus gaat daarom vooral over hoe—dus met welk beleid—de leiders van
Jeruzalem, waar “Jozef” ook toe behoorde, met de vroege gemeente omgingen, wat een zaak
was van leven en dood (bijv. Saul/Paulus was eerst een vervolger in naam van die leiders; dit
is veelzeggend!). De “herinnering” aan Sebna plaatst het verhaal van Marcus in de context
van beleid. Een niet onbelangrijk detail (helaas niet meer algemeen bekend) vult dit aan,
namelijk dat het gebouw op de tempel berg, waar de Joodse Raad samen kwam in die tijd, ook
wel de “kamer van gehouwen steen” werd genoemd (R. Eisenman, James the Brother of
Jesus, pp. 431-432). Hier werd Jezus naartoe gebracht voor het verhoor voor de Raad, en
waar Petrus zich warmde bij het vuur aan het begin van het lijdensverhaal. Dus het gebruik
van “graf-monument” zinspeelt niet op de grafkelders van toen—die er overigens wel
waren!—maar op het gebouw waar beleid tegen de gemeente gemaakt en uitgevoerd werd.
Jezus werd er veroordeeld. Werd van hieruit ook de gemeente het zwijgen opgelegd, zoals
Saul/Paulus poogde met z’n vervolging?
9. Wat is dan de opstanding? Gezien de nadruk die Paulus hier op legt, moeten we hem iets
langer volgen. Ik denk dat zijn ervaring als Christenvervolger hier niet onbelangrijk is
geweest. De verwachting van toen was: wanneer de leider wegvalt zal de groep wel uiteen
vallen (zie de raad van Gamaliël: Hand. 5: 34-39). De volgelingen van Jezus waren duidelijk
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de “losers” nu hun “held” er niet meer was. Maar de eerste gemeente blijkt hecht te zijn, die
niet bij de eerste tegenslag uit elkaar valt. Sterker nog, juist de dood van Jezus sterkte de
verbondenheid van de volgelingen met hem. Hij was niet alleen ten onrechte gedood, hij
stierf mede wegens hun misverstand, ontkenning en verraad (wat Saul/Paulus ook nog eerst
voortzette met de vervolging van de gemeente). Wanneer nu deze misstappen erkend worden
en men weet zich schuldig, dan ontstaat de diepe behoefte aan vergeving. Die behoefte wordt
bevredigd in de ervaring van een nieuwe oriëntatie op Christus, een opstelling vóór en niet
meer tegen hem. De schuld wordt overwonnen (kwijtgescholden; reële vergeving) in de
werkelijkheid van de overtuiging nu in de geest van Christus verder te willen en kunnen leven
(zie het berouw van Petrus en de bekering van Paulus). Dit is de essentie van de opstanding.
De gestorven Heer is werkelijkheid in de vergeving en is dus het principe van de vernieuwing
van leven, van de “levendmaking” van de gemeenschap. Men is dan “in Christus”, niet dat hij
verrijst in de gelovige (geen persoonlijke zaligmaker, “Jezus in mijn hart”, enz.), maar in de
nieuwe oriëntatie van een leven in het bewustzijn van het doen van gerechtigheid, in de
vervulling van leven in de liefde. Van de dood als “on-leven”, wat in de tekenen van de
heidense goden van geweld staat—en hoe gewelddadig was de Romeinse cultuur niet—wordt
afstand gedaan. Ook in die afstand zit opstanding.
- - - - - - - - - - 10. Een toevoeging. Wie is nu Jozef van Arimatea? Hij verdwijnt uit beeld zo snel als dat hij
erin kwam. Vreemd. Als het om een echte persoon gaat, zou hij dan niet een sleutelgetuige
zijn geweest in verband met de opstanding, indien hij daadwerkelijk Jezus in zijn eigen
grafkelder had gehad? Dit abrupte “er zijn en wegwezen” is dus ook veelzeggend.
Maar, let op zijn naam. In de tekst van Marcus staat “Joseph (van) Harimathaias”. Dit
verschilt maar een haar van “Joseph bar Matthias”. (In een snelle uitspraak vervalt het
verschil nog meer.) Het betekent: “Joseph zoon van Matthias”. Maar dit is wèl een historisch
traceerbare naam, namelijk de oorspronkelijke naam van Flavius Josephus. Hij was geboren
in 37 n.C. en was een generaal-priester tijdens de Joods-Romeinse oorlog in Galilea, in de late
jaren 60, vooraf aan het gevecht rond Jeruzalem en de vernietiging van de tempel. Hij was
een Farizeeër en een “valse” leider, want hij liep over naar de vijand. De Romeinse generaal,
Vespasianus, vleide hij met de verwachting dat hij een wereldleider zou worden—voorstelt in
Num 24:17, hij werd inderdaad keizer in 69 n.C.—en hij hielp Titus, een zoon van
Vespasianus, met de inneming van de tempel en de stad Jeruzalem. (Josephus werd in dank
opgenomen in de keizerlijke familie, die Flavius heette.) In zijn werken (geschreven in Rome
na 70 n.C.) worden Johannes de Doper en Christus een keer heel summier genoemd (maar
velen twijfelen aan de authenticiteit van deze passage). De christelijke gemeente wordt
verder geheel doodgezwegen. (Met andere woorden Marcus en Josephus zijn gelijktijdig in
Rome. Marcus kon daarom moeilijk Josephus precies bij naam noemen, in kritische zin,
zonder extra gevaar voor de Christenen aldaar.)
Ik wil er wel op wijzen dat het negatieve beeld van Jozef van Arimatea alleen in
Marcus voorkomt. De andere evangelisten zijn meer positief. Waarom? Dat is alleen te
bespreken tegen de achtergrond van de verschillen in de motieven van de vier evangelisten.
Men moet niet schromen “achter” een naam te kijken. Bijv. men is het er grotendeels
over eens dat “Judas Iscariot” betekent: Judas Sicarios. De Sicarii droegen dolk- of
steekmessen, die makkelijk te verbergen waren in de kleren. Hun moordende praktijken
vonden plaats vanaf de midden jaren 50 n.C. Was er dan een Judas Iscariot ten tijde van
Jezus? Paulus heeft ook hier geen weet van. Misschien is de naam bedoeld als een
verpersoonlijking van “de Joodse Sicarii”, die meenden door gewelddadig doden de “zaak van
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God” te dienen. Vanuit Paulus gezien waren zij zeker verraders van de Christelijke gemeente
(“het lichaam van Christus”).
Redaktie: tweede paasdag, 25 april 2011
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